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We welcome and encourage submissions 
from our members, about:

• MEMORIES of your days at Hami, including about  
classmates and teachers;

• YOUR LIFE since Hami (including about your career  
and how having attended Hami influenced your life since), 
contacts with friends from Hami;

• YOUR TRAVELS

• OTHER FACTS related to the purposes of our  
Association that would be of interest to our members.

Submissions should be emailed to our editor
hamibugle@gmail.com
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Mar 31, 21 Mar 31, 20 $ Change % Change

ASSETS
Current Assets

Checking/Savings
10100 · Wells Fargo Unrestricted/Restr.

10103 · Wells Fargo Unrestricted Acc 28,888.24 36,057.47 -7,169.23 -19.9%
10105 · Wells Fargo Donor Restricted 36,829.37 34,604.37 2,225.00 6.4%
10106 · Landesman Endowment Donor Restr 0.00 500.00 -500.00 -100.0%
10110 · Wells Fargo Simple Business Acc 700.00 2,602.95 -1,902.95 -73.1%

Total 10100 · Wells Fargo Unrestricted/Restr. 66,417.61 73,764.79 -7,347.18 -10.0%

10300 · PayPal Account 195.50 732.10 -536.60 -73.3%
10500 · Morgan Stanley M$ Endowment 500,250.92 339,600.05 160,650.87 47.3%
10505 · Landesman Endowment Restricted 52,462.25 29,097.55 23,364.70 80.3%
10510 · HAA Scholarship Fund 146,246.68 83,349.77 62,896.91 75.5%

Total Checking/Savings 765,572.96 526,544.26 239,028.70 45.4%

Accounts Receivable
11200 · Pledges Receivable - Restricted 1,941.00 5,654.00 -3,713.00 -65.7%
11300 · Allowance for Doubtful Pledges -59.00 -170.00 111.00 65.3%

Total Accounts Receivable 1,882.00 5,484.00 -3,602.00 -65.7%

Other Current Assets
12000 · Undeposited Funds 0.00 900.00 -900.00 -100.0%

Total Other Current Assets 0.00 900.00 -900.00 -100.0%

Total Current Assets 767,454.96 532,928.26 234,526.70 44.0%

TOTAL ASSETS 767,454.96 532,928.26 234,526.70 44.0%

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

20100 · Grants Payable/Scholarships
20115 · HAA Scholarships - 2019 0.00 5,100.00 -5,100.00 -100.0%
20116 · HAA Scholarships - 2020 8,000.00 0.00 8,000.00 100.0%
20120 · 2019 HAA Scholarships  Deferred 0.00 5,000.00 -5,000.00 -100.0%
20121 · HAA Scholarships - 2021 5,000.00 0.00 5,000.00 100.0%

Total 20100 · Grants Payable/Scholarships 13,000.00 10,100.00 2,900.00 28.7%

Total Accounts Payable 13,000.00 10,100.00 2,900.00 28.7%

Total Current Liabilities 13,000.00 10,100.00 2,900.00 28.7%

Total Liabilities 13,000.00 10,100.00 2,900.00 28.7%

Equity
31500 · Temp. Restricted Net Assets

31600 · Pledge Receivable Est. Revenue 1,882.00 5,484.00 -3,602.00 -65.7%
31500 · Temp. Restricted Net Assets - Other 735,789.22 488,051.74 247,737.48 50.8%

Total 31500 · Temp. Restricted Net Assets 737,671.22 493,535.74 244,135.48 49.5%

32000 · Unrestricted Net Assets -48,195.46 -4,117.07 -44,078.39 -1,070.6%
Net Income 64,979.20 33,409.59 31,569.61 94.5%

Total Equity 754,454.96 522,828.26 231,626.70 44.3%

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 767,454.96 532,928.26 234,526.70 44.0%

Hamilton High School Alumni Association
Statement of Financial Position

Accrual Basis As of March 31, 2021

Page 1

1. Net income for March was a gain of $12,503.22 with $5.8k from gains to HAA’s portfolio and 
$16.7k from dues.

2. Net income thru March 2021 is $64,979.20 or 94% more than the same period in 2020.
3. HAA contributed $7,500 to Hamilton’s web designer to maintain their social media platforms. 

HAA also contributed $180 for Hamilton’s perfect attendance program. The “Hamilton Gift 
Basket Program” received another $1,000 donation.

4. Through March, the M$M Endowment Fund received pledges totally $346,406 (corrected total) with a 
balance remaining of $1,882 adjusted for present value and an estimate of pledges not being fulfilled. The 
level of pledges has remained relatively unchanged. Those who have made their pledges are fulfilling their 
commitment and we are very grateful to them.

5. One hundred of our members have made pledges of which 80 have completed their commitment; three have 
yet to make their second installment, resulting in a participation rate of 97%. To date only 35% of the M$M 
fund has been pledged and 40% has been paid.

6. I have separated HAA’s portfolio into three accounts:  M$M Endowment, Landesman Endowment, 
and a new portfolio called HAA Scholarship Fund. Each account is listed separately as to its 
respective performance. 

7. The M$M Endowment increased in value by $3,087 or .62% in March. 
8. The Landesman Endowment gained $549 or 1.49% in March, but its principal increased by 

$15k with $7.5k from the Landesman’s and $7.5k from HAA as a matching contribution. This 
Endowment can only use its earnings and not the principal to fund scholarships. We have 
structured the Landesman portfolio to ensure that it earns at least this amount annually.

9. The HAA Scholarship Fund was created in February 2020. In September, the fund received an 

additional $25,000 from HAA’s Wells Fargo Operating Account. For March, this fund gained 
$1,512.86 or 1.05%. This new fund was established from the proceeds from a $100,000 
anonymous donation. 

10. Current Ratio now stands at 2.29 or a reserve of $2.29 for every dollar of liability. 
11. The Scholarship Committee selected 36 deserving Hamilton seniors for HAA Scholarships. The 

scholarships awarded totaled $58,900 with some recipients receiving multiple year stipends. 
To date (3/31/2021), HAA has paid out $51,400 to those who have claimed their scholarships 
from the Class of 2020.

12. Five recipients have yet to claim their award.
13. I have broken out Investment Income into three categories: Dividends & Interest, and Unreal-

ized and Realized Gains (Loss). I have also adjusted the Equity portion of the Statement of 
Financial Position to properly reflect the Restricted Net Assets from the Unrestricted. This 
complies with GAAP for nonprofits.

14. We depend on a continuing revenue stream from our members in order to sustain the Associa-
tion’s mission.  

15. The Alumni Association is a true example of an organization managed exclusively by volun-
teers for the purpose of awarding scholarships and connecting alumni back to their school.     

16. Our new website www.hamihighalumni.org is up and running and I invite all to register and get famil-
iar with it especially the uploaded Federalist Newsletter from 1932 onward. We owe a deep sense 
of gratitude to Jonathan Weiss who very methodically digitized the Federalist Newsletters, 
held in storage at Hamilton, and had our webmaster upload them to our website. They are a 
treasure to behold.

Hamilton High School Alumni Association — Notes to Accompany Financial Statements
For Period Ending — March 31, 2021 and YTD 2021
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WE LOVE HEARING FROM YOU! We love hearing about your anniver-
saries, big birthdays, and life celebrations. Please send us that informa-
tion so we can include it in the next bugle.
WE LOVE HEARING ABOUT OUR ALUMNI’S ACHIEVEMENTS.  
Did you write a book, did you get a PhD, did you get an award in your 
profession, do you volunteer, did you travel somewhere amazing, did 
you retire? We love hearing about it.
IF YOU GET TOGETHER WITH OTHER CLASSMATES, please take a 
picture, tell us the story behind the picture and how long you’ve been 
getting together.
DO YOU HAVE A SPECIAL STORY from your high school days that you 
would like to share? Well, we’d love to hear about it!
DO YOU HAVE A PICTURE that reminds you of your days at Hami? 
Please send it in and give us a backstory.

HEY, HAMI ALUMNI
we need your help!

The bugle is looking for editors. We are 
looking for a main editor as well as co-ed-
itors who can help put this award-winning 
publication together. If you’re interested 
in finding out more please send an email 
to Hamibugle@gmail.com You can email us at hamibugle@gmail.com.

Or send in snail mail to: attn Hami Bugle editor,  
PO box 64340 Los Angeles, CA 90064

Board of Directors
Steve Angel ‘66
Marvin Sugarman ‘53
Felicia Chase Zeff ‘73
Bob Raskin ‘58
Ed Horowitz ‘59
David Sacks ‘66
Andrew Sacks ‘95
Lynnette Ruby Lipp ‘58
Daniel Blank ‘88
Melissa Hilton ‘73
Jimmy Biblarz ‘2010
Doritt Diamond ‘58

Bugle Editors
Andrew Sacks ‘95
Doritt Diamond ‘58

Scholarship  
Committee
Steve Angel ‘66
Felicia Chase Zeff ‘73
Ed Horowitz ‘59
Lynnette Ruby Lipp ‘58

Finance Committee
Steve Angel ‘66
David Sacks ‘66
Bob Raskin ‘58

Membership  
Committee
Melissa Hilton ‘73
Andrew Sacks ‘95
Daniel Blank ‘88

Social Media  
Committee
Andrew Sacks ‘95
Ben Alkaly ‘95

President
Steve Angel ‘66 

President Emeritus
Marvin Sugarman ‘53

Bugle Editor In-Chief 
Emeritus
Don X. Sanelli ‘51

Treasurer Emeritus
Jean Kleopfer Barker ‘42

Treasurer
Bob Raskin ‘58

Corporate Secretary
Felicia Chase Zeff ‘73

Please make all donations payable to

HAMI-HI ALUMNI ASSOC. OR HAA
Our [501(c)3] tax-exempt status may allow your donation  

to be tax-deductible. 

The above donations levels are also printed for your convenience in 
the enclosed envelope — just check off the level desired and use it 

to mail your check and/or any correspondence to us.
* HAMI-HI Alumni AssociAtion * 

P.O. Box 64340
Los Angeles, CA  90064

HAA MEMBERSHIP LEVELS
BASIC DONATION LEVELS

(Annual Renewal)

Senior Class of 2021 ................................................................ $1.00
Regular Membership...............................................................$25.00
Supporting ................................................................................ $50.00
Sustaining ................................................................................$100.00

GIFTING LEVELS
(Select a designation from below)

___  HAMI BRONZE ..............................................................$250

___  HAMI SILVER ..................................................................$500

___  HAMI GOLD ................................................................$1,000

______________ any amount!

In Honor of ____________________ donation amount $ _____

In Memory of ___________________ donation amount $ _____

In Celebration of ________________ donation amount $ _____

HAMI-HI  ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS
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This year has been so challenging for so many, including the students of Hamilton High 
School. As we all know now, last year, Hamilton High School (and every other school in 
Los Angeles Unified School District) switched to virtual learning, making it a challenge for 
our fellow Yankees to stay on track and graduate. On top of that, a significant percentage 
of Hamilton students live at or near the poverty line but are still on track to graduate and 
head to college.

This is where the Hamilton Alumni Association (HAA) comes in. As you are aware, the 
Hamilton Alumni Association serves to strengthen the ties between Hamilton’s alumni, 
help the school financially, and, to my mind most importantly, give financial aid in the form 
of scholarships to seniors who are headed to college. 

The average family income of the seniors who receive our scholarships is somewhere between $25,000 and $30,000. 
Next year, the cost for a student living on-campus at UCLA will be $35,793 and at Cal State University Long Beach it  
will be $25,258.

The seniors seeking our help typically receive financial help in the form of scholarships, loans and work study programs 
from their schools and other sources but there tends to be a gap of $3,000 - $4,000 a year between what they are 
awarded and what they need to pay.

We have about 3,000 members in the HAA, yet last year we received contributions in the form of dues and gifts from 
only around 700. If the 2,300 members who forgot to send in dues last year, sent in only $25 for a year membership, 
HAA could give out an additional $57,500 in scholarships. This could make a huge difference for our fellow alumni  
struggling to afford college.

We are living in difficult financial times. If you can afford to make a donation or pay your dues to the HAA,  
it would go a long way to support your fellow Yankees as they graduate and pursue their dreams. Please send back  
the envelope enclosed in the Bugle with a tax-deductible donation or make a donation online at  
www.HamiHighAlumni.org and click “Donate.”

Thank you for your continued support.

Stephen Angel ’66, President of HAA

A gift through your IRA is a great way to make a significant im-
pact on graduating seniors at Hamilton! Here is more information:

• To make a qualified charitable distribution (QCD), donors must be 70½ or 
older at the time of the transaction. 

• Funds should be transferred directly from your financial institution to The 
Hamilton High School Scholarship Foundation.

• This gift can be in any amount, up to $100,000 per person ($200,000 for a 
couple with separate IRAs).

• The amounts that are rolled over are not subject to income tax. 
• If you have personalized checks for your IRA account, please contact The Hamilton 

Alumni Association for specific information to ensure your wishes are met.

Thank you for your support!
For more information, please contact: Bob Raskin, kab6plus9@gmail.com

HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT 

PLANNED
GIVING

TO BENEFIT
THE HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL 

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION?

OUR REMITTANCE ENVELOPE HAS CHANGED. You may notice that our inserted “Remittance Envelope” has been redesigned! This change came 
about through a Hamilton Alumni Association Board of Directors “Task Force” endeavor to simplify the envelope and to include some new choices. Please 
be assured that you may continue to donate funds In Honor, In Memory or In Celebration of any person or group.  (Please Note: We will continue to 
respect the directives of our previously established funds.) 

Respectfully yours, HAA Board of Directors
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Richard Eugene “Dick” Steele
Born on 27 November 1940 in Los Angeles, Califor-
nia. He died on 4 December 1996 in Palm Desert, 
Riverside Co., California...

Do you Remember...
Pg19
Culver City Memories
by Wilma Matrous Mewes  
—Tahitians ’52

Pg22
Saul Saladow
—Connemara ’63

Pg23 
Memories...
By George Vanek, S’58

Philip Topping, the Jazz Director at Hamilton, 
is a Los Angeles-based music educator and 
trumpet player with more than 30 years of 
professional experience.

Pg27
Cooking with 
Eileen
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Yankee Doings

’48 
GLORIA BRODBECK 
HOWELL—MARINERS 

‘48. I am a retired photojournalist.

’49  SONGS…

’52  PATRICIA WHITE 
DRISCOLL—

TAHITIANS ‘52. Santa Cruz, CA 
and Humble, TX. I graduated from 
Hami in 1952 and our class was the 
Tahitians. I have always followed the 
Alumni Assoc. and have attended 
several class reunions. There are not a 
lot of my class left. I just had my 87th 
birthday! Thanks for keeping me in 
the loop. I am currently in Humble, 
Texas, but really live in Scotts Valley 
Calif. I look forward to being home 
soon! It is great to keep in touch!

’55  BEVERLEE SMITH 
BUYS—KANOANS 

S’55. I was so happy to have gotten 
my Yankee Bugle. Had been so 
very long getting it. I enjoyed the 
President’s message in the beginning. 
It explained about using Zoom to get 
up the magazine this time because 
of the virus. So clever of all of you! 
Stephen Angel, President of HAA, 
and your staff used some of my 
photos and a little of my life story in 
it, thank you. I agree with much of 
what the president of the Bugle said 
Do all we can to stay safe.

I always appreciated when I went 
to Hami the way ones of different 
backgrounds and faiths and so forth 
did not see any of that, we were all 
just people going to school and was 
great. I never belonged to any of the 
clubs but had dear friends that did 
I had been invited to some of their 
meetings. Never invited to join. That 
was ok. I had many dear friends. One 
is my friend still since 6th grade. I 
never really understood about what 
was called The Home, until it was 
explained in one of the issues about 
Del Mar. We knew many of them in 
Palms Jr High and Hami High school, 
but never really talked about those 
things. That was amazing. 

I belonged to the two singing groups, 
at Hami, one for just girls and then 
one of boys and girls (Girl’s Glee 
Club). We sang at different things the 
school had. Somewhere I have photos 
of the two groups in our sweaters and 
such. I wish I could find those photos 
and could send them to you. 

I am grateful for the Zoom as we can 
still have our religious gatherings, 
see the congregation and talk to each 
other and have ·our Bible Study, each 
still in our own homes. The elders in 
our congregation keep in touch with.
us to see what we might need. So 
sorry to read the Taps section of so 
many dear ones we have lost. Love to 
their dear families and please keep up 
the good work.

’55 
RONALD 
MILLMAN—I am 

quietly observing the three-year 
anniversary of my retirement from 
my 43-year successful CPA practice. 
I started as a sole practitioner in 
August 1974 and have retired with 
some of the same clients that I 
started out with. 

I have also ended my 20-year Private 
Pilot flying avocation at the same 
time as my professional retirement. 
I was active in “Pilots N’ Paws” 
delivering foundling dogs to their 
forever homes. I sold my plane as 
well as my CPA practice. 

I had an MRI which showed Severe 
High Grade Spinal Stenosis from 
C2 to CS, which translated means 
that my spinal cord in my neck was 
being squeezed by a combination of 
a ruptured spinal disk and arthritic 
growth. Kaiser Permanente’s surgeon, 
Ali 0. Jamshidi, MD performed the 
six-hour neurosurgery December 
2017. I had a 14-month recovery, and 
then joined a gym to continue my 
health regimen. 

I have been an avid reader ever 
since Grammar School and have 
eight bookcases in five rooms of 
our home. It seems appropriate for 
me at this time to donate $1,000 
to Hami High Patriots to help 
purchase reading materials, along 
with my $100 renewal of my HAA 

WHAT ARE HAMI ALUMNI DOING NOW?
Please submit YOUR information so it can be shared in the next Bugle!  

(Recently received advanced degrees, occupation/profession, volunteering, 
travel, awards, promotions, retirements, etc. etc. etc.)

hamibugle@gmail.com
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membership at the Sustaining level. 
I wish the very best to all Hamilton 
High teachers, students, and alumni!

’58  SIG DIAMOND—
CAPRISIANS S‘58 

Calabasas, CA. Hami was so 
important to me. I loved playing 
football, singing in choir, public 
speaking, my car club and lots of 
friends. I keep in touch with many 
and am happy to reconnect through 
the Alumni Association. After 57 
years, I’m still married to my love, 
Doritt Levine, whom I met at Louis 
Pasteur Jr. High! We have two sons 
and a grandson and the best life we 
could ever imagine. 

I’m happier than ever and busy 
with my 3rd career. Two years ago, 
I entered the Wagner Program to 
become a Certificated Para Profession 
Counselor. I currently work with 
individuals and groups helping 
them deal with their feelings and 
developing better communication 
skills as they deal with problems, 
family matters and general daily 
concerns.

’60  CAROL KIMMEL 
SCHARY. I live in Los 

Angeles and am President and owner 
of Nathan Kimmel Company, LLC

’62  LYNN SCHENK San 
Diego. Congratulations 

to Lynn Schenk, of San Diego, 
who has been 
reappointed to 
the California 
High-Speed Rail 
Authority Board 
of Directors, 
where she has 
served since 
2004. Schenk, a 
lawyer in private 

practice, was Chief of Staff to 
Governor Gray Davis from 1999 to 
2004. She was a United States 
Congresswoman from 1993 to 1995. 
She was a San Diego Port 
Commissioner from 1989 to 1993. 
Schenk held the positions of Deputy 
Secretary and Secretary of the 
California Business, Transportation 
and Housing Agency from 1977 to 
1983. She recently served on the 
Board of Directors of Sempra Energy 
and Biogen. She earned a Juris 
Doctor degree from the University 
of San Diego School of Law. Schenk 
is a Democrat.

’63 
 LOIS KALINSKY. 
Like nearly everyone 

else, there were no trips in 2020. 
In addition, my daughter, who 
lives in Toronto, canceled the two 
trips she had planned to come to 
see my husband and me. I feel 
very lucky that there is technology, 
especially Facetime, so we can see 
our grandchildren. My husband 
and I are able to see our daughter, 
who lives near us, for visits and 
meals outside. My Husband turned 
80 and I turned 75 in 2020. We 
had Covid19-appropriate (small) 
but really nice celebrations. We 

also had small outside, careful, but 
lovely Thanksgiving and Christmas 
dinners. At home I play Mahjongg 
online, do jigsaw puzzles and play 
ping pong with my husband. 
Fortunately, we are busy and healthy.

’68  CHERNUS SMITH—
I’m living life and 

enjoying every day!

’70  DEL MARKS—San Jose. 
I sell medical equipment 

and I have gone fishing with Allan 
Drabinsky! 

’72  KEN ALAN—
KAHELAWANIE ‘72 

Los Angeles—I walk dogs, do 
landscaping, enjoy photography, 
and spend time as a part-time 
lecturer at Cal State Fullerton, 
and I’m chasing storms! Had a 
celebration for Don Bondi.

’72  RHONDA BYER—
KAHELAWANIE ‘72—

Exciting news, I was on Jeopardy 
with Alex Trebek!
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*Hami Alumni Pictured* Loren Blumberg, 
Sharon David Lowenstein, Dan Horowitz, 
Rhonda Byer, Melissa Cohen Zimmer, 
Bruce Blumfield, Brian Blumfield & 
Bruce Popkin.

’72  SHARON DAVID 
LOWENSTEIN—

KAHELAWANIE ‘72. Thank 
heavens for Zooming! We enjoy 
having monthly parties and did a 
New Year’s Eve Bingo Party with 
Hami Alumni. Had a Blast from  
the Past! :)

’75  SHARON BLEVISS—
AQUISTIAN ‘75 San 

Francisco. This is my 40th year as 
a special education teacher in San 
Francisco. I am also the mother of 
five children who are now living 
across the US. I also am the co-
President of my synagogue. I chat 
weekly with my dear best friends 
from Canfield, Palms and Hami.

’75  CRAIG WOLD —
AQUISTIAN ‘75 

Charleston SC. After 20 years in 
the NAVY, I am now a government 
contractor.

’75  SCOTT ALPERT—
AQUISTIAN ‘75 

Kirkland, Washington. I own and 
operate a mental health clinic called 
Basic Steps Mental Health where 
we treat substance use and mood 
disorders. I just finished writing a 
book called “Comedy By: We Love 
Us” which is available on Amazon. 

Yes, in the early 80s I used to 
perform at all the big venues, or 
should I say, made a fool of myself at 
that time. Currently, as I type there 

is a huge snowstorm that hit this area 
and I am preparing to dig my car 
out so I can head to work. Barbara 
Hoffman/Kileen is my hero. She has 
edited a few of my books and we text 
back and forth during the Dodger 
games. She is a delight. 

’75  ROBIN BAILEY CLARK 
— AQUISTIAN ‘75 

Houston, TX. I am retired and 
riding my horse!

’78  DORA SAENZ—
MALAHINI ‘78 Simi 

Valley, CA. After graduating from 
high school, I 
was married and 
had two kids. I 
divorced and 
remarried, and 
we became a 
blended family 
with four 
children. While 

my children were young, I worked 
for the San Fernando Police 
Department as a dispatcher and 
jailer for over 10 years.

I eventually obtained my BS in 
psychology and my master’s in 
social work from Long Beach. I 
started working with perpetrators 
of domestic violence, families and 
youth identified as being at risk 
and needing assistance. I continued 
working with at risk youth 
and eventually started working 
with County of Ventura Child 
Protective services as a social worker. 
Investigating child abuse, managing 
cases and working with families. I 
was eventually promoted and was 
able to oversee several departments 
and staff as well as handle program 
development, staff development, 

grant writing and contract oversight. 
I stayed with the county for over 20 
years until I retired. 

I currently work as a part time 
instructor with three child welfare 
academies: San Diego state PCWTA, 
Fresno CCTA, Fresno Bay Area. I 
teach state of California approved 
and mandated training for newly 
hired child protective social workers 
in the state of California, as well as 
specialized classes for child protective 
social workers.

My children have grown into 
wonderful adults and I am blessed to 
have them in my life and to have had 
such a rich and fulfilling career. 

’78  MARA BLEVISS—
MALAHINI ‘78 Napa, 

CA. I earned a BS in ‘82 and DVM 
in ’86 from UC Davis. I have been 
working as a clinical veterinarian 
since. I have been married for 27+ 
years and have 3 children

’81  MARIO DEGRACIA—
OMEGA ‘81 

Independence, MO. I am an IT 
Professional and soccer referee and 
am involved in my church. 

’81  RODGER WATKINS—
OMEGA ‘81 Long Beach, 

CA. I have started a new business…

’82  TODD AVERY—
UTOPIANS ‘82. 

At Hamilton, I played football; 
ran track; and was on the swim 
team. Later, I enrolled at Santa 
Monica College, where I studied 
Physical Education. I also played 
football, getting a scholarship to 
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the University of Illinois where I 
continued my studies, and football. 
I left U of I, in 1986 to pursue an 
NFL career, with the Los Angeles 
Raiders. After getting released from 
two teams, I had to rethink my 
career. In 1988, I joined the US 
Army, and traveled the country as 
an Infantryman, and continued my 
studies at Cameron University, in 
Lawton Oklahoma. As a Veteran, I 
was Honorably discharged in 1993. I 
was then hired, by LAUSD, as a yard 
supervisor and worked as a football 
coach, eventually becoming a head 
coach at Hamilton High! During 
this time, I also worked as juvenile 
counselor and still studied to become 
a Teacher. I earned my BA degree 
in Physical Education in 1996 and 
continued working at Hamilton 
until I was hired by the Department 
of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 
as an Education Specialist. 

I recently retired from the DOJ with 
25 years of service. Lastly, I’ve been 
married for 14yrs, have 2 biological 
daughters and 1step daughter!

’84  ADRIENNE 
BENNETT—

OLYMPIANS ‘84 National Harbor, 
MD. I am living on the East Coast, 
in the Washington, DC area, and 
work as Government Compliance 
Manager for a Defense Contractor.

’85  BRIGGETTE 
(GOODMAN) 

JOHNSON—
CENTURIANS 
‘85 Jacksonville, 
FL. I now reside 
in Jacksonville, 
FL with my 
husband of four 

years. I am the mother of four 

children and the Nana of eight! 
Since retiring I am utilizing my skills 
as a Poet, Social Media Blogger and 
author. I have two published books, 
“I*N*Spire: An Inspirational Book 
Written From The Soul” and the just 
released, “Y’all Betta Consider 
God...I’m Jus Sayn.”

I am also in the process of starting 
a small business called Delicate 
Expression by BNGPoetry which 
I eventually would like it to grow 
into a novelty shop. I specialize in 
“Picture 2 Poetry” where I use a 
photo of my clients choosing and I 
assist through verbal illustration to 
breathe life into the unspoken words 
within their heart. I then combine 
the poem and picture. The first letter 
in each row of the poem spells out a 
Name or Poem Title. 

’85  TROY DURDEN—
CENTURIANS ‘85 San 

Pedro, CA. I am currently employed 
by the City of Los Angeles and am 
developing a YouTube channel. 

’86 
 IRMA FLORES-
ROBNETT—

VALERDORIANS ‘86 Fresno, CA. 

I have been a 
Family Law 
Court 
Mediator, for 
the past 
twenty years, 

in the Fresno County Superior 
Court. I have two lovely daughters, 
one just graduated from Law School 
and my eldest obtained her BA in 
Criminology. 

’86  MORRIS REDD—
VALERDORIANS 

‘86 West Palm Beach, FL. After 
graduating from Hami, I attended 
college in Washington DC and 
Miramar FL. I married and had two 
children. Later, I was blessed with 
grandchildren, as well. I became an 
educator and have taught students 
on all levels, from elementary to 
college, and spent eight years in 
high school administration. My 
career transitioned to nonprofit 
management and governance, 
then I became an entrepreneur. 
I am a real estate investor and a 
transformational life coach. Most 
recently, I have added authorship to 
my endeavors!

’87  STEPHANIE GILL—
FUTURIANS ‘87 Los 

Angeles, CA. I have been traveling 
the world working for the State 
Department and am currently posted 
to US Embassy Baghdad, Iraq.

’87  LISA HOFFMAN– 
FUTURIANS ‘87 

Arcata, CA. I work with the Blue 
Lake Rancheria Tribe as a Career 
Coordinator
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’88  DEBBY WISE WINE—
DIVINIANS ‘88 

Modiin, Israel. I 
am a Middle 
School ESL 
teacher in Israel, 
where I have 
lived with my 
family since 
2006. 

’89  RACHEL BETTS—
PATRICIANS ‘89 Los 

Angeles, CA. As a 1989 Hami grad, 
U.S. Navy Veteran, and Founder of 
a 501(c)3 non-profit organization 
(DTAIBAI Inc.), my most recent 
accomplishment was graduating 
in 2017 with my Master (MFA) in 
Film and in 2016 with my Bachelor 
of Science in Recording Arts.

My current occupation as a Career 
Development Film Advisor at 

The Los Angeles Film School in 
Hollywood, CA. Outside of assisting 
my students with preparing for their 
careers, I am also a Film Director. 

’92  AIMEE GOMEZ—
EMPERIANS ‘92 Los 

Angeles, CA. I am a Professor/
Researcher and got engaged to a 
Yankee from the class of 1993!

’92  AMY MIKO—
EMPERIANS ‘92 

Gardena, Ca. I am married with two 
school aged children. I have worked 
for LAUSD in special education for 
the past 20 years.

’92  TISH (HANCOCK) 
TILLIS—EMPERIANS 

‘92 Texas. I am a married housewife 
and a homeschool Mom.

’95 
RISA (SHLESMAN) 
MEALUS—

ROMANTICS ‘95 Portland, OR. I 
am an executive pastry chef, mom of 
an 11-year-old awesome kid, happily 
married, surviving the pandemic, 
and optimistic about potential social 
justice progress. I miss L.A. all the time, 
although loving Portland in many ways. 

’95  OLGA HERNANDEZ-
PEREZ—ROMANTICS 

‘95. I’ve been employed with State 
Government for 18 years and am 
happily married for 14 years. We 
welcomed our first baby, a girl, on 
8/17/18! We love traveling and we 
are both working on our PhD in 
clinical psychology.

I keep in touch with some alumni, 
and I recently had dinner with 
Minerva Gaines and lunch with 
Cynthia Rodriguez-Bailey

’91  MARC WEISS—
PALINDROMIANS ‘91 

Los Angeles, 
CA. I was born 
and raised in 
Beverlywood on 
Castle Heights 

Ave. I went to Castle Heights, 
Palms and Hamilton. At Hamilton 
I played baseball and basketball all 
3 years and football my senior year. 
After High School, I went to Cal 
State LA on a full scholarship for 
baseball. Unfortunately, Cal State 
LA didn’t work out, so my junior 
year I transferred to Cal Lutheran 
University. At Cal Lutheran I had 
my best year and was fortunate to 
get drafted by the Cincinnati Reds 
in 1994. I played for the Reds for a 

few years before I was released by 
them. After I was released, I got a 
few offers to continue chasing my 
dream but made the decision to 
move on and start reality. After my 
baseball career ended, I was offered 
the opportunity to start teaching at 
a new private school in Culver City 
called The Willows. I became the 
Athletic Director at the school 
which has been my home for the 
past 25 years.

In 2004, I decided that I wanted 
to start my own day camp. It 
interested me as I had been 
involved and working at camps, 

at Rancho Park, since I was 15 
years old. My brother Brent and I 
started IVERBE, with 25-30 kids 
a week at on The Willows campus. 
IVERBE has now grown to three 
locations (Culver City, Palisades 
and Westchester) with close to 
700 kids a day! I currently live in 
Culver City with my wife Nikki 
and daughters Madison (21) and 
Jordan (18). Madison is a senior 
at Long Beach and will be getting 
her credential to teach next year. 
Jordan is a freshman, on a soccer 
scholarship, at UC Riverside. 

I am very proud to be a Hami 
alum. It was some of my best years 
and I made incredible connections 
to amazing people whom I still talk 
to today.
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’95  SHAGHAYEGH 
TAVASSOLI—

ROMANTICS ‘95 Beverly Hills, 
CA. I am a Family Medicine 
physician, happily married with 5 
kids! I see a few people here and 
there, but I wish I would see more of 
my old friends! 

’97  MONIQUE BARNETT 
Redlands, CA. I’ve been 

working really hard to grow my 
catering company HealthyKup. 

’98  NIKETA CALAME-
HARRIS Los Angeles, 

CA. I have been acting, teaching, 
and producing AND I have an 
episode on Perry Mason on HBO 
(episode 5)!

’98  VIVIEN ANDRADE 
Palm Springs, CA. I am 

a Special Education Teacher. I like 
to connect on Facebook and class 
reunions! 

’00  RAYMOND DYER 
Los Angeles, CA. I am 

finishing my degree and working on 
my career in music.

’06  MIKE 
MONTGOMERY 

Chicago, IL. I’m an attorney here in 
Chicago, practicing higher education 
and collegiate athletics law at 
Akerman LLP. 

’07 
JAMAL DAVIS Murrieta, 
CA. I am an electrician 

and I have a wife and two kids. 

’08  JAKE LICHTERMAN 
Texas. I recently 

graduated from medical school 
in New York City. I am currently 
graining to be a physician scientist 
and an oncologist at the University of 
Texas Southwestern Medical Center.

’08  JOHN SO Los Angeles, 
CA. I recently graduated 

from law school.

’10  FERNANDO SERRANO 
Los Angeles, CA. I received 

my Bachelor’s in Sociology and 
Spanish in 2014. I’ve been teaching 
first grade at a Catholic school ever 
since I graduated. I am also the 
Athletic Director, Basketball Coach, 
and Volleyball coach at the school. 

I am currently working on receiving 
my Master’s in Education. My 
classmates have attended my 
wedding and we have done many 
trips outside Los Angeles. 

’10  ERNESTO RIVERA-
GOMEZ Compton, 

CA. I’m a recruiter for a large 
pharmaceutical company.

’11  ESMERALDA MELGOZA 
Los Angeles, CA. I am a 

second-year public 
health doctoral 
student at the 
UCLA Fielding 
School of Public 
Health. I study 
health inequities 
along the 
emergency medical 

services (EMS) continuum with a 
focus on underserved populations, 

particularly Latinx and African 
American communities. Specifically, 
my research examines barriers in 
accessing EMS services including, but 
not limited to, general distrust in the 
EMS system, financial concerns, 
immigration status, and patient-
provider language discordance. I 
currently work as a Public Health 
Trainer with California Connected 
—the State of California’s 
COVID-19 contact tracing and case 
investigation training program. I am, 
also, a Senior Policy Fellow for the 
UCLA Latino Policy and Politics 
Initiative where I collaborate with 
content experts to distill peer-
reviewed research findings into policy 
briefs for the general public. 

Prior to starting my doctoral 
program, I was a Health Educator 
in Los Angeles and Chicago. I also 
have a Masters of Public Health, a 
specialization in health education, 
and a certificate in emergency public 
health — all from UCLA. My 
interests in health inequities along the 
EMS continuum began during my 
MPH after my monolingual Spanish-
speaking grandmother was involved 
in a hit-and-run accident. The 
increasing heterogeneous population 
of minority ethno-racial older adults 
requires changes to the EMS system. 
I hope that my research will have an 
impact on these changes. 

During my free time, I enjoy 
spending time with my family and 
partner, exercising, listening to 
music, and exploring coffee shops. I 
also enjoy traveling, and thus far, I 
have visited over 20 countries. I look 
forward to continuing travel once it 
is safe to do so. 

I’m happy to say that I still keep in 
touch with a few close friends from 
high school via phone or zoom chats. 
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Reunions

Announcements
2021 CLASS REUNIONS

The Bugle has received the following information about class reunions scheduled in the coming months:

REUNION
HAMILTON CLASS OF 1970 

THE ASHOKANI
Our new date for the 50th Reunion is

FEBRUARY 19, 2022 
HOTEL MARINA DEL REY DOUBLETREE

13480 Maxella Ave 
Marina Del Rey 90292 

6:30PM
Please register at  

ReunionCommittee.com
even if you cannot attend. This will ensure future 

mailings and contact for classmates.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

HILARY MATTHEW
If you have questions, please message me on 

Facebook or write to me at 
Hilary.Matthew@gmail.com

AND.
Please join our facebook page https://www.face-

book.com/groups/368840610438496/

HAMILTON CLASS OF SUMMER 1961 
AURORIANS

JULY 2021 REUNION IS
POSTPONED

If you are interested in joining our committee 
or if you would like to receive updates on 

our plans please contact:  
Bill Tanner’s Assistant 
joleesky@tmgicpa.com

(or)
Alan Stahl 

alanstahl101@gmail.com

LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING 
EVERYONE SOON!

ATTENTION REUNION PLANNERS
if you have a reunion planned or  

a committe forming, please contact 
reunion coordinator
Andrew Sacks ’95 

hamibugle@gmail.com
310-926-9844
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WHAT IS JAZZ?

Jazz is American music 
which originated in New 
Orleans, Louisiana, in the

late 19th century. It developed 
from ragtime and blues and 
is characterized by propulsive 
syncopated rhythms, poly-
phonic ensemble playing, 
varying degrees of improvisa-
tion, and often deliberate dis-
tortions of pitch and timbre. 
Brass and woodwind instru-
ments and piano are par-
ticularly associated with jazz, 
although guitar and occasion-
ally violin are also used; styles 
include Dixieland, swing, 
bebop, and free jazz.

PHILIP TOPPING, the Jazz Director at Hamilton, is a Los Angeles 
based music educator and trumpet player with more than 30 years of 
professional experience who beams with pride when he talks about 
his Jazz program! Originally from the Northern California region, Mr. 
Topping received his bachelor’s degree from California State Univer-
sity Chico in Music (trumpet performance). He moved to Los Angeles 
in 1998, and since has worked as a musician mainly in the Jazz, Com-
mercial, and Latin styles of music. He has increasingly become focused 
on education and started teaching in public schools 10 years ago. Mr. 
Topping still remains an active performer and performs at many Jazz 
clubs throughout the Los Angeles area. In addition to playing trumpet, 
Mr. Topping also plays the EVI (Electronic Valve Instrument). He is 
currently focusing his musical attention on the latest group he co-
leads, TriTone Asylum, and is in the final stages of releasing a new al-
bum. Mr. Topping holds a Master of Fine Arts in music from Cal Arts 
(2007), and a Master of Arts in Teaching in music education (2011) from 
the University of Southern California (USC). Mr. Topping has been 
directing the Jazz program at Hamilton for the past two years and is 
appreciative of how hard his students work and the extra effort needed 
to create music during the COVID pandemic.

PHILIP  TOPPING

  ALL THATJAZZ!& 

by DORITT DIAMOND
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Jazz Instruction
The jazz education program at Hamilton consists of 
A, B, C big bands and three jazz combos. Each of the 
ABC big bands are 17-piece bands, grouped according 
to talent and skills. Notice, when viewing the video, 
that there are several girls in the band. Mr. Topping 
explained that it has become more common, in 
the last couple of decades, to have a lot of girls par-
ticipate, and it indicates increased outreach efforts 
within jazz education, as well as the larger jazz com-
munity to encourage more young women to become 
involved in jazz and learn the art form. 

Teaching has been interesting this past year. Mr. 
Topping teaches all of the jazz classes and three 
piano classes. His students have been responsible for 
learning a lot of music on their own at home. They 
have had to listen to recordings on their own and 
have learned to be more independent and self-reliant 
learners. He is impressed to see what young people 
can do on their own and how they have worked hard 
and really stepped up!

The virtual teaching environment presents opportu-
nities to concentrate on some aspects of music that 
are often overlooked in a regular classroom teaching 
an ensemble but are nonetheless very important. 
For example, in-class students have been doing a 
lot of listening to jazz, and big band music, which is 
something they did not have much time for, prior to 
COVID, in regular in-school rehearsals, since much 
of the time was spent rehearsing. Students have also 
had an opportunity to learn about music technology 
and the recording process. Furthermore, students 
have had to learn how to perform while recording 
themselves, which is a difficult thing to do. Recording 
music is often considered more demanding than live 
performance and can be difficult for even the most 
experienced musician. Playing while recording your-
self is a separate musical skill in itself. 

Mr. Topping says that, as a teacher, he has tried to ap-
proach online teaching by seeing what opportunities 
might present themselves to learn about music in a 
different way, or cover aspects not covered in regular 
in-person instruction viewing it from a more limiting 
perspective of, ‘what can’t be done because we are in 
a virtual classroom.’
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It has been an enriching experience for all!

Jazz Night Virtual Concert 
A special performance of Hamilton’s JAZZ NIGHT 
VIRTUAL CONCERT was recently presented and 
may be viewed online (https://tinyurl.com/uy3ctk9u).

Mr. Topping is especially pleased that one of the 
JAZZ NIGHT songs was selected to be shown at the 
California All State Music Educators Conference 
(CASMEC 2021) Virtual Video Performance. The 
event highlighted some of the best efforts by ten jazz 
groups throughout the state of California. It was very 
exciting to be selected to perform and quite an honor. 
Mr. Topping was so happy that students received 
some recognition for their hard work, especially 
since they were not able to physically attend music 
festivals and competitions this year. 

The Virtual Concert Process 
Each student plays/records his/her own part while 
listening to a ‘backing track’ to play along with. 
(Notice in the video that all are wearing earphones!) 
Each musician plays a part along with the backing 
track and sends the recording to Mr. Topping, to as-
semble the performance. The students have varying 
levels of tech knowledge. Some have professional 
mics and software, while many of the horn players 
actually record from their cell phones! For drums, 
some mics and recording equipment for the jazz pro-
gram, as this portion was the most difficult to record 
and to interface with the computer recording. He 
pointed out that the order of assembly of the video 
was important where the horns record backing track, 
and the rhythm section goes last. Order is important! 

The ensemble parts for the students to play along 
with are created by first by using MIDI data gener-

Left to right counterclockwise — Band-Rhythm Section 1: William Trent – Guitar / Elder Gindroz – Piano / Brennan Sakata – Bass / Osmar Barrios – 
Drums •  Band Rhythm Section 1: Isabel Mora – Bass / Andrew Doerr – Piano / Elija Small – Drums / Giacamo Piubeni – Guitar  •  Band Trombone 

Section Brandon Morales / Shaun Houlihan / Michael Blasi / Chris Feitshans  •  Band Saxophone Section 1: Jackson Eyre – Alto Sax / Max Krinsky – Alto 
Sax / Devan Aguirre – Tenor Sax / Xavier Muepo – Tenor Sax / Amiri Camacho – Bari Sax — Page 13 top to bottom  •  Band: Michael Blasi – Trombone 
/ Toussaint Pierre Vargas – Piano / Max Rubin – Drums / Dean Bowman – Bass / Devan Aguirre.
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Left to right counterclockwise — Band Rhythm Section: Henry McKenzie – Guitar / Pierre Toussaint-Vargas – Piano / Dean Bowman – Bass / Max Krinsky
Drums. •  Band Rhythm Section 2: Elliot Selph – Guitar / Dov Sikowitz – Keyboards / Brennan Sakata – Bass / Micah Heard – Drums  •  Band Trumpet 

Section: Diego Gallardo / Kenzo Cervoni / Matthew Kirk / Sophia Prinzo.  •  Band Rhythm Section 2: Logan Lyman – Bass / Cole Johnson – Drums 
/ Andrew Doerr – Piano — Page 16 top to bottom  •  Band Trumpet Section: Jeffrey Newton / Matthew Santatikul / Eli Heard / Diego Gallardo  •  
Band-Trombone Section: Natalie Moyenda / Eric Garcia / Chris Feitshans / Gabriel Leon  •  Band Saxophone Section 1: Jackson Eyre – Alto Sax / Max 
Krinsky – Alto Sax / Devan Aguirre – Tenor Sax / Xavier Muepo – Tenor Sax / Amiri Camacho – Bari Sax  •  Band Sax Section: Hazam Muhammad – Alto 
Sax / Ulysses Morales – Alto Sax / Kobie Dozier – Tenor Sax / Devan Aguirre – Tenor Sax / Kenyon Cruz – Bari Sax  •  Band Trombone Section: Brandon 
Morales / Shaun Houlihan / Michael Blasi / Gabriel Leon

ated from musical notation software/ program (think 
word processor for writing music), that the musical 
score has been copied into. This MIDI data is then 
used by computer-based recording program to gener-
ate a synthesized computer audio backing track of 
each instrument in the ensemble, and then a drum 
track is added. This forms the basis of the ‘backing 
track’ for the students to play over and record their 
parts to. After the horn players have recorded their 
parts, the computerized drums are replaced with a 
‘live’ drummer. The entire piece is transformed into  
a full ensemble.

There were many benefits of the ‘virtual world.’ 
Mr. Topping was able to have students from other 
groups join a different band, there was more mixing, 

and collaboration between musicians in different 
bands occurred more often than would have been 
possible before. 

Mr. Topping was surprised regarding the amount of 
time he needed to efficiently manage all the pieces 
of each production. Fortunately, he had the basic 
skills and was used to tech, as he had done all his 
own video editing on his own personal music proj-
ects over the past years. He had taught music tech in 
the past, so when the pandemic hit, he knew that he 
would be able to figure it out. And he did! He is quick 
to say that he knew some but learned more as need-
ed. The group projects required consistent monitor-
ing to keep track of who needs to turn in what, since 
no piece could be complete until all audio and video 
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parts had been received. It was a challenge to man-
age many audio and video files, and he was so grate-
ful for the help of other staff members and parents 
who were there to pitch in and support the program. 
Hamilton’s program doesn’t happen without parents’ 
and administrative support. Having support is vital to 
the success of the program whether it is financial or 
taking care of some organizational aspects of the pro-
gram. Since Mr. Topping spends a lot of time editing, 
he appreciates the support he gets from parents and 
the administration to handle other necessary details 
like finding a site to stream the performance.

Mr. Topping felt that his students greatly missed the 
social aspect of playing music together, and the vir-
tual compositions were a great way to give them the 
sense of a group making music together. He worked 
hard to make the recordings as professional as pos-
sible so the students could see how well it all came 
together and be proud of their product. He feels that 
they will see them years from now and feel good 
about their hard work. 

Another Jazz Night Concert!
Student compositions were presented on Tuesday 
May 18, at 7pm: This concert featured student compo-
sitions as well as music written and arranged by LA-
based writer/arranger Elliot Duetch. Please, look for 
the next JAZZ NIGHT CONCERT video on YouTube!

Mr. Topping felt that 

his students  greatly 

missed the social aspect 

of playing music together, 

and the virtual compositions 

were a great way 

to give them the sense 

of a group making 

music together.
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HE will join Luke Fortner, Idris Muhammad, Brady 
Samuels, and Lance Lesage as a member of the 
Boilermakers class of 2025. Under head coach 

Dan Ross, Purdue finished seventh in the team standings 
at the 2020 Big Ten Championships. 

Talented in the butterfly and backstroke, Ryan does his 
club swimming with Alpha Aquatics and most recently earned five best 
times at Carlsbad Sectionals after earning a trio of top-6 finishes at East LA 
Sectionals in December 2020. In summer 2019, he collected bronze in the 
100m back at the FAST Summer Junior Olympics before going on to final in 
two events at Mount Hood Futures. His best times include 100 fly (48.83), 
200 fly (1:52.27), 100 back (51.02), and  100 free ( 47.10).

Competing for Hamilton, Ryan competed at the CIF State Championships 
during his sophomore season and has earned USA Swimming Scholastic  
All-American honors for his efforts in the pool and in the classroom.

Ryan told Swimming World: “I am thrilled to announce my verbal commit-
ment to continue my academic and swimming career at Purdue University. 
I would like to thank everyone who supported me on my journey, including 
my outstanding family, friends, coaches, and teachers. It is a dream come 
true to be able to attend such an amazing university and to join a team of 
such exceptional guys. I truly can’t wait to be a Boilermaker. Boiler Up!!!”

Congratulations, Ryan!

RYAN ZERPA 
“ONE IN A THOUSAND”

Junior National qualifier and Hamilton senior  
Ryan Zerpa has announced his verbal commitment to 
Purdue University beginning in the fall of 2021.
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Your support provides substantial 
assistance in many ways, including 
scholarships for graduating seniors 

and ongoing support for families in need in the 
Hamilton community. In addition, a few times 
each year, the Hamilton Alumni Association 
(HAA) offers special projects of support and love. 
Holiday gift baskets/cards are just one example.

Holiday Gifts

The HAA created a new 
project, last year, for the 
2020 holidays.  It just 
seemed like the right 
time to help others, share 
a little joy, and create 
some happy moments.   

The HAA approved 
the purchase of 20 $100 gift cards to be provided to 
students and their families identified to be in need 
during the holidays. Tino Mingori, felt especially 
moved by the gesture, and he and his wife donated 
$1,000 to purchase 10 additional $100 gift cards. The 
Howard and Lynne Landsman Charitable Trust also 
donated $500 to purchase five additional $100 cards to 
be distributed to students in need.

The gift cards were included in 35 gift baskets that 
were assembled with the help of students in Ms. 
Freitag’s ethnic studies class and a student in the 
Hamilton Student Body Leadership class. These 
students gathered donations of food and other supplies 
and distributed the baskets to students who needed a 
little something extra for the holidays. 

WHAT DO MY DONATIONS PROVIDE?

Mr. Blank received the following note 
from a recipient and wanted to share it 
with our community.

We Hope to be able to continue tHis project year after year!

Good morning Ms. Melcher and Mr. Blank,

I am really grateful to have such amazing people 
who care for me! As I was walking in the door with 
the gift basket, my mother was up making break-
fast for me and my siblings. I haven’t seen my mom 
smile in about two months and for the first time 
this morning, she was extremely elated. This will 
help my family out tremendously and take some of 
the worries away from my mother. She was really 
struggling with words to express her feelings, but 
her body language told it all. Thank you both so 
much! I hope you both have happy holidays! 

PS: Mr. Blank, has the AMPA class of 2025 opened 
enrollment? I have a very musically talented little 
sister who will be a freshman next year, and my 
mom wants her to attend Hamilton.

Thank you for being a donor to the Alexander 
Hamilton Alumni Association!
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Our Alumni Remember

Erma and Duff Watrous, 
my parents, purchased 
a lot (3329/3331 Can-

field Avenue) in about 1929 
and built a small Spanish 
style house at the rear of the 
lot. They built two apartment 
complexes on their lot next to 
their home on Canfield. Now 
(2007) they all have been sold 
and demolished. I haven’t seen 
what has replaced them. 

About the Culver City Airport 
… Francis Olson, (my future 
husband’s dad), flew with friends 
out of this airport. No license 
was required then, the late 
1920s. While Greg was in Navy 
boot camp (in San Diego and 
Whidbey Island in the state of 
Washington) when the weather 
was bad or the traffic heavy, I 
would walk through a tunnel 
under Washington Blvd. which 
was near the “flat iron building” 
(Culver Hotel) on my way to 
Culver City Grammar School. 

On rainy days Dad generally 
would not go to work, and if I 
was lucky, he would drive me 
to school. I remember once my 
umbrella turning wrong side 
out while I was walking past 
the Culver Hotel on my way to 
school during a windy rainstorm. 
That was probably in February. 
February is usually a very wet 
month in Southern California. 

I wore a raincoat, rain hat and 
galoshes (rubber shoes) over my 
regular shoes. My galoshes in 
1953 were white with high heels 
and fur trim.

Katie Van de Steeg, Diane Jen-
sen, and I purchased matching 
shirts at Bert’s men’s store 
on Main Street, the “shortest 
main street in the world.” Girl 
and Boy Scout clothing, etc., 
was purchased for my brother, 
Al Watrous, and me at another 
store on Main. Dad’s favorite 
place to shop was Steller & 
Skoogs Hardware. A block and 
a half from my house was the 
Venice Short Line (red-car as 
we called it). It took us to the 
beach or to downtown Los  
Angeles. Coming from the 
beach, I’m sure we (Katie, 
Diane, Virginia Van Wee, and 
me) left a lot of sand on the 
seats and floors. 

The Citizen weekly newspaper 
was printed on a higher qual-
ity paper than the Evening 
Star News. I’ve saved many 
articles in my scrapbook from 
those newspapers. The Bowl-
ing Alley was a popular spot. 
Greg Olson set pins there as a 
teenager. Later he worked at 
Western Stove Company on an 
assembly line making kitchen 
stoves in order to purchase a 
black two-door 1948 Ford. My 

When the Meralta The-
atre burned down, I  
think during or shortly 
after World War II, and 
then later rebuilt, we 
attended movies at  
the Culver City Hall, 
upstairs. It  was hot up 
there in the summer. 
The large windows were covered with black 
drapes which blew around when the windows 
were opened to cool us off. The Meralta had 
a balcony. I  think that these seats must have 
cost extra. Another extra cost was in the rear 
section of  the theatre. The seats were leather, 
extra-large, and really comfortable. Some-
times I would sneak onto one of  those seats. 
They were called “lodges.” The new Culver The-
atre was really ornate. When we entered the 
darkened theatre, a  person in uniform with a  
flashlight guided us to our seats. Popcorn and 
candy were sold in the lobby at reasonable 
prices. I  don’t  recall if  drinks were sold. While  
on the subject of  movie theatres, I’d like to 
mention one that another one was located 
north west of  Culver City, just  off  of  Venice 
B lvd, in a litt le “town” called Palms. I  think the 
theater was called Palms also. Occasionally 
when Dad was out of  town, Mom and I would 
walk to this theatre for a night out. In those 
days walking after dark was no problem.

CULVER CITY MEMORIES
by WILMA MATROUS MEWES —Tahitians ‘52. . .
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folks stored the Ford in their garage 
while Greg was in Navy boot camp. 

Al and I attended Culver City 
Grammar school. The original 
building has been replaced by 
another. What a shame! It was so 
beautiful. Mrs. Catlin was my Eng-
lish teacher and also the principal. 
Mr. Riddlebarger was the super-
intendent. Sandy was the friendly 
grandfatherly janitor. Good malts 
and juke box music could be had 
at the malt shop. Dancing was not 
allowed. It was just a block from 
Culver Grammar School and not 
too far from the bowling alley. 

In the 1950s Greg and I had a Hud-
son Rambler. Red Top, white bot-
tom. Ours had a spare tire kit on the 
back and mellow sounding exhaust 
pipes. We purchased it from Ed 
Young’s car dealership in Culver 
City. Ed’s daughter, Evelyn Young 
married my brother, Al. 

I spent many summer days at the 
Metro Goldwyn Mayer (MGM) 
entrance (Ince & Grant) collect-
ing autographs of movie stars. 
Van Johnson was one I was disap-
pointed with. As a redhead, his five 
o’clock shadow was a color I had 
never seen before. I thought it was 
gross. I gave all my autographs 
books to my pen-pal, Marjorie 
Powell, in England. She says she 
does not know what her mother 
did with them. “Bobby” Robert 
Blake told me that he and others 
would stand outside MGM hop-
ing someone would notice ·and 
hire ·them for the movies. That, he 
said, is how he· got into the movie 
business. He lived next door to our 

friends, Eve, Bud, Jerry, Vance Ol-
son. (No relation to Greg’s family). 
They lived on Cardiff Avenue north 
of National Blvd. 

Television. was new in the early 
’50s. Few people had a set. People 
would stand on the sidewalk in 
front of the TV stores and watch 
the TV shows through the glass. 
At Cool’s Drug Store while walk-
ing home from Culver Grammar 
School, we would stop there for a 
cherry coke. Greg sold newspapers 
on the corner of Bagley and Venice. 
Skates Apparel was where Mom 
and I purchased many dresses, es-
pecially for my wedding trousseau. 
I remember buying a fancy black 
dress there and then returning it 
because I thought it was too old for 
me. I was a teenager then.

I can still remember the smell of 
Dr. Johnson’s office, the building 
where the drug store was. Those 
were the days when doctors came 
to the house when necessary. He 
had a black leather bag with pills 
for every ailment. Joyce Rebol was 
a classmate all the way through 
school. Not too long ago I mailed 
her a book that she had loaned to 
me at Culver Grammar School. It 
was “Raggedy Ann.”

I never went inside any part of the 
movie studios. However, I did go 
onto one of the back lots at the 
Selznick (originally Ince Studio 
9336 Washington Blvd.) studio 
with Pat Harrington, my best 
friend at the time. We entered off a 
side street through a hedge. There 
was no fence here. We wandered 
through the railroad scene for the 

“Gone With The Wind” movie and 
past the huge colonial house which 
was only a facade. Also, we saw 
through bombed out buildings that 
could have been from World War 
II movies.

The Rollerdrome was quite away 
west of our house. I don’t remem-
ber ever walking to it; however, we 
did skate there quite a bit. It was a 
large building with a huge organ 
for wonderful music. They would 
darken the interior for “couples 
only” skating. We rented wheel 
skates, for outside only. I did a lot 
of outdoor skating with my friends 
while growing up. Had lot of 
skinned knees to show for it! The 
skates had a metal wheel clamped 
onto our regular shoes. We had 
skate keys to fasten them tight to 
the soles of our shoes. The skates at 
the Rollerdrome were shoe-skates, 
all in one piece. 

The Cotton Club… I remember 
it well. It was not too may blocks 
from our house and very impres-
sive. Not that I ever was in it. It 
was remodeled several times and 
given new names each time. Fa-
mous musicians played there. 

It was so exciting when the Helms 
Bakery coach would arrive on our 
street, and the driver would blow 
his little whistle. He would open up 
the back of the coach and pull out 
drawer after drawer of goodies. Oh, 
how good they smelled! The items 
weren’t cheap, but oh, the taste was 
worth it. I took a tour of the bakery 
while I was a Girl Scout. It was a 
huge building with lots of machinery, 
a marvelous aroma, and immaculate! 
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The Beacon Laundry, which was 
attached at the corner of the bakery 
on Washington Blvd., belonged to 
my friend’s parents. His name was 
Arnold Gillen. Arnold and Greg 
worked on cars together at Arnold’s 
house, a couple of blocks from my 
house. I had a date with Arnold to 
go to the movies. When he ar-
rived to pick me up (walking) he 
had Greg with him. And that was 
the beginning of Greg and my life 
together!

Ships restaurant was one of Mom 
and Dad’s favorite places. I have 
a photo of dad there with his 1979 
Cadillac. 

Grants Store. I worked there one 
Christmas season while still in high 
school. I didn’t like it. Kids would 
steal items. I had to balance the 
cash register. This was my first job. 
Piccadilly’s is where Greg and I 
would go after watching a movie or 
two at the Studio Drive-In Theater. 
I have a menu from there. Drag rac-
ing is mentioned in it. Usually after 
the fellows took their dates home 
from Piccadilly’s, they would con-
gregate near the beach to drag race 
on deserted streets. We would usu-
ally meet Arnold Gillen and Betty 
Beard (whom Arnold later mar-
ried. He was Jewish, and she was 
Catholic. I have photos of them. 
Their wedding was at St. Augustine 
church, which was across the street 
from the entrance to MGM studio 
on Washington Blvd. Kissing in the 
church was not allowed. So, after 
the ceremony they kissed outside 
on the front steps of the church. 

In the 1950s a local dog racetrack 

was used by the high school for 
night football games. Katie Van 
de Steeg and I watched a couple 
of times. One game was against 
Venice High School. Myrna Loy, 
a famous actress at the time, at-
tended Venice High. A nude statue 
was erected in front of the school 
in her honor. Venice and Hamil-
ton schools were rivals. Several 
seasons of football found Myrna 
covered in paint. Eventually a fence 
was installed around her. I don’t 
know if that did any good. 

My schoolmate, Marilyn Salsbury, 
and her brother James lived on the 
top floor of the Smith & Salsbury 
Funeral Parlor. Their parents owned 
the business. It was only about a 
block from the MGM movie studio. 
Culver Grammar was a school-
house for child stars. Claude Jar-
men, Jr., attended my school, also 
the son of a stand-in for Alan Ladd, 
a short handsome actor, and Robert 
“Bobby” Blake who, a few years 
back, was accused in the murder of 
his wife.

Mom and Dad’s favorite steak 
house was Petrillos, near the Culver 
Airport. My folks took Francis, 
Greg’s dad, to Petrillos some years 
back, maybe the 1970s, when Fran-
cis was amazed that the hamburger 
sandwich was $1.50. You could 
purchase a McDonald’s whopper 
then for 37 cents!

Victory Park. This is the park 
that caused me to want to live in 
a house that faced a park. A wish 
that came true in Coeur d’Alene, 
Idaho, in 1980. I thought the homes 
around this park were gorgeous. 

We met there often when I was a 
Brownie and a Girl Scout. At times 
there was water in the raised pond 
in the center of the park. Some-
times we would skate inside the 
pond when there was no water in 
it. I didn’t know at the time that the 
circular street around the park was 
once a racetrack. 

Before the Veterans Memorial Pool 
was built in Culver City, we swam 
at the beach in Santa Monica; at 
an inside saltwater pool in Ocean 
Park; or a pool on La Cienega Blvd. 
None of these places were as close 
as this Veterans Memorial pool. Al 
and my piano teacher, Mrs. Rennie, 
lived just a couple of blocks west of 
this pool. 

Al Watrous (Summer ‘48), my 
brother, was an accomplished 
musician both on piano and saxo-
phone. His orchestra played at 
many dances at Hamilton High 
and the Masonic Temple on Venice 
Blvd while he was still in school. 
He continued with his orchestra 
throughout his life.

Ballona Creek. We called it La 
Ballona Creek (it is pronounced 
La Byona) It was a dirty, crunchy 
creek most of the time untill the 
rains came and washed the dirt out 
to the Pacific Ocean via Playa del 
Rey (which I think is now called 
Marina del Rey). Many fancy boats 
and condos there now. My 50th 
high school reunion was there. I 
attended that party in 2002.

That’s about it!  Some of my 
memories of growing up in Culver 
City, California.
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A significant	event	in	my	life	was	 
			signing	up	for	a	drama	class,	which	 
     opened up many new opportuni-

ties	and	set	me	on	the	road	for	a	career	in	the	
entertainment business. I remember both Mrs. 
Wisham and Mr. Bill 
Gordan,	teachers	in	
the Drama Dept. I also 
made many friends. 
Being involved in Play 
Production	forges	a	
special	bond	with	 
fellow	actors	and	tech	
students. I played 
Rev. Paris in Hami’s 
1963	production	of	Arthur	Miller’s	THE	CRU-
CIBLE.	I	went	on	to	get	my	BA	at	Cal	State,	
Northridge	(now	CSUN)	and	eventually	found	
my	way	into	a	job	delivering	film	on	a	bike	
at	Warner	Bros.,	which	got	me	into	the	Film	
Editors	Guild	and	a	very	satisfying	career	as	an	
assistant	editor	on	many	major	films	including	
GHOSTBUSTERS,	OUT	OF	AFRICA,	DAVE,	and	
KINDERGARTEN	COP.	I	would	like	to	share	a	
special	memory	that	may	resonate	with	many	
of	my	’60s	era	classmates.	

As	it	happened,	I	found	myself	in	New	York	City	
the	week	of	Dec	8,	1980.	I	was	working	on	a	
Warner	Bros.	film,	FIRST	FAMILY,	directed	by	
Buck	Henry.	Warner’s	sent	me	to	New	York	City	
with	the	film	for	a	series	of	press	screenings	
as Time	Magazine	was	planning	to	do	a	cover	
story	on	the	Christmas	comedies	due	to	be	
released	during	the	holidays	in	1980.	Upon	ar-
rival	we	learned	outside	of	the	Dakota	at	72nd	
Street of the terrible loss of John Lennon. 

After	our	screenings	we	were	informed	that	
TIME	would	no	longer	be	doing	the	feature	on	
Christmas	comedies.	Buck	Henry	was	at	the	
screening	that	morning,	and	we	were	both	
devasted at the terrible loss of John Lennon. 

Buck	offered	to	
take	me	to	lunch	
at	his	favorite	deli,	
WOLF’S on 57th 
and 6th Ave. He 
claimed	it	was	
the best pastrami 
in	New	York.	(I	
had not been to 
KATZ	yet)	He	was	

so	generous	to	invite	me	to	lunch	with	him	
in	hopes	of	helping	us	both	cope.	Since	then,	
WOLF’S	had	become	a	special	place	for	me	and	
my	friends	and	family	on	trips	to	New	York.	 
I	have	photos	of	my	one-year-old	niece	Kirsten	
in	a	booth	at	WOLF’S	with	jam	all	over	her	face.	
That	weekend	I	attended	a	memorial	for	John	
Lennon	at	Strawberry	Fields	in	Central	Park	
where	the	IMAGINE	memorial	now	resides.	

Alas!	WOLF’S	closed	a	few	years	ago,	and	I	still	
think	fondly	of	my	lunch	with	Buck	Henry	and	
how he managed to ease the pain of that day 
over	a	great	pastrami	sandwich.	I	miss	WOLF’S	
and	John	Lennon	(	“Yesterday,	I	believe	in	 
yesterday”)	and	now	also	Buck	Henry,	whom	
we lost this sad year. 

I also remember fondly my three years at Hami 
and	friends	Ellen	Bank	Halio,	Norman	Book-
stein	and	Bruce	Kimmel,	who	are	still	part	of	
my	life	after	nearly	60	years.

saul Saladow 
Connemara ’63 
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MEMORIES…
 By George Vanek, S’58

I grew up on Hargis St., only a block from Hami. When I opened my bedroom window, 
I could see Hami’s steeple. It was that way for thirty years. The three years I spent 
at Hami went by so fast that most of  my memories of  Hami are BEFORE I enrolled 
there! We used to play in the field with our bows and arrows quite often; when I 
heard a model plane flying, I would run over to watch. Sometimes we would play on 
the high bar in the field.

I 
WAS INTO DUNE BUGGIES 
for about 20 years from the 
late ’60s to the mid ’80s. I 
would go to Pismo at least 

once every year and sometimes 
to Glamis out in the southeast 
desert. If you look at the buggy 
behind the one I’m sitting on 
(far right), that is my brother’s 
Big Wheel. I built half of that 
one. It had 2000x20 aircraft tires on the rear. When 
we had a flat, we took it to LAX to break the bead; 
even they were not able to break the bead! We just 
put in more tire sealer. I even rolled my brother’s 
VW buggy in the Baldwin Hills one Sunday morning. 
Dunning is dangerous; you must be careful. A friend 
of mine became paralyzed for life from a dunning 
accident! 

I made some wide wheels for my ’57 Olds. One 
night, with a load of friends, we drove across the 
beach at Santa Monica and down under the pier, 
turned around, then went south and up and over 
the mounds. We saw a couple having a beach 
party so I began honking my AHOOGA HORN. It 
was hilarious! Can you imagine a big white Olds. 
coming out of the ocean honking an AHOOGA 
HORN. Who would believe this couple’s story?

Here I am operating a Gardner Denver Automatic 
Wire Wrap Machine when I was with NCR Company 

in Hawthorne in about 1960. 
This machine wired 24”x36” 
back panels that printed 
circuit boards to be plugged 
into. Computers then cost one 
million dollars and took up an 
entire room. The average cell 
phone now can do more at a 
fraction of the cost! That is 
PROGRESS!

After graduating in summer ’58, I bought an oxy-
acetylene gas welding assembly and taught myself 
how to gas weld. I also enrolled in L.A. Trade Tech. 
for two years taking machine shop. I got to know a 
student taking welding in a shop directly above my 
machine shop. I would sneak upstairs so my ac-
quaintance could teach me arc welding. My instruc-
tor got wise and locked the doors, so I could not get 
out; so, I would escape out the bathroom window 
and go up the fire escape to gain access to the weld-
ing department on the second floor.

After Trade Tech, which was renamed Central City 
Occupational Center, I worked for NCR where I 
helped build computers for three years in the early 
’60s. Then, after two years in the Army, mostly in 
Paris retrieving abandoned vehicles through the 
67th MP co. where I did a little business on the side, 
and also operated the movie projector at the Post 
Theatre a few nights each week to earn even a little 
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more extra cash so I was able to send my monthly 
paycheck home. I managed to get a free 1960 Simca 
on my first tow job that allowed me to tour much of 
Europe when on leave that included East Berlin and 
the VW plant in Wolfsburg West Germany and some 
relatives in also in West Germany.

After the Army, I hand built a Corvair-powered, dune 
buggy, all acetylene gas hand-welded, with ex-
haust tubing frame that weighed only 110 pounds. 
I worked on it every day, all day for about six 
months. All I had to go by was a 3x5 pencil-sketch 
a friend of mine drew while I was working in my 
garage one night!

I joined local 12 Union, the Operating Engineers, as 
a heavy equipment operator apprentice for a while. 
That was when the Valencia Dam project was be-
ing built. Work was sparse. At about the same time 

I was hired by L.A. City as an equipment mechanic, 
summer relief help. I told the supervisor on a Thurs-
day that I would like to stay on full time, and I was 
in an apprenticeship program. If I got a call to go 
to work, I must go. He said there are no openings 
currently. I got a call from the Union to go to work 
on the following Monday, which I did. When I got 
home from work on Tuesday, I received a letter from 
the City indicating a full-time position was open for 
me. I had made up my mind; now I had to stick with 
my decision. Unfortunately, my Oiler job did not last 
long with the union. I then went to work for Parker 
Aircraft, where I worked in the Prototype Machine 

Shop on the landing gear valve for the 747 and, the 
Fuel Control Valve for the Lunar Descent Module 
during the space race. P.S. I am proud to say this 
valve is still on the moon!  

After Parker, I got into a trailer-building business 
with a friend for three years where I personally built 
50 open-style automobiles carrying open-style  
trailers while my partner worked for a defense con-
tractor to support his divorced family. Then I heard 
of an opening at L.A. City Schools through the CETA 
Program for an adult education welding Instructor. 
I did that for two years in Pacoima. I was now 35, I 
just bought a house in Panorama City for $29,500 
for investment purposes and began to attend real 
estate seminars where house prices were projected 
to hit $100,000 in the near future. Ironically, the 
real-estate company that put on the seminars went 
out of business while I did fine!

On my adult ed teaching credential, I also qualified 
to teach auto shop, machine shop, and welding. 
Therefore I taught a six-week evening summer class 
at Van Nuys High. One of the repeat students com-
plimented me by saying that my class was the best 
he ever had!

A friend of mine wanted me to go into business 
with him doing foil stamping, embossing, and die 
cutting. This is considered “Trade Finishing” in the 
graphic arts industry, something entirely new to me. 
My friend Chuck worked for the Kluge Company as 
a machine service tech. He took me around to see 
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installations, so I had an idea of what the ma-
chines looked like and what they did. His plan was 
to buy old printing machines and have me modify 
them into foil stampers with my machining and 
welding skills and the many tools I had acquired 
that were in my parents’ garage. We both put up 
$5,000 and were in business. We rented a shop 
from Sam’s U Drive on Oxnard and bought an old 
press that had an electric foil puller that did not 
work well. Using my many skills, I got it working 
very well. We bought a used Kluge Letter Printing 
Press that I modified into a foil stamper that also 
worked very well. I had to work in the shop by 
myself, learning how to setup and run the press 
during a cold winter with no heat as my partner 
had a job with Kluge and had to go to work almost 
every day. I did this for a year with NO PAY. I was 

able to do this because I was still single and living 
with my parents who would bring me lunch every 
day, Thank God for great parents! 

I had sold my three-bedroom house and bought a 
triplex that I had for only a short time as real estate 
was really hot back in the ’70s. After about a year 
and a half I did an IRS 1031 exchange that allowed 
me to sell the triplex and do a tax-free exchange to 
acquire a five-unit apartment building in North Hol-
lywood that I held for seven years.

My partner’s hot temper caused us to break up. He 
insisted on owning the business; that is exactly 
what I wanted because he then had to make month-
ly payments to me at a very high interest rate. He 
never was able to pay off the loan. He filed bank-
ruptcy and still owes me money as I see it.

I immediately went all over L.A. looking for old, used 
Kluge printing presses. I found a few that I modified 
into foil stampers that saved me many thousands 
of dollars compared to buying a new or used foil 
stamper, plus according to Chuck, my modified 
presses were better than Kluge’s. I ultimately had 
seven of them.

I am very proud of the many jobs that I ran. Of 
course, they were always done for printers or bro-
kers so I would never get credit for them. The one 
I am most proud of is the 11”x17” Cover for “THE 
ROYAL WEDDING.” This was the announcement 
of the wedding of Prince Charles to Lady Diana in 
1982. The announcement took place in Florida, but 
I STAMPED, EMBOSSED, AND SCORED THE 11”X17” 
BRIGHT WHITE COVER IN MY MOM’S GARAGE!  
Other jobs I have done were: Raider business cards; 
Laker 11”x17” cover; Staple’s Center opening an-
nouncement cover; Country Western Annual cover; 
Rose Bowl I.D. tags stamped in red and green; I 
sequentially numbered in white, Michael Jackson’s 
Photo/Tickets that I still have a sample of letter-
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heads for USC; Kaufman & Brode; Virgin Atlantic in 
red; New Line Cinema in black and silver; we also 
stamped in two colors, plus register embossed 
the foil and ink the Certificates of Authenticity for 
Fender Guitar Co. in lots of 5,000.

In the mid ’90s I began to see a need for 9”x12”, 
glued pocket folders. I had picked up a used 21” 
wide Heidelberg cylinder printing press from Santa 
Monica City College’s printing department that I 
modified into a die cutter. That allowed me to do 
the die cutting/scoring portion of the folders. Glu-
ing now was the challenge. I saw a semi-automatic 
gluer at a trade show in L.A. on a Saturday. I brought 
my wife to the show on Sunday to show it to her. We 
ordered one for $39,500. When we got it and in-
stalled it in our garage, it did not work as expected. 
Ultimately, I had to work my magic on it by making 
50 modifications/improvements to make it work 
properly. My competitor also bought one, but he 
pushed his in the corner and did not use it! I had 
mine in my garage and had to use a phase-convertor 
to operate the three-phase machine on household 
220V. single phase power. Finally, after a lot of late 
night hours of frustration and weekend modifica-
tions, I was able to turn a pocket folder job around 
with ease in less than 24 hours. That is when the 
profits really began to roll in. Without advertising, I 
would run between one to three folder jobs EVERY 
DAY. That allowed me to buy an even better, single 
operator gluing machine where I could turn a thou-
sand-folder job in a matter of hours if necessary. I 
even bought a 4,300 sq. ft shop to locate my busi-
ness in, where one area was dedicated to making/
modifying dies. I had two full-time employees plus 
my mom as an unpaid employee. She would come 
by every evening for dinner and spend time with her 
grandson that she adored, and he her!

Along about then is when I did another IRS 1031 ex-
change and sold the five-unit building in exchange 

for a 10-unit apartment building., all 1+1 in Sun 
Valley. I would often spend weekends doing repairs 
and maintenance at the building or on a vacancy 
since my work was often better and much cheaper 
than hired help. I usually would use my wife and/or 
her brother for help, again because their work was 
better and cheaper than hired help. Since then, the 
industrial building has appreciated over one million 
dollars in value. Or shall I say our dollar has de-val-
ued one million dollars in the past thirty plus years! 
My tenants paid off my apartment building for me. 
Thank You!

In December 2005 I retired at the age of 65 because 
I could not stand all of the B/S from most of my 
customers that would not listen to my directions 
before running a job that would make my business 
life more miserable that it had to be. Therefore I had 
an auction and sold all of my equipment and paid 
off my house mortgage with the proceeds. Now my 
shop is rented to a body shop for a figure that defi-
nitely helps supplement my Social Security.

I also had a low blood sugar and pituitary Insuf-
ficiency problem my whole life that caused me 
unimaginable fatigue when I was in my 30s. I even 
went to a doctor that specialized in this. He gave me 
injections twice a week for half price because I had 
no insurance or money. At one time I was too tired 
to press down on the throttle on my way home at 
night! Thankfully in recent years I have been doing 
much better.

In 2017, I sold the 10-unit apartment building be-
cause I could not climb the steps to the second floor 
anymore. I had to pay “SAM” a lot of unpaid de-
ferred taxes due to the tax-free exchanges, but that 
still left me with a seven-digit tax-free payday, and I 
still have the paid-for industrial building. So, this is 
my story, my memories, and all without a four-year 
degree and no student loan debt!
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Cooking with eileen

EILEEN (WEINTRAUB) DARDICK, S’65 has been teaching cooking, as a hobby, for more 
than 30 years. Her classes convey her passion for healthy cooking along side a healthful 
lifestyle. Eileen has showcased her cooking in the Beverly Hills Adult School Program, in 
cooking stores, and grocery chains – Bristol Farms, Sur La Table, Kitchen Conservatory, 
and more. In addition, she co-authored two cookbooks: Cooking the Light Fantastic and 
Lite-er and More Fantastic.

Over the years, Eileen has made time in the kitchen central to life at home. At the end 
of her hectic day, preparing a simple meal for family or friends is a way to say, “I care.” It 
was also a way to have others (including her sons) hang around and share whatever was on 
their minds. “To me, the kitchen is a place to schmooze and create,” she says. Enjoy!

LET’S COOK HEALTHY MEALS FOR TWO!

• Buy fresh food in small portions when possible, even if you have to do it at the salad bar. 
• Frozen vegetables can be used in small portions. 
• One-dish meals substitute for making three different dishes (protein, vegetable and starch). They can be colorful, tempting and 

luscious. 
• Please make the recipes below and see what I mean!

Dessert
Lemon Pudding Cake
Total time: 55 minutesr 
Preparation time: 15 minutes 
Bake: 40 min. 
Yield: 2 servings

INGREDIENTS
1  large egg, separated, room   
temperature
1/2 C. sugar
1/3 C.  whole milk
2 Tbsp.  all-purpose flour
2 Tbsp.  lemon juice
1 tsp.  grated lemon zest
1/8 tsp.  salt

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 325°. In a bowl, beat 

egg yolk. Add sugar, milk, flour, lemon 
juice, zest, and salt; beat until smooth. 
Beat egg white until stiff peaks form; 
gently fold into lemon mixture. Pour into 
2 ungreased 6-oz. custard cups (cups will 
be very full). 

2. Place the cups in an 8-in. square baking 
pan. Pour boiling water into pan to a 
depth of 1 in. Bake until a knife inserted 
in the center comes out clean and top is 
golden, 40-45 minutes. If desired, top 
with confectioners’ sugar, lemon slices, 
and whipped cream. 

Note: I’d like some participation from you. 
Please send your thoughts to me about  
what you’d like to see as well as your recipes 
and menus to be published in future issues 
of the Yankee Bugle. I look forward to hear-
ing from you. 
Email me at tastefuladventures@gmail.com.

MENU
SPRING COOKING 
FOR TWO

LEMON PUDDING CAKE
SHRIMP APPETIZER (if you’d like)

CHICKEN & RAINBOW  
VEGETABLES (one pan)
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APPETIZER
Shrimp (For 2)

INGREDIENTS:
1/2 lb.  shrimp (big ones,    
  cleaned and deveined)
1/2 cup  Progresso Italian    
  bread crumbs 
1   chopped garlic clove
2 T Lemon juice
  Olive oil (good kind and to make  
  mixture moist)
  Fresh chopped parsley

INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Mix breadcrumbs, oil and garlic in bowl.
2. Spoon mixture into the cavity of the big 

shrimp.
3. Drizzle fresh lemon juice over the shrimp.
4. Bake at 375° until sizzling in a coated 

glass pan. (about 20 min)
5. Then broil for about 1 minute and serve 

with big toothpicks.

entree
Chicken and rainbow  
vegetables
A healthy one-pan meal with broccoli, sweet 
potatoes and zucchini, baked with lemon 
and Parmesan. Quick and delicious! (I know 
this recipe serves 4. Either divide it for 2 or 
save the leftovers for another meal. I want 
you to have that option.)
Preparation time: 15 minutes 
Cook: 30 minutes 
Total: 45 minutes. 
Servings: 4 servings, about 8 cups

INGREDIENTS
1 medium sweet potato scrubbed and  
 diced into 1/2-inch-wide pieces
3 Tbsp. extra-virgin olive oil divided
1 1/4 tsp. kosher salt divided
3/4 tsp.  black pepper
1 1/4 lbs.  boneless, skinless chicken  
  breasts cut into bite-size pieces  
  (about 2 medium breasts)
1 small head broccoli cut into florets  
 (about 2 cups florets)
1 red bell pepper cored and cut into 1/2- 
 inch pieces
1 zucchini halved lengthwise, then cut into  
 1/2-inch-thick half moons
1 yellow squash halved lengthwise, then  
 cut into 1/2-inch-thick half moons
 Zest and juice of 1 medium lemon
2 1/2 tsps.  Italian seasoning
1 tsp.  garlic powder
1 tsp.  onion powder
1/4 c.  freshly grated Parmesan cheese

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Place a rack in the center of the oven and 

preheat the oven to 400 degrees F. For 
easy cleanup, line a large, rimmed bak-
ing sheet with foil. Lightly coat the foil 
with nonstick cooking spray.

2. Place the sweet potatoes in a large bowl. 
Drizzle with 1 tablespoon olive oil and 
sprinkle with 1/4 teaspoon kosher salt 

and 1/4 teaspoon 
black pepper. 
Toss to coat and 
then spread into 
a single layer 
on the baking 

sheet. Keep the bowl handy. Bake for 10 
minutes, or until the sweet potatoes are 
just beginning to soften on the outsides 
but are still too firm to eat.

3. Meanwhile, in the bowl that you used 
previously for the sweet potatoes, place 
the chicken, broccoli, bell pepper, zuc-
chini, and yellow squash. Drizzle with 
the remaining 2 tablespoons olive oil. 
Add the lemon zest and juice, Italian 
seasoning, garlic powder, onion powder, 
and remaining 1 teaspoon salt and 1/2 
teaspoon pepper. Toss to coat.

4. Transfer the chicken and vegetable 
mixture to the sheet pan with the sweet 
potatoes, using a spatula to spread every-
thing into an fairly even layer and stirring 
it a bit if needed.

5. Return the sheet pan to the oven and 
bake for 15 to 20 additional minutes, 
stirring once halfway through, until the 
chicken is cooked through and no longer 
pink in the middle and the vegetables 
are tender but not mushy. (They won’t 
be browned and caramelized but will be 
delicious to eat.) Sprinkle with Parmesan. 
Serve hot.

NOTES
To Store: Leftovers can be stored in an 
airtight storage container in the refrigerator 
for up to 4 days.
To Reheat: Gently rewarm chicken and veg-
etables on a lightly greased baking sheet in 
the oven at 350 degrees F until hot. You can 
also reheat this dish in the microwave.
To Freeze: Store leftovers in an airtight 
freezer-safe storage container in the freezer 
for up to 3 months. Let thaw overnight in the 
refrigerator before reheating. The zucchini 
and squash may become somewhat mushy 
and watery once thawed, but the flavors will 
still be delicious.
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Richard Eugene
“Dick” Steele

I was in the Aleutian class of Winter ‘62. After Hami, I went to Grin-
nell College in Iowa where I majored in physics. I did graduate 
work at Cornell University, getting a MS in physics and then an 

MBA. I took a position in IT with a Fortune-500 company in St. Louis 
and remained there for almost 30 years, retiring as their Director of 
Data Architecture in 1998. 

Richard Eugene “Dick” Steele was born on 27 November 1940 
in Los Angeles, California. He died on 4 December 1996 in 
Palm Desert, Riverside Co., California.

Dick knew what his life’s work would be from the time he was 
in junior high school. He was the editor of Las Palmas, the 
school newspaper for Palms Junior High School and the editor 
of The Federalist, the newspaper for Alexander Hamilton High 
School. Upon graduation, Dick attended Northwestern Uni-
versity in Evanston, Illinois, where he became the editor of The 
Daily Northwestern in 1961. His roommate at Northwestern 
was Richard Gephardt, who later became a U.S. Representative 
from Missouri and who would remain a close friend through-
out Dick’s life.

I had begun researching my family history in 1977 and genealogy became a major part of my retirement, pub-
lishing my book Steele: The History of an American Family last year. I was president of the St. Louis Genealogical 
Society from 2005 to 2008. I have had the opportunity to research the families of several prominent St. Louis 
families, each time writing a book on their ancestry. In addition, I am a caller for area contra dances, working on 
stage with live music!

By Ted Steele — Aleutian, W’62

Dick Steele at Northwestern
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While at Northwestern, Dick also 
worked part-time for the Chicago 
Tribune newspaper. Dick’s scho-
lastic progress at Northwestern 
was noted in the Los Angeles 
press: “CHEVIOT HILLS—Richard 
Steele, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don-
ald E. Steele, 10371 Cheviot Dr., 
has received the Borden Award 
for the student with the high-
est scholastic average in the first 
three years in journalism school 
at Northwestern University.” Dick 
received his B.S. degree in journal-
ism with highest honors from the 
Medill School at Northwestern in 
1962 and an M.S. degree in 1963. 
Following graduation, Dick then 
took a job as a reporter for the 
Minneapolis Tribune newspaper 
on 18 June 1963.

It wasn’t long after his work 
started at the Tribune that Dick 
received a letter from the Selec-
tive Service Administration let-
ting him know that he was about 
to be drafted into the Army. Not 
thinking that was a good plan, 

Dick instead enlisted as a private 
in Minneapolis on 20 September 
1963. A few days later he was sent 
to the U.S. Army Reserve Center at 
Fort Snelling in St. Paul. Dick’s mili-
tary career would be spent not in 
the regular army but for a six-year 
term in the Army Reserves. On 6 
February 1964 he was placed on 
active duty and reported for Basic 
Training at Fort Leonard Wood 
in Rolla, Missouri. Among other 
things, he learned to fire an M-14 
rifle and was deemed a “marks-
man.” In April he was transferred to 
the U.S. Army Information School 
at Fort Slocum in New Rochelle, 
New York, where he received 
training to become an Information 
Specialist. Having completed his 
basic training, he returned to the 
Army Reserves in June and re-
turned to Minneapolis to continue 
his work for the Tribune, where he 
would remain until 5 November 
1965 he moved to Chicago.

After spending time at Camp Riley 
in Kansas, back to Fort Snelling, 

and at the U.S. Army Administra-
tion Center in St. Louis, Missouri, 
Dick was assigned in November 
1965 to the headquarters of the 
Fifth U.S. Army in Chicago, where 
he was promoted to a 2nd Lieu-
tenant on 20 January 1966. That 
summer Dick attended his re-
quired annual active duty training 
at Fort Riley in Kansas, after which 
he received the following review:

Lt. Steele has consistently done a 
superior job on all of his assign-
ments arising from Fifth Army 
Projects on weekend drills… His 
manner of working with subor-
dinates indicates excellent judg-
ment and leadership skills. While 
at Fort Riley during ANACDUTRA 
[annual active duty for training] 
1966, Lt. Steele demonstrated 
drive beyond normal in the 
completion of each ROTC support 
assignment… He is a well quali-
fied Press Information Officer. I 
recommend a staff assignment in 
this capacity.

Lieut. Richard Steele Dick in Vietnam, August 1967 In the center photo Dick is being transferred from ship to ship in bosun’s chair. The 
photo on the right shows Dick at work after being transferred to that ship.
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Lt. Steele possesses superior talent 
in the field of public information. 
His performance of duties has 
been of professional quality. His 
drive for excellence and his profes-
sional attitude inspires

his fellow officers toward greater 
efficiency as to the unit’s overall 
objective. He is a highly efficient 
and effective Press Officer. I highly 
recommend him for a Staff posi-
tion as information officer.

His service in the army expired on 
19 September 1969 and his Hon-
orable Discharge was granted on 
14 April 1970, at which time he 
was living in Mikonos, Greece.

While in the Army Reserves, Dick 
moved to London, England, in 
1965 where he became a free-
lance correspondent for The 
Times of London. Dick began his 
career with Newsweek magazine 
in November 1965 as a corre-
spondent in Chicago. He had 
been offered jobs by both Time 
and Newsweek magazines but 
elected to go with Newsweek, 
saying that he felt instinctively 
that he would like working for 
Newsweek better. When he left 
the magazine 23 years later, Dick 
commented, “When the chief of 
correspondents at Time called 
and asked me why in the world I 
would do that [join Newsweek] I 
said I instinctively think I will like 
working for Newsweek better. It’s 
the best decision I ever made.” 
The following correspondence 
between Hal Bruno, Newsweek’s 
editor, and Katherine “Kay” Gra-
ham of the Washington Post 

which owned Newsweek, speaks 
to Dick’s reputation prior to join-
ing the magazine.

Dick was transferred by the maga-
zine to Saigon in 1967, to write 
stories about the Vietnam War and 
other international events. He was 
reporting in Vietnam in the sum-
mer of 1967 when he wrote the 
following letter to his parents in 
Los Angeles:

In spite of a host of inoculations, 
while in Vietnam Dick contracted 
hepatitis. He was sent to Hong 
Kong for hospitalization and treat-
ment and made a full recovery.

On 25 March 1968 Dick was trans-
ferred to Newsweek’s London of-
fice in the New Zealand House on 
Haymarket Street. Still in the Army 
Reserves, while working in Eng-
land he took his required annual 
training with the Third Armored 
Division in Frankfurt, Germany. 
While in England he was a passen-
ger on the maiden voyage of the 
Queen Elizabeth II in May 1969. 
He later recounted that experi-

ence when he was interviewed 
about his work: “Of all the stories 
he’s covered, Steele said the ‘most 
fun’ was the maiden voyage of 
the ocean liner Queen Elizabeth II 
form the Canary Islands to Lon-
don.”

In the Spring of 1970 Dick re-
turned to New York City work-
ing in the foreign department of 
Newsweek’s domestic edition, 
headquartered on the eleventh 
floor at 444 Madison Avenue. 
It was in this capacity that Dick 
reported on the close of the 
Vietnam war in 1975, writing, “But 
last week, at least, South Vietnam 
was reported more peaceful than 
at any time in the past 35 years.” 
In February 1971 he had rented 
an apartment at 1 Christopher 
Street in Greenwich Village, paying 
$395 per month for this Manhat-
tan home. He would remain there 
throughout his stay in New York.

By 1976 Dick had been promoted 
to general editor of the magazine 
and in 1978 he was again pro-
moted to become the assistant 
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June 27 (or thereabouts)

Dear Folks—

The wretchedness of this war wasted little time making an impact on me…. I spent three days 
with one company, appending most of my off-duty time with its four lieutenants. I left the 
company on Sunday to go to another operation; on Monday, all four lieutenants were killed. All 
were killed in a useless operation, an investigative move through part of the Mekong Delta and 
even if their company had been more successful than any other in the history of U.S. involve-
ment in this war, anything they gained would be back under Viet Cong control a week after the 
U.S. troops left. But instead they were caught in an ambush and died in an Asian swamp, none 
of them older than I am….

Not all has been so dismal since I last wrote, even though I have spent most of my time away 
from Saigon thrashing through war zones. Actually, that sounds much more exciting and intrigu-
ing (and perhaps dangerous) than it is. Unless a reporter has a fantastic stroke of luck… he is 
rarely in an area when a battle starts., Rather, we find out about it in Saigon, book a plane 
flight, wait four hours in the airport because the plane stalled at Camh Rahn Bay, bump up the 
country, wait another hour for the press officer’s jeep to get back from the mess hall and pick 
us up, wait two more hours for a re-supply chopper to go to the combat area and get there 
after the last Viet Cong has long since fled. Then we piece stories together. I’ve done that 
twice this week and I don’t think either will make the magazine…. With [the latter] nothing 
went right up to the point of being prevented from getting out to the battle area where I had 
to go and missing the last plane back to Saigon. But missing the plane turned out to be all 
right for Premier Ky [Nguyen Cao Ky] happened to be in the area that day and after spotting 
his gleaming silver plane sitting at the airfield, I decided that it would be better to ask 
a stupid question than to sleep on a bench all night. So when Ky returned, I put a couple of 
perfunctory queries to him about his visit to some village and then asked, in effect, will you 
give me a ride home? To my shock he said yes and so with about a hundred people looking on in 
amazement I climbed about Vietnam’s version of Air Force One and rode home with the prime min-
ister and a bevy of lovely stewardesses. And about a dozen aides, lackeys and sinister looking 
bodyguards of course. Even had a chauffeured car home from the airport. War is not all hell….

Had an amusing—if rather unpalatable—lunch today; two of us went with one of the Senate can-
didates to a Vietnamese restaurant specializing in North Vietnamese food. It was, by any 
standard, dreadful—eels, seaweed, pickled pork, greasy fish, clammy rice, and this vile sauce 
which all Vietnamese eat all the time…. The lunch went on for about two hours with the waiter 
bringing course after course. I kept praying each was the last but it never seemed to be. It 
took all my courage to eat some of each thing. I finally balked when he brought a huge bowl of 
gray gelatin with lots of little red things inside, each with a tail. I damn near died when 
he plopped part of this on top of my rice. I gulped about half a bottle of beer (the only 
tolerable part of the meal) and, politely as possible, flatly refused to touch another bite. 
I spent all afternoon yearning for a cheeseburger and a Hershey bar….

I’m off again in the morning to a miserable hole called Dak To to which I have been banished 
until Friday…. The only good thing about Dak To is that it is surrounded by territory con-
trolled by the North Vietnamese Army and that means I get there in a helicopter which goes 
115 miles an hour about 30 feet off the ground on the slightly dubious theory that no V.C. or 
NVA soldier can hit anything that close moving that fast. I don’t think this is true but the 
ride is one hell of a lot of fun.

Love, Dick
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managing editor of Newsweek’s 
international section, now work-
ing on the fifth floor. Dick’s editor 
there, Rick Smith, recalled, “Dick 
and I teamed up again in editing 
the International Edition, where 
we had great fun with what we 
called a small, hardy band of 
guerrillas fighting the war against 
world ignorance…. He was a great 
and facile writer. He specialized 
in grace…. He was also a writer’s 
editor—i.e. trying to do the least 
amount of damage while improv-
ing a piece. He loved the theater 
and had a whole slew of people in 
that world he was close to…. His 
attitude about writers applied to 
everyone. He genuinely cared, and 
he was especially good nurturing 
young writers and researchers.” 
Dick was promoted to the position 
of executive editor of Newsweek’s 
international edition in December 
1982 (see the congratulating letter 
from Katherine Graham, above), a 
position that he held until he left 
the magazine.

Dick’s position in journalism 
brought him into contact with 
many celebrities and politicians. 
His telephone book in 1967 
contained the private telephone 

numbers of Vice President Hubert 
Humphrey, Senators Walter Mon-
dale, Gene McCarthy, and Chuck 
Percy. His longtime friendship with 
Dick Gebhardt gave him entrée 
to many other D.C. politicians. He 
was invited to Israel in April 1973 
by Golda Meir, who had told him 
that he couldn’t really report on 
the area until he had been there. 
During his stay in London, he met 
the Rolling Stones, among other 
musicians. He was a fan of the 
Broadway stage, especially musi-
cals, and when family visited they 
were treated to excellent seats to 
whatever musical was then hot.

Dick’s job also provided him with 
worldwide travels. In addition 
to his reporting from Vietnam, 
throughout the late 1970s he 

made trips, for both business and 
pleasure, to: England (London), 
France (Paris), Germany (Hamburg, 
Bonn, and Berlin), Italy (Rome), 
Spain (Madrid and Lisbon), Por-
tugal, Holland (Amsterdam and 
Rotterdam), Austria (Vienna), Hun-
gary (Budapest), Poland (Warsaw), 
Romania (Bucharest), Israel, Japan 
(Tokyo), Hong Kong, Bali, Singa-
pore, Thailand (Bangkok), South 
Africa (Johannesburg and Cape-
town), Kenya (Nairobi), Rhodesia, 
Brazil (Rio, Brazillia, and Sao Paulo), 
Peru (Lima and Cuzco), Argentina 
(Buenos Aires), and Chile (San-
tiago). Always the dutiful son, he 
wrote letters to his parents detail-
ing the exploits of each venture.

Dick was gay during a period 
when it wasn’t okay to be gay. 
He lost his partner, Jerry Parker, a 
reporter for Newsday newspaper, 
to the AIDS epidemic in 1985, and 
thereafter made regular contribu-

Dick’s Vietnam Press Card

Republic of Vietnam 
Ministry of Information 
Journalist Card / Press Card 
Name: Richard E. Steele 
Agency: Newsweek

Respectfully request the administrative and military 
authorities to make every effort for the easy execution 
of the mission.

Saigon, date 5-6-67

Manager / National Center forJournalism 

[signature]
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Dick’s Vietnam Press CardDick at the Great Wall

tions to gay rights organizations. 
The job of a journalist often had 
him doing work in bars, talking 
with other journalists or with sub-
jects for a story. Dick became an 
alcoholic and in time it impacted 
his work at the magazine. He was 
twice sent to rehab by Newsweek 
and when he relapsed after his 
second time his career there was 
terminated in November 1989. 
Dick then moved to Palm Desert, 
Riverside Co., California, where he 
took an apartment.

The magazine put a good face 
on Dick’s departure, writing in 
its internal newsletter, “After 23 
years at NEWSWEEK, the last the 
as executive editor of NEWSWEEK 
INTERNATIONAL, Dick Steele has 
retired from the magazine… Staff-
ers gathered at Top of the Week 
Nov. 14 to say farewell to Steele, 

who first joined Newsweek in 1967 
as a correspondent in Chicago.  ‘I 
don’t know what we’re going to 
do,’ said NEWSWEEK INTERNA-
TIONAL Editor Ken Auchincloss, 
‘without Dick’s warmth, enthu-
siasm and professional touch.’ 
Auchincloss spoke of Steele’s 
reassuring habit of announcing 
without fail on Saturdays that 
‘we’re in good shape.’ His fellow 
editors gradually learned how 
to interpret his shades of mean-
ing. ‘I think we’re in good shape’ 
meant that they should prepare 
for a long and rocky day ahead. 
And the dreaded ‘Basically, we’re 
in good shape’ meant that utter 
disaster loomed. ‘Without Dick, 
Auchincloss concluded, ‘basically 
we’re in good shape.’”

After leaving Newsweek, Dick 
obtained an assignment with 

the Public Broadcasting System 
(PBS) to work on a documen-
tary they were filming in India on 
that country’s economic growth. 
While interviewing in the slums of 
Dharavi, he “has been mistaken by 
the children of Dharavi’s Shramik 
Vidyapoeeth as an international 
filmstar… Steele is both visiting 
India and working on a televi-
sion production for the first time. 
He takes his new found status 
at Dharavi in stride as he goes 
around shaking eager little hands. 
‘It’s a real thrill to be here,’ he says 
in between signing autographs. 
‘What we want to do in this docu-
mentary is show the progressive 
aspects of India.’”

Dick died in Palm Desert of complica-
tions of alcoholism six years later at the 
age of 56.
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Rosemarie Gonzales Bernier 
(1947 – 2021) was born on 
August 21, 1947 in Crestline, 
California. She passed, at home 
enveloped in the loving embrace 
of her children on the afternoon 
of January 20, 2021. Rosemarie’s 
beloved parents, Hermine 
“Minnie” Garcia Gonzales and 
Paul Richard Gonzales were 
born in southern Texas and 
northern Mexico, respectively. 
They started their life and 
family together in Seguin, 
Texas, then moved to Southern 
California. Rosemarie’s birth 
was a second-birthday present 
to her older sister, Shirley, and 
the gift of a second sister to her 
favorite brother. Hermine and 
Paul raised Rosemarie and her 
two siblings mostly down the 
mountain from Crestline in San 
Bernardino. Our understanding 
is that they parented with a well-
balanced combination of love, 
devotion, discipline, humor, and a 
wholesome diet of home-cooked, 
Mexican food that was often a 
tad on the spicy side for young 
Rosemarie.

Throughout her life, Rosemarie 
dedicated herself with wisdom, 

creativity, enthusiasm, and love 
to a wide variety of personal 
roles: daughter, sister, friend, 
aunt, wife, daughter-in-law, 
sister-in-law, mother, and 
grandmother. These laudable 
attributes similarly characterized 
her tireless commitment to a 
myriad of roles as a volunteer 
and professional, including as 
a student leader in college; in 
her first job as a teacher in an 
elementary school; as a Troop 
Leader for the Girl Scouts; 
as a member of the Parent 
Teacher Association, the United 
Teachers of Los Angeles, and the 
American Library Association; 
as a Teacher Librarian certified 
by the National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards; 
as a president and member of 
the Los Angeles School Library 
Association; as a president, 
member, and honorary member 
of the California School Library 
Association; and as a board 
member and board secretary of 
the California School Library 
Foundation. We remain, as we 
have long been, in awe of her 
remarkable accomplishments and 
impressive energy.

We, Rosemarie’s three children, 
are eternally grateful for our 
mother. Among our strongest 
memories of our upbringing 
by her and our beloved, late 
father are: laughter (i.e., 
anytime, including at the dinner 
table nightly), playtime (e.g., 
frolicking around the house 
to Rosemarie’s cherished 
showtunes, running around the 
yards--ours and our wonderful, 
gracious neighbors’), projects 
(e.g., artwork, sewing, building), 
learning (e.g., our parents reading 
to us, reading books on our own, 
doing research at libraries), 
service (e.g., community 
volunteering, scouting projects, 
church ministries), and food (e.g., 
baking, cooking, gardening). 
These themes continued to be 
among the defining elements of 
the close relationships we each 
maintained with our dear mother 
into and throughout our lives 
thus far as adults.

Rosemarie was fortunate and 
grateful to receive cutting-edge 
care from a diverse team of 
skilled medical professionals 
who helped her continue to 
thrive for many years after being 

ROSEMARIE BERNIER — Hamilton High School Librarian.  
Hamilton HS is saddened to hear of the passing of longtime beloved 
Hamilton High School librarian Rosemarie Bernier, whom many of you 
knew, worked with, and adored. Here is an obituary written by her children 
Adam, Elizabeth, and Alex, all 3 proud graduates of Hamilton High School. 
Daughter Liz is a Humanities Magnet alum (Class of 1998).

Continues on page 36...
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diagnosed with cancer. Even 
being aware of these challenges, 

we did not expect the physical 
part of her journey to come to an 
end anytime soon. Her strength, 
bravery, humor, and zest for life 
allowed us to subconsciously 
imagine that we would be able to 
enjoy her company and love in-
person for much longer. Despite 
the fact that we were not ready 
for her to go, Rosemarie received 

a miraculous gift from a dozen of 
her dear loved ones in her final 
hours. With short, unplanned 
notice that day from us, they were 
somehow able to call in turn and 
share their thoughts directly with 
Rosemarie before she passed. 
We are deeply moved by their 
expeditious generosity; memories 
of their glorious, impromptu 
farewells continue to bring us 
immense comfort. 

In answer to the thoughtful 
questions, we have received 
about how to honor Rosemarie’s 
memory with donations, we 
suggest an organization close 
to Rosemarie’s heart and mind: 
the California School Library 
Foundation. Healthy wishes 
to all, Adam, Elizabeth, and 
Alex  (Known and addressed by 
Rosemarie as Ado, Sh/mally, and 
Bibbit; we know and address her 
as “The Momma”)

LEE CARLSON — ISLANDERS 
S’42, died August 23, 2020. She 
lived a very long life that was filled 
with joy and family. (Submitted by 
Lisa Curran)

JULIUS GODACHY JR —  
MODERNAIRES OR 
ARGONAUTS ’43, died 
December 11, 2020. Born 
September 25, 1925. During High 
School he travelled with the All-
City band and played 2nd violin

NEVA JEAN HUTCHISON 
MORRILL — CORSAIRS S’44, 

passed away on 
Oct. 25, 2020. 
My Mom was 
born in Los 
Angeles in 
1926. As a child 
she moved 
around a lot! 

She was happy that she stayed in 
one place long enough to graduate 
from Hamilton High. She married 

my father in 1949. They moved to 
the San Fernando Valley where they 
raised 4 kids. After my father’s 
retirement, they moved to Nipomo. 
My father passed in 2000. 
Afterwards, my Mom moved to a 
new house where she spent the last 
10 years of her life. 

She was very active in the 
community: she was a docent at 
the Dana Adobe, played bunco, and 
belonged to several clubs. Mom 
loved to camp and traveled all 
over the US and Canada. In fact, I 
took her camping 2 weeks before 
she passed. She’s survived by 3 of 
her kids, 4 grandkids and 4 great 
grandkids! The older photo was 

her (on the far right, 16 years old) 
my aunt and my grandmother. The 
other is at her baptism in 2019. She 
is greatly missed. (Submitted by 
Janice Morrill her daughter.) 

JOHN AMES HACKETT — 
MARINERS S’48, died December 

8, 2020. John was 
born in Los Angeles, 
California on 
September 17, 1930. 
He grew up mostly 
in the Culver City 
area and graduated 

from Hamilton High School in 
1948. John joined the National 
Guard in early 1949. His Guard 
Unit 143rd Field Artillery Battalion 
was converted to Active Duty in 
1950 in order to deploy to North 
Korea for combat. John served as a 
Master Sergeant on the front lines 
and received the Korean Service 
Medal, Army of Occupation Medal 
(Japan), United Nations Service 
Medal and a Bronze Service Star 

...Continued from page 35
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for his wartime service. He was 
honorably discharged in June 1952. 
Upon his return from Korea, he 
enrolled in LA City College, where 
he studied art, drama, and writing, 
and continued to pursue his love of 
sports through gymnastics and 
boxing. At LACC he developed 
lifelong friendships before his sense 
of adventure took him to New York 
City. There, his interests were 
focused on acting and theater, and 
competing in gymnastics at the 
New York Athletic Club. In 1958, 
he moved back to LA to help care 
for his father. In the early 1960s, he 
continued his travel adventures to 
Europe and Asia, while developing 
his writing talent with 
screenwriting, anti-war political 
speeches, and historic research for 
films. John was an avid book 
collector and reader, loving to share 
the world of ideas inspired by great 
minds. He had a gifted wit when it 
came to telling stories, and believed 
his Irish roots played a part in that 
talent. Throughout his life, he was 
respected for his integrity and his 
loyalty to those close to him. John 
was immensely grateful to be 
associated personally and 
professionally with some of the 
finest actors in Hollywood. Sharing 
experiences with those who were 
close to him always brought him 
great joy. On December 8, 2020, 
John passed away peacefully at the 
age of 90 in Portland, Oregon. 

ROSE BERBERIAN GRAND 
— MARINERS S’48, passed 
away on September 29, 2020. 
Rose was born in New Jersey. She 
moved to California when she was 

8 years old with 
her family. She is a 
proud graduate of 
Hamilton High 
School, class of 
‘48. She had her 

own column in the high school 
paper called “Through Rose 
Colored Glasses”. She was a 
business major and worked for the 
Los Angeles City School system 
for 30 years. Rose lost her 
husband at an early age to cancer 
and raised her 2 daughters on her 
own. They and her grandkids were 
the loves of her life. She loved her 
friends and her family. She loved 
watching her sports teams. She 
loved antiquing and shopping. She 
was a beautiful woman, filled with 
kindness and unconditional love 
for everyone. She is survived by 
her brother Harry Berberian S’49, 
two daughters Linda and Susan 
and the two grandkids Phillip and 
Cara. She will be GREATLY 
MISSED!!! (Submitted by 
daughter, Linda Grand).

KATHRYN “KATIE” ANN VAN 
DE STEEG — SAIGONS S’49, 
died Nov. 20.2016 in her 

Hendersonville, 
North Carolina 
home. Katie was 
born in Le Mars, 
Iowa May 18, 1931. 
At the start of World 
War II her family 

moved to California. She married, 
had a son, and after a divorce she 
raised her son and put herself 
through college eventually earning 
a master’s degree in Social Work 
from the University of Wisconsin. 

Katie had a career as a juvenile 
probation officer and social worker 
in five states. 

In 1972 she was hired by 
Hennepin County, Minnesota and 
retired as the Director of Family 
Court Services after 28 years. A 
dependent, bright and hardworking 
woman she was successful when 
gender discrimination often 
prevented women from achieving 
distinction in their chosen fields. 
While attending Hamilton High 
she, Diane Jensen and I had great 
fun together. Santa Monica beach 
ventures, shopping on Main Street 
in Culver City, dancing at the 
Pasadena Playhouse to the music 
of Les Brown and his “band of 
renown”, attending those exciting 
football games, and admiring 
the fellows on the gym team. I 
really miss her. Maybe some of 
Hamilton’s alumni remember her. 
She was an outstanding student and 
a great friend. (Submitted by Wilma 
“Willie” Watrous Mewes W’52)

KATHRYN ULRICH — 
SAIGONS S’49, died December 

5, 2020. Katy was 
born October 24th, 
1931 in Maywood, 
California. She 
spent her early years 
in Southern 

California where she married and 
raised her family. She began a 
successful career in education and 
enjoyed boating and camping with 
her family. 

Katy was an accomplished 
educational coordinator, water 
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skier, golfer and artist. The family 
moved to Portland, Oregon in 
1973. Katy continued to work in 
education and became the snow ski 
instructor on Mount Hood for the 
Clackamas County School District. 
She taught her six children the 
game of golf and she developed a 
lasting passion in the game. Katy 
was very artistic an developed 
an expertise in creating very 
detailed stained-glass designs in 
her projects that few people are 
capable of doing. Her works  
are cherished. 

Katy met Chuck Ulrich and they 
were married in 1998 on Valentine 
Day. They resided and retired in 
San Pedro, California and were very 
active in the Cabrillo Beach Yacht 
Club until their eventual move to 
Boulder City. Nevada. Katy was a 
longtime member of the Boulder 
City Women’s Golf Club where 
she had many friends that remained 
near and dear to her heart. She 
accomplished a “Hole-in-One” at 
Polson Bay Golf Course Montana in 
June of 2012 where they summered. 
She loved & was loved by all she 

met, she was always active and 
athletic. Katy was loving, kind  
and generous. 

Words of wisdom, encouragement 
and comfort were always there 
for all who needed them. Kathryn 
is survived by her husband 
Chuck Ulrich, her twin sister 
Kathleen Stephens, Chuck’s two 
daughter’s and her six children 
and 21 grandchildren and 18 
greatgrandchildren A Celebration 
of Life will be held in Boulder City 
for family and friends when the 

JAMES ADDISON CHENEY — CARIOCAS 
S’45. Feb. 2, 1927 – Nov. 22, 2019. Dr. James 

Addison Cheney, a professor 
emeritus of civil engineering at 
UC Davis, was the first faculty 
member in the department of civil 
engineering who brought a 
diverse technical background 
which allowed him to teach a 
wide range of academic 
disciplines including civil, 

aerospace and mechanical engineering, died on Nov. 
22, 2019, at home in Davis. He was 92 years old. 

Dr. Cheney was the founding director of the Center 
for Geotechnical Modeling at UC Davis and known 
for his dry wit, generously mentoring the research 
of more than 100 graduate students and working 
with 50 different faculty members. His wide range 
of interests included geotechnical modeling for 
earthquakes at NASA’s Ames Research Center 
and Lawrence Livermore National Labs, sheathing 
materials for satellites and aircraft at Lockheed, 
peaceful uses of atomic energy through project Plow 
Shares; and diagnosing the causes and mitigation 
of racehorse bone fractures with the UC Davis 
Veterinary School. Dr. Cheney was recognized as 
a prominent engineer but also as an intellectually 

generous scholar. When asked by the United Nations 
and the Italian government to diagnose the causes 
and approach for the renovation of the “Leaning 
Tower of Pisa,” he agreed. After initial analysis, 
he determined the cause of the famous tilting is 
due to “basic physics” of the tower being “too 
thin in proportion to its height; it is like balancing 
a pencil on a table.” When asked why he had not 
announced his discovery while attending the national 
conference, he said, “The problem was simple when 
understood. There were plenty of Italian colleagues 
who cared and plenty of credit to go around.” The 
Italian national press release had more than 50 
prominent scientists named, along with Dr. Cheney, 
solving the mystery and enabling the conservation of 
the iconic tower.

James was born in West Los Angeles on Feb. 2, 1927, 
to Burton Cheney and Esther Cheney. His father 
was a hardware store owner in West Los Angeles. 
His mother was a practicing nurse. Jim grew up in a 
simpler West Los Angeles beach community attending 
Hamilton High School. In World War II, from 1945 to 
1946, Jim served in the U.S. Navy as a petty officer 
in the 12th District Navy Headquarters, stationed in 
San Francisco. Returning to Los Angeles, he attended 
UCLA, where he met and married Frankyee Jane 
Jackson of Santa Monica, also attending UCLA. 
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covid-19 virus restrictions  
are relaxed.

HARRIET GREITZER 
BELASCO — MANDARINS 

S’56, Harriet always 
said that she was the 
luckiest girl alive. 
Even in her last 
days, she reaffirmed 
this. She was 

blessed by having everything she 
always wanted in her life. The love 
of her parents (who were truly her 
best friends), the love of her 

wonderful husband for 57 magical 
years, Mel, and the love and 
adoration of her four children, three 
sons-in-laws and seven 
grandchildren. 

In June 2019, we lost a beautiful, 
strong, smart woman who lived 
every moment of her life to the 
fullest and knew she was honored 
and humbled to have so many great 
friends and a truly loving family. 
Harriet was a gift to us. We are 
the lucky ones who knew her and 
loved her so. This angel will be 

missed every sunrise and sunset 
but knowing she is always with us 
makes it a bit easier. She led her life 
by example and it’s a life we should 
all strive to live. Her extraordinary 
life was filled with so much love, 
and that’s a life worth living.

NORINE CAROL 
MARTIN — 
MANDARINS 
S’56 Ventura. Norine 
Carol (Dotseth) 
Martin, age 82, and a 

50-year resident of Ventura, 
Continues on page 40...

Jim was granted a bachelor’s degree in 1949 and 
then continued to work for the UCLA department 
of engineering research. In 1952, he was granted a 
master’s degree from UCLA in civil engineering.

Jim and family fully enjoyed the informal university 
lifestyle in Los Angeles. Following graduation, he 
joined L.T. Evans, Foundation Engineers in Los 
Angeles, for two years as a licensed civil engineer in 
the State of California. He then joined the Lockheed 
Missile Systems Division in Sunnyvale. Moving to 
Saratoga, he became head of the Strength Analysis 
Group on the Agena Satellite. In 1959, he won a 
Lockheed scholarship to pursue graduate studies 
in engineering mechanics at Stanford University. 
His Ph.D. was awarded in 1963. In 1962, he joined 
UC Davis’ new School of Engineering as its first 
faculty member. His distinct background enabled the 
new department to teach a myriad of subjects from 
engineering mechanics to aeronautical sciences.
He was one of the early leaders of the development 
of geotechnical centrifuges. He was the founding 
director of the Center for Geotechnical and Seismic 
Modeling at UC Davis and was the principal 
investigator to build the National Geotechnical 
Centrifuge at NASA Ames. Under his direction, the 
large centrifuge was later moved and installed at 
UCD. Throughout his extensive career, he authored 

over 50 published papers, 40 lectures, among other 
technical reviews. His professional contributions led 
to his being named a Fellow of Emmanuel College at 
Cambridge University in England.

He had three marriages. He is survived by his wife, 
Elaine Barrett, with whom he lived in Davis and two 
sons. Jim’s legacy continues with 10 grandchildren:  
four daughters and two sons from previous marriages 
and two great-grandchildren. Jim was married to 
Elaine Barratt for the last 31 years of his life. They 
were fond of traveling extensively to many of 
their favorite destinations, including Paris, Hawaii, 
Colorado and Arizona. They also enjoyed being 
active members of the Davis community including 
the Davis Odd Fellows and St. Martins Episcopal 
Church. Jim was also an avid San Francisco Giants 
fan throughout his life. Jim had profound faith, 
combining theology and science. Jim was a deacon 
in the Episcopal Church in Davis and the Arch 
Diocese in Northern California. He also was a Boy 
Scout leader having been awarded the highest adult 
honor, the Silver Beaver Award, for leadership. Jim 
was known to be playful and charming; whether 
at a Harry Potter-themed wedding in Virginia 
or at a political event, exploring new ideas, new 
relationships and new interests. Jim was a devout 
defender of science, theology and common decency.
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California, passed away on 
November 24, 2020.

Norine was born in Inglewood 
to Walter and Belle Dotseth on 
November 17, 1938. She attended 
Alexander Hamilton High School 
in LA and graduated in 1956. She 
went on to have a successful career 
as an escrow officer for over 30 
years, which included 12 years as 
the owner of Camino Escrow in 
Ventura.  In 1958, Norine married 
Lawrence Clark, and together they 
have two children: Laurie and 
Jeffrey. Following the conclusion of 
her first marriage, Norine met and 
married Alfred “Jay” Martin. They 
were married from 1973 to 1982. 

Norine was active in many 
organizations including the Ventura 
Beach Lions Club and Design 
House. Later in life, she enjoyed 
spending time with her many 
close friends, attending plays at 
the Rubicon Theater and hosting 
Academy Award “Oscar parties.” 
She also greatly enjoyed her 
beloved view of the Ocean from the 
home she built in the Ventura Hills. 

She is survived by her sister Diana 
Sornborger of Los Angeles, CA; her 
daughter Laurie; son John; and four 
grandchildren: as well as four great-
grandchildren.  

RICHARD W. 
AMLING — 
FUTURIANS 
W’57. Richard 
was born the only 
child to parents 

Walter and Anna Amling, who had 
both immigrated from Germany as 
children. He was an energetic boy 
who loved to tell silly jokes and 
sing whenever the mood struck 
him, traits enjoyed by all who knew 
him throughout his life. Rich met 
Lois Gray in the 8th grade at 
Pasteur Jr. High and they began 
dating soon after. This began the 
story of a timeless romance.  High 
school sent them their separate 
ways. Lois attended Los Angeles 
High, while Richard went to 
Hamilton High and graduated in the 
top 5% of his class. Rich was a 
member of the Green Key Society 
and received the Walker Brown 
Scholarship Award. Richard joined 
the high school glee club and choir, 
and during high school he 
performed in a musical. As an adult, 
Richard was an active member of 
the church choir where he sang for 
more than 40 years.

After high school graduation Rich 
and Lois continued their education 
by moving on to college. Once 
again, they were separated, each 
enrolling in a different university. 
Richard attended UCLA while Lois 
enrolled at USC. They agreed to be 
married when graduation was on the 
horizon. Richard received his B.S. 
in Chemistry from UCLA in 1961 
and began working at Riker Labs, 
as a research chemist. Seven years 
later, Riker Drug and Chemicals 
was bought out by 3M Company. 
It was at 3M Co. where Richard 
rose to the position of Purchasing 
Manager and retired from there after 
working for 35 years. He began a 
lecturing circuit in Purchasing for 

the next 7 years, speaking in large 
cities throughout the U.S.

Richard’s proudest accomplishments 
were his children, Kris, Scott, 
Marc and Anne. He stated, 
“Their achievements will far 
exceed mine.” He was blessed 
with four grandchildren and 
two great grandchildren. Rich 
and Lois continued their travel 
dream by enjoying 40+ cruises 
and many trips to Europe. They 
became official members of the 
7 Continent Club by walking on 
all the continents. Rich’s favorite 
destination of all was the trip they 
made to Antarctica. Retirement 
gave Rich the opportunity to spend 
time enjoying his hobbies. He 
began woodworking in Jr. High. 
and continued to build/or restore 
a number of pieces during his 
life, the last item he built was a 
beautiful headboard for their  
guest bedroom. 

Rich was truly an aficionado of 
trains, and he enjoyed all types. 
His other love was cars, especially 
Corvettes. His dream Corvette is 
still in the garage. Richard and 
Lois were married just short of 60 
wonderful years living the past 15 
years in Valencia, CA.

JOEL REIMS — CAPRISIANS 
S’58. Died January 25, 2021 at 
aged 80. He is survived by his 
devoted wife Kathy. He had a very 
generous spirit and worked hard to 
build a good life for his family. He 
was born August 9th, 1940 in The 
Bronx where he lived until he was 
seven years old, playing plenty of 

...Continued from page 39
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stickball, stoopball, and any other 
sport you can think of. 

His family then moved to 
California, which became home 
for the rest of his life. He grew 
up in West Los Angeles and went 
to Hamilton High School. After 
graduating from USC dental school 
in 1965 he opened his own practice 
and never looked back, becoming 
everyone’s favorite dentist for 
the next 52 years. As much as his 
patients loved him for his amazing 
and gentle dental skill, they loved 
him more for his personality and 
captivating storytelling. And he 
loved them right back, always 
making them feel comfortable in 
his chair, chatting about their lives, 
and bragging about his children 
and grandchildren. It’s rare that 
someone gets the gift of going to 
work every day loving what they do 
as much as he did. 

He was a man of many interests: 
wine collecting, fly fishing, learning 
Italian, cello, piano and cooking, 
especially his signature chocolate 
souffles. He was an avid tennis 
player, accomplished sculptor and 
enjoyed cycling at the beach. He 
loved watching sports, having 
season tickets for the Rams in 
the 1970’s, always rooting for 
the Yankees, and often going to 
Hollywood Park and Santa Anita 
racetracks. As he often liked to 
mention, he bought his first car 
with winnings from a big bet at 
the track. He and Kathy loved 
each other deeply for 48 years 
and lived life to the fullest. They 
traveled extensively, from biking 

in Europe to many happy times 
through the years with friends 
and family in Cooperstown. His 
smile and positive attitude about 
life’s challenges were inspiring to 
everyone, and he relished sharing 
his interests and fun adventures 
with his grandkids. 

Joel spent his final days surrounded 
by his loving family at home and is 
already extremely missed by all. In 
addition to Kathy, he leaves behind 
the family that he loved and who 
loved him so much: brother Elliot 
and his wife Nancy, sister Shelley; 
children Melanie, Josh and Gaby; 
son-in-law Geoffrey, daughter-in-law 
Pam; and the seven grandchildren 
who always had the best times.

LARRY BLOOMER — 
TANDAKOANS S’59, passed 

away on October 17, 
2020. Larry was the 
son of Helen and 
Kermit Bloomer and 
was born in Fresno, 

Ca. on June 12, 1941. When Larry 
was a child, his family mined for 
precious metals in Amboy in the 
California desert for the war effort. 
His family owned two restaurants 
in Big Bear, California, where 
Larry, at age 7, learned to be the 
avid snow skier that he was. Larry 
graduated from Hamilton High 
School in 1959. At “Hami” he met 
the love of his life, Diane Nagel 
S’59 who became his wife on July 
17, 1965. Larry and Diane dated in 
high school and college and still 
have the 1957 Chevy from those 
days. Larry attended Cal State 
Northridge majoring in marketing 

and was in the Sigma Pi Fraternity 
which later became Sigma Chi. 

Upon graduation, Larry 
immediately went to work for 
Xerox Corporation, in downtown 
Los Angeles, where he had a 
successful sales and management 
career. Larry left Xerox in 1974 to 
join Coldwell Banker Commercial 
Real Estate specializing in retail 
properties. Coldwell Banker 
became CBRE; and after 25 years, 
Larry left to work at Westmac 
Commercial Brokerage in West Los 
Angeles for several years. He then 
formed R.E. Development Group 
and managed his own properties. 

Larry loved life, which included 
sailing locally, then in Greece, 
Australia, and Tahiti. He had a 
great love of cars acquiring his 
first Ferrari in 1966. A member of 
the Ferrari Owners Club, Larry 
served twice as its President. He 
later obtained his racing license for 
SCCA and became part of a racing 
team. He also coached racing at 
local tracks. Larry was a founding 
member of the Checkered Flag 200, 
a support group for the Petersen 
Automotive Museum, and served 
on its Board of Directors for 19 
years. He and Diane collected 
some great cars as they loved to 
go on rallies with their friends. 
Larry loved snow skiing and skied 
all over the western United States 
and Europe, always enjoying being 
with his ski buddies. He especially 
loved heli-skiing in Canada. Larry 
and Diane traveled the world and 
have been on all seven continents. 
Larry never met a stranger and 
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collected friends around the globe. 
Kind and generous with a terrific 
sense of humor, his enthusiasm 
was contagious. He mentored 
many people always giving of 
himself. Married for 55 years, 
Larry is survived by his wife Diane, 
goddaughter Olivia Hodgin, and 
cousins Nancy and Doug Bloomer. 
Larry is gone but his smile and 
infectious laugh are eternal.

KENNY BERNSTEIN — 
MAUNA LOANS S‘60, was born 
in Los Angeles on September 6,

1942. He 
graduated from 
Hamilton High 
in 1960. From 
there he went to 

Arizona State University on a full 
golf scholarship. After graduating 
he opened BFC Financial Company 
with his dad, a business that 
continued successfully for over 45 
years. During that time he was also 
part of the start of California United 
Bank. At California United Bank he 
served as chairman of several 
committees as well as being on the 
Board. In 2012, Kenny along with 
the Board travelled to New York to 
ring the bell as California United 
Bank was listed on NASDAQ.

Kenny continued his love of golf 
by playing at El Caballero Country 
Club for over 30 years and also 
played with some of the great 
professionals. He loved deep sea 
fishing since the young age of 8. 
He retired to Florida in 2015 and 
continued his love of ocean fishing 
and in the many lakes and canals  
of Florida. 

Throughout Kenny’s life he was 
very involved in the Diabetes 
community since getting type I at 
12 years of age. He was one of the 
first insulin diabetics to try out the 
new synthetic insulin. In the early 
1990’s Kenny became part of the 
DRI (Diabetes Research Institute 
of Miami) under the leadership of 
the world-renowned researcher Dr. 
Camillo Ricordi. There he was in a 
government experimental trial and 
they transplanted Islet cells into his 
liver hoping to have the liver act 
as the pancreas. It was a success 
and Kenny was off of insulin 
shots for over 2 years. With his 
volunteering for this trial, he gave 
the diabetes world new information 
on ways to help cure this disease. 
Kenny continued his work with 
the diabetes community in many 
different aspects. He worked 
tirelessly with charities and with 
children and their families. 

On October 27, 2020 Kenny 
passed away. He was a much-loved 
husband, daddy, uncle, brother, 
nephew, cousin and friend. He met 
his wife in 1981 and married in 
1984. They had a love affair like no 
other. In 1987 Kenny was blessed 
with a daughter who was the love 
of his life. She adored him and they 
had a very special bond. 

Kenny had the biggest heart and 
was always there for everyone. 
He was lovingly known as Shug, 
Daddy, Butch, The Bern, Unc and 
Daddy Bernstein as so many of his 
daughter’s friends called him. He 
left a huge legacy. May he rest in 
peace. He will truly be missed.

RON WHITE — ’61. Ron was the 
love of my life for over 40 years. 

Ron died 6 
weeks after 
prognosis of a 
rare cancer. His 
love of skiing, 

tennis and golf kept him happy, 
right up to the end. Ron was so very 
proud to have gone to Hami Hi. He 
often talked about his life there with 
his friends. His love of sports took 
him to a high level of completion in 
the shot put. To those of you, who 
knew Ron he never stopped 
thinking about you. Be well and 
enjoy each and every day.

Life can be so short.

Submitted by his wife, Chris

PAUL LUBIN — TACOMA 
W‘64. I’m sorry to have to 
announce the passing of our 
classmate Paul Luben, at 74 years 
old. His home was on Oakmore 

Road in Beverlywood. Paul left a 
son, Benjamin, 27 years old and a 
graduate of Washington University 
in St. Louis. His son lives in 
Brentwood and works in the 
entertainment industry. Paul was 
divorced and besides his son he 
leaves his younger sister, Nene, a 
nephew, and a niece.

Paul was a graduate of UC Berkeley 
in History and had taken over his 
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father’s business in supplying parts 
for the restoration of antique cars, 
but at the time of his passing, he 
was retired. The joke among his 
friends was that you could always 
find Paul holding court at either the 
Farmer’s Market, Canter’s Deli, or 
The Little Door Cafe on 3rd.

At his memorial, which was done 
via Zoom at his son’s home, they 
showed a pictorial slide show of 
his life that was quite moving. 
His friends and family spoke 
of Paul as the ultimate non-
conformist rebel and avid reader/ 
intellectual who was known to 
read 5 newspapers a day cover to 
cover. He was constantly ready 
to debate anyone around him on 
progressive values and changes 
needed in our society. He was an 
“Allen Ginsberg “ type who was 
still just a beatnik/hippie from 
the 1960’s at heart, and he loved 
to travel simply with a backpack 
throughout the world.  According 
to his son, he intends to take his 
dad’s ashes and spread them off 
some beautiful exotic island, the 
location still to be decided.

 Ed Jellen, Dennis Pascoe, Barry 
Dubin, Barry Eisenberg, Denis 
Weintraub, and Neal Mazaroff are 
all high school classmates who 
participated in the Paul’s memorial. 

RIP Paul. Lots of Love. Submitted 
by Denis Weintraub.

DR. JEFFREY. L. WISSOT — 
CALEDONIAN S’65, died Sept 8, 

2020; leaving 
behind his wife 
Gerri (class of ’66) 
whom he met on the 
main center 
staircase of Hami 

High. Jeff was also survived by his 
two children and six grandchildren 
and brother. Jeff and Gerri always 
talked of their love of their school, 
classmates and teachers made a 
great impact on both of them. Jeff 
was a dentist for 40 years, in 
Woodland Hills, and Gerri became 
a teacher   They will always think 
of themselves as Hamiltonians, as 
well as Bruins and Dodgers fans. 
(Written by Gerri Loew Wissot,’66)

GREG BARON — TEHUACANS 
S’66 Died October 30, 2018.

MARCI RUBIN (IGLOW)  — 
TEHUACANS S’66, passed away 
May 28, 2020. Marci was born 
Sept. 17, 1948. She was a devoted 
wife, sister, aunt, stepmother and 
friend. Survived by her sister,  
Diane Magedman and brother, 
Stanley Rubin. 

Marci devoted 20 years of her 
life volunteering for Gilda’s Club 
Desert Cities helping families 

affected by cancer. Her love and 
compassion touched so many l 
ives. She also was very active in 
Chabad Rancho Mirage. Marci  
will be missed.

PHYLLIS BROWN — 
TEHUACANS S’66, passed away 

February 28th, 
2020. Phyllis did 
not come from a 
typical Jewish 
family. They were 
artists. Her mother 
was an opera 

singer, and her father an 
entrepreneur. Her younger sister 
played piano like Chick Corea and 
her older sister painted like Picasso. 

As the founder of 
Rainbo Records, 
her father, Jack 
Brown, introduced 
her to the world of 
Rhythm & Blues, 
bringing home 

crates of the best of the best freshly 
pressed vinyl from his factory. 
Phyllis found her calling. She was 
the Jewish Aretha.  When she was 
sixteen, she was already recording 
music in the studio and had 
received my first write-ups in 
Billboard Magazine. By seventeen, 
Phyllis and three other girls started 
singing together and formed a new 
group. They performed all of the 
top R&B songs of the time. They 
were signed with ABC Dunhill, the 
same label as the Mama’s and 
Papa’s. As such, they called them 
The Babies and that name became 
the name of our group. 

Continues on page 45...
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DEBORAH ANN KELLY –’70, 
died October 1, 2020. Debbie’s 
life adventure began November 

1, 1952 in Venezuela when she 
was born to John (Jack) and 
Nancy (Schulting) Kelly. Soon 
after they settled in Los Angeles 
to raise their family. It wasn’t 
long before Debbie became big 
sister to her brothers, Michael 
and Steve. Most would agree this 
is when she began to hone the 
fine art of caretaking others — 
keeping those two boys in line 
was a fulltime job. Debbie spent 
her childhood making lifelong 
friends, becoming a fine piano 
player by taking after her father’s 
‘rag time’ virtuoso, and 
summering in Rhode Island with 
family – an experience that 
provided a lifelong love and 
commitment to the importance  
of family. 

Debbie could also play a mean 
game of tennis, and some would 
call her a card shark, continuing 
her mom’s legacy. After 
graduating Hamilton High School, 
Debbie headed to Hawaii to begin 
her next adventure. Between sun, 
friends and newfound freedom, 
she also fit in time to attend the 
University of Hawaii.  Returning 

home, Debbie dove into her next 
life adventures; marrying Juan 
Campos and giving birth to two 
incredible children — her sons 
Juan and Daniel. 

In perfect Debbie style, she 
didn’t wait long to become a 
successful business owner. Meet 
My Maids Housekeeping and 
Nanny placement services quickly 
became a booming business, and 
Debbie’s impeccable grasp of 
Spanish, along with her caring 
nature, fostered trust, commitment 
and lifelong friendship with those 
she employed. Debbie became an 
expert in the fine art of mediating 
the emotional balance for families 
welcoming nannies into their 
home. She was often featured 
on talk shows and wrote many 
articles on the subject. 

At age 50, Debbie decided it was 
time for a new challenge. So, 
as only this gifted, determined 
and wonderfully talented person 
could do – she enrolled in law 
school, graduated with flying 
colors and soon after passed the 
Bar. Her new life adventure was 
before her – and there is no doubt, 
advocating for others became 
her true calling. Beginning as a 
Public Defender, Debbie quickly 
moved to Executive Director of 
the LACBA Domestic Violence 
Project. Her passion, integrity, 
commitment and sense of right, 
provided refuge and safety to 
those in most need. Debbie 
contributed the “On Direct” 
column for LA Lawyer magazine, 
interviewing luminaries across the 

legal and political arenas of Los 
Angeles. While studying for the 
Bar, Debbie was blessed to meet 
and marry the love of her life – 
Robert Rubin. Their first date 
was a hike in the Santa Monica 
Mountains. Bob had her heart the 
minute the walk began. A lawyer 
himself, the two could be seen at a 
party or family gathering huddled 
in the corner delighting in a 
conversation about the Law. Until 
her last days, Debbie continued to 
profess her love and gratitude for 
Bob having come into her life. 

As noteworthy as was her 
career success, Debbie’s true 
gift and success was that of 
friendship. She nurtured and 
valued each person for their 
unique contribution to the world. 
A party at Debbie’s house was 
always full of lively conversation 
and creative minds. She was 
loyal, compassionate, honest 
and there was never a doubt that 
if you were lucky enough to 
be a friend, Debbie always had 
your back. She was a shoulder 
to cry on. An ear to understand. 
And a smile to warm your heart.  
Debbie’s bravery and tenacious 
spirit, in spite of her cancer 
diagnosis, provided a gift of 
six more wonderful years for 
her family and her friends, and 
most especially her precious 
granddaughter, Daniella. These 
additional years offered Daniella 
the opportunity to know and 
draw wisdom from this beautiful 
and wise woman. We will all be 
forever grateful to have known, 
loved and shared in her life. 
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Phyllis started getting calls to 
record for other songwriters. She 
soon became renowned within 
the industry for interpreting 
everything from a little ballad 
to movie themes. It seems that 
gradually, she realized that she 
had met the songwriters who were 
creating the definitive music of 
that period and they were relying 
on Phyllis to be in the studio 
almost every day. This was a 
wonderful next chapter because 
her stage fright wasn’t a factor in 
the studio. She just loved to walk 
in and see the microphone hanging 
down, waiting for her. She loved 
the sound room, looking out at 
the people looking in. She loved 
communicating with the engineer 
effortlessly and she loved the 
studio, and it became her home. 

Phyllis secured a songwriting 
contract with Screen-Gems/EMI. 
She had reached the success she 
had always dreamed of, and then 
life got in the way. Thirty-five 
years later she went back into the 
studio and produced with Greg 
Hilfman an album that brought 
songs she always wanted to sing 
back to life. In addition to singing, 
Phyllis was an avid painter. She 
will be dearly missed. 

BRUCE HERSCH — ‘69. Bruce 
passed away recently. It was so 
good to see him at our reunion, and 
our hearts go out to his family. 

LEE HOWARD DREYFUS — 
‘72. Died March 25, 2020. Lee was 
a longtime resident of La Cañada 

Flintridge, born 
October 23, 1954. 
The son of Evelyn 
and Gilbert Dreyfuss, 
Lee grew up in 

Cheviot Hills, graduating from 
Hamilton High School in 1972. 

After earning his bachelor’s degree 
from USC in 1976 (where he met 
his wife, Kellie) he trained in the 
hospitality industry with Hyatt 
Hotels before joining his family’s 
real estate development company, 
working primarily at the La Cañada 
Flintridge Country Club where he 
was General Manager from 1987  
to 1993. 

Lee had a lifelong interest in 
photography and leaves behind 
an extensive collection of images 
of his life and travels around the 
world. He was a proud and devoted 
father to his daughter, Lexie, and a 
longtime friend to many whom he 
had known since elementary school. 
He was known for his kindness 
and sweet disposition, and a sense 
of humor marked by a distinctive 
laugh. He is survived by his wife 
of twenty-five years, Kellie, his 
daughter, Lexie, mother Evelyn 
Dreyfuss, brother Randy Dreyfuss 
(Pamela), niece and nephew Sia 
Dreyfuss and Raphael Dreyfuss, 
and sister, Melanie Dreyfuss. 

BRUCE L. 
ROTHE — ‘80, 
died Nov. 4, 
2020. Bruce was 
born August 4, 
1962 in Santa 

Monica, California to R. Dean and 

Dorothy Norberg Rothe. He 
graduated from Alexander 
Hamilton High School. He served 
an honorable mission to Oklahoma 
for the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints as a young man. 
Bruce was a respected restaurant 
executive with a career spanning 
over 40 years. As a Los Angeles 
native he was a diehard Lakers and 
Dodger fan. Bruce was deeply 
loved by his family and friends. 

He will forever be remembered  
for his acts of kindness and his 
expressions of love to those 
around him. He is survived by his 
wife, Darlene Sturgeon-Rothe, 
stepdaughters Sherry and Corin 
Uchuion, siblings: Sandra (Arlo) 
Mickelsen, David (Janet) Rothe 
and Alan (Kathy) Rothe, mother, 
Dorothy Rothe and 12 nieces  
and nephews. 

YVONNE SIMON — 
OLYMPIANS ‘84. I met Yvonne 
Simon in the 11th grade at 
Hamilton. She had transferred 
from Hertzl and I from Center for 
Enriched Studies. We were both 
part of the Olympian graduating 
class of 1984. She and I became 
the best of friends. She was a lot of 
fun to be with, though also had a 
serious side. She was very studious 
and got upset when she didn’t 
receive a good grade on something. 
I remember a particular time when 
she had done some assignment 
for Ms. Bissiri, for which she had 
studied very hard, but received an 
average grade on it. She made a 
strong case for doing it over, and 
I believe she won. By the way, 

...Continued from page 43
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Yvonne became a successful lawyer 
when she grew up!

One time, we passed a sign on 
Fairfax Blvd. that said “Buchanan.” 
Yvonne was not familiar with this 
name, apparently, and pronounced 
it “BU-kha-non,” instead of “Byu-
KA-nin. I laughed and corrected 
her. From then on, “BU-kha-non” 
became our word for “lame”; as in, 
“That’s so Buchanan!!!” 

After high school, Yvonne and 
I lost touch. We saw each other 
once, at the funeral of fellow 
Olympian, Judah White. Yvonne’s 
cousin, Rabbi Josh Katzan, also a 
fellow Olympian, officiated at the 
service. She became a lawyer in 
Los Angeles, until she moved to 
Florida last year. She passed away 
peacefully in Orlando on Saturday, 
March 27. 

Goodnight, my friend. I miss you.

Submitted by Brenda Goldstein.

SOO H. KIM — ’99. The Los 
Angeles Sherriff’s 
Department is 
deeply saddened  
to announce the 
death of Deputy 

Soo H. Kim. Soo is survived by his 
wife and their twin girls. 

Soo graduated from the Los 
Angeles County Sheriff’s Academy 
in 2012. Soon after, he worked a 
variety of assignments, including 
custody at the Pitchess Detention 
Center East Facility, Central 
Regional Detention Center, 

Pitchess Detention Center South 
Facility, Court Services at Clara 
Shortridge Foltz Criminal Justice 
Center Courthouse, Van Nuys 
Courthouse and patrol at West 
Hollywood Station.Throughout his 
assignments, Deputy Kim was well 
liked and respected by many. 

He was known for his 
professionalism, warmhearted 
personality, and easy-going 
attitude. He always took pride in 
being a deputy sheriff, no matter 
what situation he was involved in 
without hesitation. As we mourn 
Deputy Soo H. Kim’s tremendous 
loss, this is a difficult time for our 
Department. Our hearts go out to 
the family, friends, and loved ones 
of Deputy Kim.

DOROTHY (DOTTIE) COLLER 
ROSSO — ISLANDERS S’42 
San Raphael, CA. Dottie 

Rosso Dorothy 
Elizabeth Coller 
Rosso (Dottie), a 
longtime resident of 
San Rafael, died 

October 9 in Sonoma, CA, at age 
95. In her own words, she was to 
the point: “Naturally, I was born. 
Sunday, March 15, 1925 at 3:15 in 
the afternoon in a house in Beverly 
Hills. My birth interrupted the 
doctor’s golf game on a Sunday 
afternoon, but was otherwise 
uneventful.” 

Dottie grew up in pre-WWII Los 
Angeles, in a family that worked 
in the movie business. She said, “it 
was at that time that we all became 
extras in the movies. I got $3.75 

a day for just being there, but if I 
had a costume, it was $7.50.” She 
went to elementary school on the 
movie sets and enjoyed meeting 
stars like Elizabeth Taylor, Shirley 
Temple, Mickey Rooney and 
Jimmy Durante. After graduating 
from Hamilton High, she married 
Henry A. (Hank) Rosso, who 
was sent overseas during World 
War II, six months after their son 
David was born. After the war, 
they moved to Syracuse, NY, 
where they welcomed three more 
children to the family, while Hank 
graduated from Syracuse University 
and began to build his career in 
publicity and fund raising. In 1959 
a job offer brought them back to the 
West Coast, so Dottie drove the kids 
cross-country in a station wagon, 
stopping at every amusement and 
factory tour along with way. They 
settled in Marin County, where 
Dottie quickly became an active 
school volunteer and PTA president, 
sports mom, bowling champion and 
bridge player. During the following 
years, Dottie supported Hank’s 
career as a noted fund raising 
professional and author. Together 
they forged an alliance to establish 
The Fund-Raising School in 1970 
and traveled the world teaching 
non-profit professionals the 
principles of ethical fund raising. 
The school was later acquired by 
Indiana University, which honored 
her by establishing a student 
scholarship in her name. In her 
retirement years, Dottie was an 
active grandmother, cookie-baker, 
stamp-collector, golfer, Cribbage 
player, sports fan and volunteer in 
Marin County. One of her favorite 
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non-profits was Bread and Roses. 
She was a good friend to many, 
who will miss her. She is survived 
by her children: David of Eureka, 
CA, Jim of Sonoma, CA, Michael 
of Kenwood, CA and Susan of La 
Center, WA; five grandchildren and 
two great-grandchildren. 

RONALD PEYTON — 
CASTILIANS S’50 Waterville, 
Ohio. Ronald died peacefully on 
Thursday, February 18, 2021 at 
StoryPoint in Waterville, Ohio. 

He was born in 
Los Angeles, to 
Wayne and 
Romayne Peyton 
on October 18, 
1932. After 

attending public schools in Los 
Angeles, he was awarded a 
scholarship to Harvard College in 
Cambridge, MA. He graduated in 
June 1954 with an AB in Applied 
Science. He then entered US Naval 
Officers’ Candidate School in 
Newport, RI in August 1954. He 
was commissioned an Ensign in the 
US Naval Reserve in December 
1954. He served three years active 
duty in the Mine Force in the US 
Pacific Fleet, most of the time as 
First Lieutenant on the USS 
Warbler (MSC-206), a new coastal 
minesweeper. 

During his service, he married 
Barbara L. Hune on September 9, 
1955, in San Marino, CA  
She preceded him in death on  
May 2, 1987.

After military service, he worked 
as an accounting machine salesman 

for the National Cash Register 
Co. In Los Angeles, CA for two 
years. He joined IBM in product 
development in San Jose, CA in 
December 1959. He worked in 
various product planning positions 
for IBM in California, North 
Carolina, Minnesota, Florida and 
Kentucky before taking early 
retirement in 1987. 

He married Gloria Lou Orth Peyton 
on April 15, 1989 at the Waterville 
United Methodist Church, where 
he served in several positions 
including Treasurer and Auditor.

Ronald is survived by his wife, 
Gloria Lou and his three children 
from his first wife, Tamarah S. 
(Daniel) Amundson of Brainerd, 
MN, Ronda L. (Phillip) Gomez 
of Bradenton, FL. and James 
R. (Dottie) of Loudon, TN: six 
grandchildren; and five great-
grandchildren; two stepchildren; 
eight step-grandchildren; and twelve 
step-great-grandchildren. He is also 
survived by his brother, Dr. Richard 
Peyton of Tallahassee, FL; and his 
sister, Renee J. (Michael) Warren of 
Estes Park, CO.

WILLIAM ‘BILL’ WILLIAMS 
— ISLANDERS S’42 

Alhambra, CA. 
Bill Williams 
passed away 
peacefully on 
December 9, 2020 
in Alhambra, CA. 
His wife, Kit 

Williams, preceded him in 1997. He 
is survived by three grown children, 
Bryan (Nancy), Lynn(Jim), Barbara 
(Rick) who will miss him until we 

are joined again. He also has 5 
Grandsons, Paul, Jacob, Matthew, 
Eric and Clayton who will miss his 
humor and fun-loving sprit. Other 
family surviving Bill include many 
cousins, nieces and nephews in 
multiple generations. 

All are thankful for their Sweet 
Uncle Bill. Bill grew up in Los 
Angeles, Stockton and Seattle 
during the Depression and attended 
Hamilton High School, Los Angeles 
City College and the Pasadena Art 
Center College of Design. He was 
a veteran of World War II where 
he served in the U.S. Army Signal 
Corps as a battlefield photographer 
in Europe. 

After the war and finishing college, 
he spent a few years as professional 
photographer and then made the 
jump to sales where he worked for 
Southern Pacific Railroad, Matson 
Lines and Alhambra Typewriter 
Shop for a well-rounded career. Bill 
and Kit raised their family in Mill 
Valley California and San Gabriel 
California. 

Bill was active in the Republican 
Party politics and served on 
the LA Central Committee. He 
also supported the San Gabriel 
Historical Association, San Gabriel 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Kiwanis Club for many years. Bill 
will mostly be remembered for his 
kind and fun-loving spirit. He was 
witty until the end, always quick 
with a joke and smile. He brought 
joy to those around him and 
could always have the grandsons 
laughing!! We are grateful for his 
life and legacy.
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Thanks to the following people who contributed to the M$M 
while the drive was open.

The	Alexander	Hamilton	High	School	Alumni	Association	(HAA)	is	seeking	to	raise	an	endowment	fund	of	$1	million,	to	provide	a	stable	base	for	scholarships	for	Ham-
ilton	High	School	graduating	seniors	(the	“Endowment	Fund”).	Once	the	$1	million	goal	of	the	Endowment	Fund	has	been	accumulated,	net	of	expenses	of	fundrais-
ing,	the	earnings	from	investments	of	the	Endowment	Fund	will	be	used	for	such	scholarships.	If,	after	the	Endowment	Fund	has	been	set	aside,	and	if	extraordinary	
circumstances	arise,	then,	from	time	to	time,	the	Board	of	HAA	may	use	the	principal	of	the	Endowment	Fund	to	benefit	Hamilton	High	School	and	the	mission	of	the	
HAA.	If	HAA	is	unable	reach	the	goal	of	raising	a	net	$1	million	within	a	reasonable	period,	no	Endowment	Fund	will	be	set	aside,	and	all	donations	will	become	part	of	
the	general	funds	of	HAA,	to	be	used	under	the	direction	of	the	Board	of	HAA	for	the	benefit	of	Hamilton	High	School	and	the	mission	of	HAA.

Audrey	Simpson	Evans	‘37
Aubrey	Cochrane	‘39	(2x)

Clare	‘41	&	June	Bowman	Short	‘43
Doris	Cates	‘43	In	Memory	Of	Bob	Cates	‘42	

 *In Memory Of	Robert	Lynn	S’‘43
Leonard	Milner	‘44
Wallace	Lewis	‘45

 *In Memory Of Coleen	Snow	Lynn	S’‘46
Martin	Salvin	‘46	(2X)
Edmund	Olson	‘48

Elinor	Burns	Beck	‘49
Allen	&	Marilyn	Shapiro	Golden	‘49

Patsy	Welch	Nelson	‘49
Paul	Burmaster	‘51
Ernie	Grossman	‘51
Michael	Hoey	‘51	(2X)

Carleen	Finney	Topham	‘51
James	&	Joanne	Reeves	Crawley	‘52
Ann	Sidebotham	Harrington	‘53

Michael	Harris	‘53
Audrey	Bass	‘54
Stanley	Cohen	‘54

David	‘53	&	Virginia	‘55	Overcash	Loupe	
 

William	Jacobs	‘54
Al	Norris	‘54

Anonymous	‘56
Richard	Benveniste	‘56
Howard	Landesman	‘56

Utopians	Winter	1956	Reunion	Committee
Fred	“Fritz”	Healy	‘57

Lynne	Faye	Landesman	‘58
Don	Briscoe	‘61

William	Harmon	‘61
Barbara	Sachs	Senn	‘61

Richard	Shaw	‘62
Don	‘61	&	Chris	‘63	Higginson	Briscoe	

Sheila	Leventhal	Rose	‘65
Mark	Benjamin	‘66
Marsha	Berman	‘66

Marilyn	Weiss	Alper	‘68
Dick	Bank	-	Friend

Marvin	Hoffenberg/ 
Sidney	Stern	Memorial	Trust	-	Friend
Robert	&	Yvonne	Perlberg	-	Friend

Barry	Sugarman	-	Friend

*Donations by Patricia Lynn Williams ‘53
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Alexander Hamilton High School Alumni Association 

M$M Endowment Fund

Albert	&	Judy	Westengard	Boyajian
Anonymous

Anthony	&	Donna	Mellos
Benton	Bejach

Bernard	Ginsberg
Bob	Koppany

Bonnie	Sturner	Silton
Carolbeth	Goldman	Korn

Don	X.	Sanelli

Gary	Healy
Jerry	Solender
Joel	Breman

Joyce	Finberg	Klein
Karisma	Foundation

Larry	S.	Flax
Lin	&	Marvel	Martin	Conger

Lynn	Schenk

Martin	Salvin
Marvin	Rolnick
Marvin	Zigman

Mary	Haines	Schreiber
Michele	Menzies	Rosen

Riv-Ellen	Prell
Stephan	Andruszkewicz/E.	Cooperman

William	Harmon,	Jr.
William	Jacobs

Barbara Brotherton Boyd
Barbara	Earhart	Daniels-Dier

Beverly Casman Gelfand
David	Bordon	-	Deceased

Don	&	Chris	Higginson	Briscoe
Ernie	Grossman
Fredric	Healy

Gloria Barsimanto Simon
Harvey	Englander

Irving Chase
J.R.	&	Joan	E.	Briscoe	Trust.	

Joyce	Boehm	Hughes

Judith Davidian Bedrosian
Katherine Martin Stoever

Louis	Skip	Nevell
Marion Weintraub Katz

Marvin Sugarman
Mike	Dana

Nancy	Nervig	Strickland
Paul	&	Joyce	Harris	Krasnow
Richie	&	Rochelle	Maize
Rosalind	Talcott	Bassin
Ruth Silas Sugerman

Steven Good

Blenda Johnson Lindholm
Charles Korr

Claire Cole Heron
Diane Razzaia Hawthorne

Edgar	Hoefer
Marilyn Harvey Stein & Susan Oppliger Breternitz

Paul Burmaster
Robert	&	Karen	Schwartz	Raskin

Robert	E.	Green
Robert Mandel
Robert Shipp

Sandra Feiger Bleifer

Al Norris
Allen & Marilyn Shapiro Golden
Allen & Sandra Brody Goldberg

Ann Sidebotham Harrington
Arthur	Swislocki	&	Ann	Manheimer	

Audrey	Simpson	Evans
Betty Salzberg

Burt Dragin
Carleen	Finney	Topham

Carol Bartz Stone
Clare & June Bowman Short

Cookie	Rowe	Miller
Daniel Luevano
Darryl	Tisherman

Dawn Sillesen Klemm
Dick	Bank

Edmund	Olson
Elaine	Carl	Asa

Elinor	Burns	Beck
Ellen	Susan	Fries	Kane

Felicia	Chase	Zeff
George	Landon	Lucas

Godfrey Jeff Harris

Herbert	&	Margaret	Gross	Eder
Inga Flees Cherman-Lurie

Jack	Sodikoff
James Jasper

Jerald Medway
Joan Forman

Joan Weisman
Joel Wolf

Joseph	Jares	-	Deceased
Joyce	Marilee	Deitch	Saitman
Joyce	Sanders	Rosenblum
Katherine Snipper Rieder

Larry Simon
Leonard Milner
Lewis	Ellmore

Linda	Altfeld	Voorsanger
Linda Gilbert

Loren Blumberg
Marc	Medoff

Marcia	Lertzman	Gould
Marilyn Weiss Alper
Mark	Benjamin
Marsha Berman

Marty Widiss
Michael	Hoey

Myrna Rae Saltzberg
Nessa	Lerner	Wilk

Patricia	Steller	McKinney
Patsy	Welch	Nelson

Randee Karno Leffler
Robert Donald
Robert Hoherd

Ronna Mee Brand
Sheila Leventhal Rose

Sheldon Praiser
Shirley	Weinstein	Glickman

Stephen Angel
Stuart Bernstein
Sue Norris Ogg

Susanne	Martin	Edmondson
Suzanne(Sheina)	Toinette	Gilbert	&	Brian	McNabb	

Tamra	Barrett	Rollins
Wallace	Lewis
Zelda	Korr	Rice
Barry	Behrstock

HALL OF FAME

GOLD

BRONZE

SILVER

YOUR CONTINUING SUPPORT IS ESSENTIAL. 
 Please send us your DUES and a contribution to the Million Dollar Mission (M$M)…NOW!
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$1000 PATRIOT 
Don Rowley WWII Hero Hami 
Prep Program 

*Maurie	Beaumont	‘40
Raymond	Jordan	‘40
*Bill	Pratt	‘40	(3x)
Benton	Bejach	‘41
Audrey	Wiseman	Keeler	‘49
John	Davis	‘50
*James	“Jim”	Beresford	‘51	(2x)	
Don	X	Sanelli	‘51
Charles	Yacoobian	‘51	(2x)
Marvin	Zigman	‘51
John	“Bob”	‘50	&	 

Joanie	Holder	‘52	Briscoe	
James	&	Joanne	Reeves	Crawley	‘52
Glenn	Satterthwaite	‘53
Stanley	Cohen	‘54
Fred	“Fritz”	Healy	‘57
Larry	Flax	‘60

$1000 PATRIOT AWARD
Danny	Desmond	‘38
Aubrey	Cochrane	‘39
Sue	Martin	Edmonson	‘48
David	‘53	&	
	Virginia	Overcash	‘55	Loupe	
Stanley	Cohen	‘54

$1000 STATESMAN 
Blanche Bettington Fund 
Honoring Barbara Hagar

Aubrey	Cochrane	‘39	
*Brian	Bumpas	‘40	
Richard	Gordon	‘40
Patricia	O’Neill	Fiedler	‘41	
Jacqueline	Sidle	Scott	‘47	(2x)
Richard*	‘47	&	 

Patricia	Allen	‘48	Foley	
Patricia	Wynn	Lambson	‘48	
Ann	Turoonjian	Bary	‘49
Richard	Browne	‘49	
John	“Bob”	‘50	&	 

Joanie	Holder	‘52	Briscoe	
Lin	‘51	&	Marvel	Martin	‘52	Conger	
Ann	Shingleton	Thor	‘51	
David	‘53	&	 

Virginia	Overcash	‘55	Loupe	(2x)
Bob	Steiner	‘53	
William	Jacobs	‘54	
*Edward	Hirschman	‘55	
Carolbeth	Goldman	Korn	‘55	
Patricia	Kent	Youngman	‘55	
Jack	‘59	&	Barbara	Whidden	‘57	Smith	
Marvin	Rolnick	‘60	
William	Harmon,	Jr.	‘61	(5x)
Sid	Marantz	‘62	(12x)

$500 YANKEE  
Bettington/Weston Scholarship

*Manuel	‘37	&	
	Bettye	Brenner	‘39	Arrieta
Ralph*	and	Jean	Scullin	Bleak	‘38	(2x)
*Maurie	Beaumont	‘40
William	Sornborger	‘44	
Bill	‘44	&	
		 Diana	Dotseth	‘55	Sornberger

Jacqueline	Sidle	Scott	‘47	(2x)
Class S’50 Reunion Committee
Ernest	Grossman	‘51	(6x)
Carol	Ann	Bergh	Bakeman	‘52
Jerry	Solender	‘52
Joyce	Halligan	Flint	‘53
Gary	Jacobs	‘53	(2x)
Irwin	Jacobs	‘53
Annette	Parker	‘53
David	‘53	&	 

Virginia	Overcash	‘55	Loupe	
Glenn	Satterthwaite	‘53	(3x)
Marvin	Sugarman	‘53
The	Classes	of	Summer	&	Winter	‘53
Judy	Davidian	Bedrosian	‘54
Joel	Breman	‘54	(4x)
Sheldon	Slaten	‘54
Carolbeth	Goldman	Korn	‘55
Phyllis	Getz	Leventhal	‘55
Anthony	Linick	‘55	(4x)
Patricia	Jarvis	Scandlyn	‘55	
Scott	R.	Schurmer	‘55
Ron	Watson	‘55
Patricia	Kent	Youngman	‘55
Anonymous	‘56	(2x)
Paul	‘56	&	
	Joyce	Harris	‘58	Krasnow	(2x)
Stuart	Freeman	‘57	
Charles	Korr	‘57
Lynne	Wallen	Rosenberg	‘57
Barry	Ullman	‘57
In	Memory	of	Chuck	Ransford	‘57	(2x)
Tamra	Rollins	‘58
Bonnie	Sturner-Silton	‘58
*Georgia	L.	Schade	‘58	(3x)
Dennis	Seider	‘59
Judith	Goldenberg	Farber-Weissman	‘60
Steven	Good	‘60
Rosalind	Talcott	Bassin	‘61	(2x)
Harold	Davidson	‘61
Steve	R.	Grayson	‘61
Janet	Wallen	Kleinberg	‘61
Ruth	Silas	Sugerman	‘61
Paul	Jablon	‘65
Alan	Samuels	‘65
Irving	M.	Chase	‘70	(3x)
Suzanne	“Sheina”	Gilbert	‘71
Edward	Handler	‘71	(3x)
Miriam	Scharf	Cherner	‘73
Jan	Beumer	(Friend)

$500 COLONIST
William	Connor	‘38	
Doug	Haig	‘38	
*Rick	Rose	‘38	
Betsy	Rammelkamp	Schulman	‘38	
*Brian	Bumpas	‘40	
*Herbert	Gleicke	‘40	
Betty	Graner	Woods	‘42	
Abe	Taff	‘46	
Bob*	‘46	&	 

Eleanor	Simmons	‘47	Todd	
Clarisse	Johnston	Morse	‘47	
Joan	Levy	Frosh	‘49	
Audrey	Wiseman	Keeler	‘49	
Phil	‘49	&	 

Patricia	Lawrence	‘52	Hartung	
Diana	Tisdell	Sutter	‘50	
Nancy	Lawler	Voyer	‘50	
Paul	Burmaster	‘51	
Donald	‘51	&	 

Carol	Donaldson	‘53	Desmond	
Ernest	“Ernie”	Grossman	‘51	(4x)

Dr.	Floyd	W.	Hayes	III	‘51	
Gloria	Lund	Eskew	‘52	
Louis	“Skip”	Nevell	‘52	(2x)
Joyce	Marks	Fienberg	‘53	
Ted	Leventhal	‘53	
Mary	Haines	Schreiber	‘53	
Richard	Hancey	‘54	
William	Jacobs	‘54	(2x)
Al	Norris	‘54	(3X)
Claire	Cole	Heron	‘55	(2x)
Joyce	Finberg	Klein	‘55	(3x)
Donald	Moyer	‘55	
Richard	“Dick”	Weiss	‘55	
Richard	Benveniste	‘56	
Marshall	Geller	‘57	
Jeanette	Mcmaster	Taylor	‘58	
Albert	Litweka	‘59	
Anthony	L.	Mellos	‘59	
Cookie	Rowe	Miller	‘59	
Lynne	Rosen	Leavitt-Esmond	‘60	
Stephen	P.	Robbins	‘60	
William	H.	Harmon,	Jr.	‘61	(9x)
Lynn	Schenk	‘62	In Memory of Brian 

Bumpas
Sheila	Leventhal	Rose	‘65	
Mark	Benjamin	‘66	
Bob	Koppany	‘71	
Richie	Maize	‘71	
Joel	Strom	‘72	
Eugenia	“Genie”	Brown	Rosenthal	

‘77	(2X)
James	Berk,	Former	Principal	

$500 MARVIN SNYDER  
PERPETUAL AWARD

Louis	“Skip”	Nevell	‘52	(2x)
Sheila	Davis	Dietrich	‘53	(3x)
Diana	Grier	Sugarman,	Friend	(3x)

$500 DON ROWLEY AWARD

Barbara	Earhart	Daniels-Dier	‘51

$500 BRIAN BUMPAS/
BARBARA HAGAR AWARD

Stuart	Freeman	‘57

$500 HERO – ALUMNI 
COMMITTEE

Mary	Haines	Schreiber	‘53
Alan	Chapin	‘54
Stanley	Cohen	‘54
Joyce	Finberg	Klein	‘55
Anonymous	‘56
Jeanette	McMaster	Taylor	‘58
Melvin	Segal	‘59
Gary	Healy	‘60
Stephen	Angel	‘66
Allen	Bloom	‘68
Robert	Mandel	‘74
Jim	Berk,	Principal

MINUTEMAN ATHLETIC FUND 
$250 

Bob	Warburton	‘51
Carol	Ann	Bergh	Bakeman	‘52
Richard	Oliver	‘54
Michael	Mesnick	‘58	(2x)

Terry	Dolan	‘59
Steve	Wallace	‘61
Ken	Schwartz	‘61
Rosalind	Talcott	Bassin	‘61
Ira	Goldberg	‘62
Robert	Shipp	‘64
Jon	Chait	‘68
George	Slotnick	‘68
Dana	Schulhof	Abel	‘78
BrianGage	‘80

BRIAN RANDOLPH BUMPAS 
‘40 MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Patricia	Bumpas	(2x)
Jean	Scullin	Bleak	‘38
Jean	Kleopfer	Barker	‘42
Bob	‘42*	&	Doris	Anderson	Cates	‘43
Henry	Merkle	‘51	(FR)
Stuart	Freeman	‘57	(x2)
Brian	Newnam	‘58 
Suzanne	“Sheina”	Gilbert	‘71
Rebecca	Newnam	&	Family	(FR)
Thomas	&	Diane	Hunter	(FR)
Robert	&	Bette	Green	(FR)
Robert	Newnam	&	Renata	Lee	(FR)
Mrs.	Art	Leavitt	(FR)
Nancy	McLeod	(FR)

STEVEN GROSSMAN  
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 

Jeffrey	Light	‘62	
Francine	Yellen	‘63

EARL COOPERMAN  
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 

E.C.	Prop	Rentals	&	Steve	Andrus

IRVING STOLBERG/ LEONARD 
GREEN SOCIAL JUSTICE FUND

Christopher	Breiseth	‘54
Flora	Lee	Wilson	Ganzier	‘54
Errol	Jacobs	‘54
Robb	Stolbert	(Friend)
Robert	&	Claire	Cole	Heron	‘55

DOV SCHARF MEMORIAL 
AWARD FOR MUSICAL 
THEATER

Linda	Gilbert	‘69
Suzanne	“Sheina”	Gilbert	‘71
Miriam	Scharf	Cherner	‘71	(2x)

MATH ENGINEERING & 
CALCULUS CAMP

Tino	Mingori	‘56	&	 
The	Pace	Woods	Foundation

IN MEMORY OF RON BARBACH 
AND IN HONOR OF MARV 
SUGARMAN

Ted	Leventhal	‘53

HAA LIFE MEMBERS
BARBARA GEISSLER HAGAR ‘40

Life Member & Co-Founder of the HAA 
& the Yankee Bugle

MARGIE CHRISTENSEN PRATT ‘39
1st Life Member

BRIAN RANDOLPH BUMPAS ‘40
Life Member & Co-Founder of the HAA 

& the Yankee Bugle

In Grateful Memory of the Founders and first Life Member of the HAA

Special thanks to our substantial donors
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1932
Lorey	Yzuel
Patrick	Lawless

1934
Ramona	Jensen

1935
Jack	&	Jean	Bedard
Clinton	Brostedt
Marion	Nelson	Gallanis
Helen	Romans	Galvery
Grace	Burdge	Holloway
Fran	Weatherly	Spencer
Reuben	(Jim)	Stayboldt
Stan	Wylie	(Deceased)

1936
Cy	Bassett
A.	Clawson	Bleak
Martin	Farquhar
Robert	E.	Green
Anna	Ashburn	Gregg
Emmett	Grizzell
Virginia	Lloyd
John	W.	Marshall
Jane	Cunningham	

Rosenberger
Luethel	Jackson	Sanchez
Robert	Thompson
Jerry	Washington

1937
Bill	Alberts
Stan	Carey
Audrey	Simpson	Evans
Helen	Willey	Hoag
Pauline	King
Joan	Dotzel	Largey
Mal	Lifton
Esther	Cluett	Litton
Bette	Gene	Bennett	 

Mc	Bain
Joe	Reid
Pearl	Elias	Roseman
Dalton	Sandifer

1938
Jean	Scullin	Bleak
Renee	Thomas	Brehm
Rayma	Mattson	Casey
William	Connor
Danny	Desmond
Doug	Haig
Richard	Hallberg
Arthur	Holz
Betsy	Rammelkamp	

Schulman
Nancy	Garrison	Shacklett
Gene	Triepke

Connie	Webb	Wilson
Charles	Yahnke

1939
Philip	Angel	
Bettye	Brenner	Arrieta
Turalu	Reed	Brady
Milroy	(Bud)	Brandel
Aubrey	Cochrane
Jean	Samwell	Crawford
Vera	Ward	Dodrill
Phyllis	Anderson	Edwards
Loie	Grace	Gaunt
Thomas	Hall
Charles	&	Dorothy	Hamilton	

Harvey
Estella	Bloeser	Hayes
Donnelle	Matthews	Jamison
Priscilla	Pepin	Lifton
Barbara	Haskell	 

Mac	Evoy
Emerson	Alberts	 

Mac	Gregor
Jim	Peiffer
Jennetta	Patterson	Pepin
Mary	Jane	Honer	Pfaff
Stanley	Richards
Anita	Sandifer
Aleta	Brooks	Schoolar
George	Stayboldt
Jim	Travers
Ethel	Donovan	Vanderhagen
Earle	Walker
John	Williford

1940
Jerome	Boish
Bob	Bowman
June	Peterson	Brimecombe
Doris	Jacobson	Brown
Irene	Bedford	Charles
Kathlyn	Taylor	Cox
Hazel	Higbey	Elder
Sara	Cantor	Freed
Lorne	Froats
Richard	Gordon
Pat	Arnold	Griffin
Arlene	Grimson	Hansen
James	Jacobson
Frances	Zastrow	Jones
Raymond	Jordon
John	Kanda
Bruce	Kemper
Les	&	Patricia	Krupp
Pearl	Howard	Lanum
Dorothy	Lashar
David	&	Lila	Whitefield	Lewis
William	Libaw
Daniel	Luevano
John	Mason
Glen	Miller
W.	J.	Roger	Miller
Jim	&	Olive	Olsen	Moore
Harold	Moss
Hanako	Horiuchi	Nakamoto

Carolyn	Dietsch	Newell
Leah	Bowlby	Parks
Shirley	King	Pugliese
Larry	Schneider
Rosalind	Reynolds	Schooler
Robert	Shepard
Edward	(Bud)	Simbro
Gordon	Steele
Nancy	Nervig	Strickland
Millie	Sweeney

1941
Annette	Anderson	Andres
Bob	Bain
Randall	Bartine
Benton	Bejach
Curtis	Bullard
James	Cary
Marjoria	Mills	Caufield
Robert	Crandall
Bettye	Reder	Donsker
Richard	Eshleman
Patricia	O’neill	Fiedler
Marjorie	Lurker	Folger
Roy	Gaunt
William	Needham	Hahn
Douglas	Hall
Robert	&	Rita	Heaton
Kurt	Hiroshima
Richard	Kent
Rose	Lane
V.	Leon	Levitt
James	Lewis
Geraldine	Riley	Linn
Jack	Macey
Eugene	Martin,	Jr.
Barbara	Morehouse	Mc	

Murray
Betty	Barner	Prescott
Joe	 preston
Vern	Rowley
Bettie	Boyd	Schonfeldt
Mary	Forneri	Schutt
Austin	Sellery
Clare	Bowman	Short
Janet	Hallberg	Steffen
Martin	Stevenson
James	Thomas
Gil	Turnbull
Robert	(Bob)	Donovan	

Vanderhagen
Vivian	Fine	Weiner
Kenneth	Dugger	Westcott

1942
Edward	Abt,	Jr.
Jean	Kleopfer	Barker
Clay	Bartels
Beatrice	Alexander	Boggess
Irehne	Edelheit	Cagan
June	Anderson	Caldwell
Lee	Klinck	Carlson
Dorothy	Hirsch	Carter
Larry	Cooper
Anamae	Caldwell	Crandall

Spring 2021

Richard Glass 1954
Arlene Moss Pater 1955
Marty & Johanna Goldberg 1956
Mel & Paulette Blumenthal 1958
Linda Henig-Camras 1958
Joyce Wilk Snyder 1961
Michael Pines 1962
Marlin Wallach 1962
Norman Bookstein 1963
Jeri Bannk 1964
Leia De Leon 1966
Annett Springer 1966
Geri Wissot 1966
Suzie Sigmond Dotan 1969
Debra Ashe 1970
Donald Ziskin 1971
Thomas McLurkin 1972
Melissa Hilton 1973
Michael Hilton 1973
Suzanne Rittenhouse 1975
Daniel May 1983
Rhonda Witherspoon 1985
Dana Goldstein 1989
Marc Weiss 1991
Alisa Davis 1995
Abullah Jamil 1995
Vivien Andrade 1996
Hassan Christian 1996
Lindsey Rangel 1996
Felix Starks 1999
Jimmy Biblarz 2010
Mega Mingo 2020
Jim Berk Friend
Erin Kaplan Friend
Deborah Oliver Friend

*NEW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
MEMBERS!

Welcome to the following NEW 
members of our Hamilton Alumni 
Association.

*As a new member, you will receive a printed 
issue of the Hamilton Bugle Magazine!  
Please spread the word and encourage 
your fellow classmates to join!
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Gloria	Brukoff	Crawford
Jim	Davis
Margaret	Dunn	Duffey
John	B	Evans
Jacqueline	Miller	Farrell
Patricia	Hopking	Fitz
Frank	Foellmer
Helen	Wennsten	Foreman
Lois	Mccutcheon	Gibson
Mercedes	Arocha	Hansen
Hugh	&	Marion	Lurker	

Harmon
Patricia	Beaver	Haskell
Barbara	Bedwell	Hawley
Pat	Hay
Kay	Mattice	Hoffberg
Betty	Reynolds	Joseph
Arthur	Kerbrat
Callie	Kirkelie
Margie	Freeberg	Laurie
Ora	Roberts	Marsh
Ellen	Kanter	Metzner
Chuck	Patton
Robert	Gano	Redpath
Dorothy	Coller	Rosso	
Charlette	Pynoos	Sherman
Willard	(Bill)	Skelley
Pauline	Galatz	Sloan
Howard	Sosbee
Lawrence	Stern
Shirley	Bereman	Tracy
Vania	Brunicardi	Tomeoni
Mildred	(Milly)	Meek	Wade
Shirlee	Conklin	Wasson
Bill	Williams
Bettie	Knox	Wittevrongel
Betty	Graner	Woods
Marilyn	Brandel	Ziskin

1943
Roger	Abt
John	Brennan	Alderson
Janice	Reynolds	Arkill
Norman	Barker
Jim	Becker
Helen	Johnson	Behr
Bruce	Bowers
Levonne	Benjamin	Cooke
Lucille	Gasperi	Corso
Kirby	Brown	Davis
Donald	&	Eleanor	Caress	

Dawson
Janet	Barton	Finnegan
Vivian	(Phyllis)	Krueger	

Goodwin
Alan	Green
Lois	Child	Grill
Betty	Honer	Hanssen
Lillian	Pike	Happy
Jerry	&	Betty	Guenther	

Harmon
Wilma	Rivenburgh	Hussey
Patricia	Mahoney	Iverson
Joseph	Kaplan
Bob	Legge	Legassick
Allan	Levine

Larry	Lowthorp
Barbara	Hunstock	 

Mac	Mullin
Beatrice	Garbutt 

Mc	Morrow
Eloise	Langley	 

Mc	Nerney
Patricia	Jordon	

Montgomery
Sherman	(Bud)	Nekritz
Fred	Nelson
June	Clipper	Peralta
Rae	Reid	Peterson
Lavonne	Reynolds	Propst
Margaret	Gano	Redpath
Mavis	Froats	Richards
Al	Rushall
Bob	&	Olga	Mehorter	

Schneider
Glenn	Shanton
June	Bowman	Short
William	Skoog,	M.D.
Betty	Martin	Tellis
Frances	Mc	Afee	Thomas
Helen	Markarian	Thomson
Jacqueline	Blau	Tracey
Betty	Maritzen	Venclik
Pat	Hale	Wahlstrom
Janice	Johnsen	Wallin
Bess	Lillie	Washington
Sandford	Willford
Virginia	Gilbert	Williams

1944
Patricia	Troutwine	Adams
Nellanna	Thomas	Baun
Joe	Beringhele
Joe	Bryers
Robert	Cheatham
Clifford	Coe
Doris	Patterson	Crosby
Annette	Davis	De	Young
Walter	(Don)	Dotseth
Don	Farquhar
Helen	Matthews	Hamilton
Lois	Bunker	Hayward
Dolores	Wendell	Herbst
Jane	Higbey
Helen	Major	Hinkle
Marguerite	Carpenter	

Houske
Pat	Webb	Krebs
Carol	Legge	Legassick
Shirley	Stout	Linsley
Richard	&	Anne	Bowing	

Merkling
Leonard	Milner
Neva	Jean	Hutchison	Morrill
Patty	Geyer	Olson
Richard	Otey
Joyce	Wiesner	Palfreyman
Warren	Pendleton
Barbara	Wynn	Pritzkat
Don	Reynolds	Propst
Chapman	(Chappie)	Reynolds
Virginia	Beeson	Ruffolo

Chesley	&	Barbara	Morris	
Saunders

Jack	Scarcliff
Ray	Shultz
Bill	Sornborger
Jack	&	Patricia	Collard	

Thompson
Barbara	Hanson	Turner
Frank	Maritzen	Venclik
Patricia	Crane	Weimer
Bette	Dugger	Westcott
Robert	Whelan
Elizabeth	(Betty)	Rogers	

Wilson
Sandra	Roth	Wogatzke
John	&	Maxine	Koury	Zappey

1945
Peter	Buso
Jeanne	Bush	Campbell
Bill	Cawthra
Brandon	Chatterton
James	Cheney
Joyce	Jennings	Collins
Bob	Creber
Keith	Dolan
Phil	Downey
Nancy	Harrington	Draper
Herb	Esh
Virgie	Tinger	Eskridge
Arthur	Esterbrook
Frances	Householder	

Eubanks
Jack	Fromm
Shirley	Merkling	Goodman
Madelyn	Needham	Hahn
Virginia	Hoek	Hamor
Marion	Torkington	Holt
Orrin	Hubbell
Jean	Stokes	Hunt
Kathleen	Hinton	Jones
John	Lestelle
Doris	Lasky	Lewis
Wallace	Lewis
Norman	Lieberman
Blenda	Johnson	Lindholm
Dorothy	Seubert	Mahaney
Jim	Mc	Aleer
James	Johnson	Mc	Collum
Joan	Crawley 

Mc	Ginley
Glenn	Mc	Intyre
Betty	Parker	Melin
Rodney	Mercado
Ronald	Miller
Ida	Mae	Monroe
Nancy	Stephens	Parker
Wayne	&	Joanne	Long	Parker
Jackie	Whitmore	Phillips
Charles	Krumland	Prange
Joann	Krumland	 Prange
Margaret	Addison	Price
Betty	Brombora	Reed
Jack	Riley
Charles	Rozaire
Faith	Whitcomb	Smith

Lee	Tholen	Snodgrass
Marilyn	Moore	Spiller
Caroline	Halverson	Swan
Marion	Pfefferkorn	Verbon
Herb	Williams
Ron	Winger	
Jack	&	Hazel	Winters
Gloria	Jones	Worden

1946
Tom	&	Patricia	Chase	

Brookshire
Wayne	Bueche
Robert	(Bob)	Capellini
Gerald	Davis
Beverly	Bustetter	Duke
Marcella	Hagaman	Evans
Betty	Dunbar	Ewertz
La	Verne	Wetzel	Fanthorpe
Roy	Feuchter
Joyce	Murray	Frazier
Jacquelyn	Freebairn
Marion	Harrison	Hedge
Tom	Hislop
Don	Prange	Howard
Donald	Krumland
James	Mahoney	
Dolores	Mahler	Miller
Caryl	Jo	Phillips	Moryl
Dorothy	Bromley	Qualls
Donna	Foltz	Reed
Joe	Reisentz
Martin	Salvin
Lucille	Grano	Sherrill
Abe	Taff
Ray	Loren	Tarvin
Dolores	Eley	Thatcher
John	Uharriet
Marley	Profitt	White
Eileen	Christianson	Wright

1947
Patricia	Ku	Kuck	Ackerman
Marian	Dunbar	Alcorn
Lorraine	Ginnaven	Alvarez
Cima	Feinberg	Balser
Gloria	Hess	Belford
Mitzi	Brown
Allan	Buchan
Jack	Murphy	Caldwell
Elaine	Martin	Carlson
Jim	David
Shirley	Clement	Domes
Harold	Dorin
Martin	Curtis	Early
Harold	Edelman
Steven	Edmondson
Ray	Hickman	Enter
Robert	(Bob)	Falcon
Phyllis	Jensen	Fernandez
Rick	Freebairn,	M.D.
George	Fry
David	Galvery
Helen	Upper	Gillette
Phil	Halverson

Patricia	Lerpae	Harries
Joyce	Reed	Higginbotham
William	Hilker
Mary	Graham	Hislop
Joyce	Rawson	Knott
Richard	Lack
Charles	Le	Pere
Sharon	North	Lopresto
Marguerite	Rogers	Lyon
Patricia	Steinkamp	 

Mac	Callum
Barbara	Krug	Maynarich
Carol	Barton	Mc	Geachy
Thomas	Mc	Shane
Esther	Neville	Mead
Lewis	Merrill,	Jr.
Merilyn	Wagner	Morrison
Clarice	Johnston	Morse
Walter	Ng
Delores	Sinner	O’fallon
Dolores	Kragh	Ott
Georgia	Ott
James	Palmer
Lauretta	Gates	Peterson
Virginia	Foster	Plank
Theo	Polk
Frank	Poss
Alberta	Fuller	Poverny
Ida	Fowkes	Radtke
Roberta	(Bobbe)	Bett	

Rammler
Herb	Rimlinger
John	(Gordon)	Roberts
Dorothy	Keen	Robinson
Albert	Sanelli
Frank	Sciarra
Jacqueline	Sidle	Scott
Bob	Seidlitz
John	Skoog
Sharon	Gough	Small
Beverly	Burt	Smith
Patricia	Stave	Snavely
George	Snyder
Ethel	Schulz	Soule
Tom	Spradling
Richard	Steuer
Renee	Wilkins	Taylor
Eleanor	Simmons	Todd
Jerry	Todd
Lois	Orman	Toomey
Alan	Wahlner
Bill	Walker
Alice	Calhoun	Weaver
Anna	Olsson	West

1948
Dominick	Amorelli
Ida	Mae	Wallingford	Arnold
Patricia	Pollock	Aurelius
Bill	&	Della	Wright	

Bertrand
Janice	Pederson	Brosnihan
Elena	Vargas	Buker
Dolores	Dye	Chandler
Charlene	Lee	Chrisman
June	Cook	Colton
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Don	Krehbiel	Conger
Corinne	Light	Crawford
Jan	Littell	Currey
Johnny	De	La	Rosa
Lois	Hoven	Deline
Lloyd	Dishon
Mary	Lou	Kramer	Doehring
Dorothea	Noetzli	Dolan
Joan	Smith	Donley
Darlene	Eckels
Sue	Martin	Edmondson
Shirley	Damico	Edwards
Sonnie	Beaumonte	Ellison
Gerry	Del	Porto	Evans
Jerry	Fields
Irving	Finkelstein
Patricia	Allen	Foley
Sheila	Russikoff	Gimbel
Rose	Berberian	Grand
Barbara	Hyten	Greenstein
John	Hackett
Glenn	Hildebrand
Bettye	Prange	Howard
Gloria	Brodbeck	Howell
Elden	Huntling
Kay	Wathan	Kile
Donald	King
Clarence	(Chuck)	Klassen
Richard	(Dick)	Krupp
Richard	&	Rosemae	Toller	

Lack
Patricia	Wynn	Lambson
Margaret	Miller	Lantry
Janice	Green	Lewis
Frances	Rich	Longway
Betty	Trapp	Lovell
Donna	Demerco	Macey
Pat	Marston	Mahoney
Bill	Maize
Walter	Mattson
Dorothy	(June)	Hahn	May
June	Cleveland	Mc	Kean
James	Mitchell
Barbara	Cluff	Moore
Marilyn	Morgan
Dennis	Murphy
Raymond	Nizibian
Margaret	Siggins	O’fallon
Sue	Norris	Ogg
Edmund	Olson
Charles	Oster
Shirley	Ostler
Joann	Dirckx	Palmer
Patricia	Pierson	Peak
Emmett	Peck
Roger	Fuller	Poverny
Geone	Crowder	Pritchard
Donna	Ferguson	Pritchard
Tania	Slater	Rash
Don	&	Cathe	Collings	Rennie
Sy	Roberson
Joan	Klein	Rudolph
Allen	Sackler
Gloria	Nelson	Salminen
Lois	Boyle	See
William	Shapeero
Jacquelyn	Didham	Sharrar

Joseph	Stein
Eileen	Hall	Sundstrom
Patricia	Houston	Talley
Jeanne	Hutchinson	Tibbetts
David	Wilmot
Arthur	Wolff
Rae	Stevens	Wulff

1949
Joyce	Robie	Alexander
Marshall	Alexander
Martin	Baer
Yvonne	Stanley	Barnard
Ann	Turoonjian	Bary
Don	Beck
Elinor	Burns	Beck
Harry	Berberian
Peter	Bowman
Allan	Bratton
Paul	Broberg
Louise	(Fidge)	Brown
Richard	Browne
Marcia	Buchanan
Jeannine	Daly	Cabell
Charles	&	Vera	Arneson	

Cake
Shannon	Murphy	Caldwell
Ronald	Case
Yvonne	Pohly	Chelew
Dolores	Trabucco	Cisneros
Barbara	Guthrie	Coates
Shirley	Krehbiel	Conger
Beverley	Biglow	Cousins
Edith	Shaw	Crager
William	Creber
Ida	Esser	Cunradi
Richard	Dekneef
Edward	Demirjian
Shirley	Beyl	Dunbar
Dorothy	Ann	Curtis	Early
Janet	Ewart	Eddy
Molly	Scott	Eggleston
Gloria	Hickman	Enter
Bob	&	Donnajean	Curry	

Fawcett
Betty	Jean	Joy	Finch
Joan	Levy	Frosh
Doug	Garrett
Gene	Gillette
Allen	&	Marilyn	Shapiro	

Golden
Theresa	Lawson	Goller
Donald	Goodman
Marlys	Thiel	Green
Jeri	Forbes	Guaspari
Simon	(Art)	Harker
Phil	Hartung
Harold	Hastain
Barbara	Helmer
Dick	Higgins
Ruth	Lawler	Hodgdon
Robert	(Bob)	Hoherd
Patty	Deloux	Hoover
Audrey	Wiseman	Keeler
Gloria	Felton	Kelley
James	Kerley

William	Kravitz
Gale	Hughes	Layman
Myron	Le	Vine
John	Linder
Marjorie	Sadler	Lundstrom
James	Maher
Gene	Marion
Virginia	Parkko	Marsh
Richard	&	Regina	Goodman	

Martin
Don	Maxwell
Pauline	Hogan	Mc	Auliffe
Donald	Mc	Calla
Nancy	Campbell	Mc	Caughey
Barbara	Johnson	Mc	Collum
Richard	(Dick)	Miller
Gene	Monkursh
Martin	Moosberg
Helene	De	Genner	Myers
Rose	Prudian	Nalbandian
Patty	(Patsy)	Welch	Nelson
Norman	North
Patricia	Darling	Nye
Maxine	(Mickie)	Cook	

Orchard
Dorothy	Baldwin	Pascale
Jane	Engel	Patrick
Bob	Pendleton
Les	&	Jean	Anderson	Pulone
Jean	Anderson	Pulone
Dale	Ranney
Barbara	Stoeckle	Reading
Richard	Rebol
Jim	Reed
Jeanne	Yetter	Reyes	
George	Rienstra
Donald	Rimlinger
Joan	Elmes	Ririe
Charles	(Duke)	Rocha
John	(Jack)	Rogers
Joan	Meyersieck	Rosen
Phyllis	Hirschberg	Rubin
Ted	Schulz
Barbara	Solender	Schweiger	
Sylvan	Senit
Frank	Shackelford
Don	Short
Larry	Simon
Bonnie	Wood	Sinclair
Eva	Alfano	Smith
Faith	Reynolds	Smith
Kathleen	Caston	Stephens
Miles	Sterling
Carol	Bartz	Stone
Walter	(Bud)	Sturm
Patrick	Sullivan
Gerald	(Jerry)	Sullivan	
Phillip	Summers
Gene	&	Helen	Igo	Tabor
Dolores	Falcon	Thompson
Kathryn	Caston	Ulrich
Judith	Voss	Waite
Don	Wallace
Bernard	(Bernie)	Weiss
Dorothy	Randig	Wilkins

1950
Bruce	Andren
Albert	Arnold
Dewey	Bagley
Marlys	Davis	Baker
Barbara	Nelson	Barnard
Phyllis	Swanson	Bass
Norman	Bergman
Peter	Bernard
John	(Bob)	Briscoe
Sylvia	Liebgold	Brown
Don	Brown
Sue	Schellstede	Bueche
Ron	Burns
Robert	Campbell
Ed	&	May	Jackson	Candler
Dan	&	Jacquelyn	Conterno	

Cathcart
Rosemary	Litty	Collins
Diane	Gould	Cook
Margaret	Cull
Sylvia	Capetillo	Cunliffe
Don	Davis
John	(Jack)	Davis
Joan	Kyker	Deak
Betsy	Turk	Delotel
Edward	Dillon
Bill	Douglas
Diane	Wells	Douglass
Angela	Samson	Edwards
Mary	Alfano	Erlandson
George	Fay
Marlene	Schraier	Fields
Phyllis	Strauss	Goodside
Mary	Marvin	Gray
Henry	(Hank)	Green
Charles	Guerena
Manon	Smith	Hamile
Jack	Harter
Jim	&	Jeanne	Alsobrook	

Hughes
Tania	Israel
Joanne	Carson	Jenkins
Joanne	Brown	Johnson
John	Kendra
Pat	Corbett	King
Lorna	Kamens	Kopel
Arthur	Krieger
Gloria	Diamond	Krueger
Sandra	Port	Kuhn
Kathleen	Flanagan	Lower	
Charles	(Chuck)	Lubash
Yvonne	Fulger	Martin
William	Masters
Barbara	Parrish	Matzie
Armand	Mc	Manus
Pat	Steller	Mckinney
Mike	Messinger
Suzy	Simon	Moyer
Argyle	&	Madonna	Doyle	

Nelson
Richard	Orman
Margaret	(June)	Watson	

Pearson
Carol	Kohl	Peiman
Gerrie	Perbost	Peterson

Ronald	Peyton
Richard	J.	Pierce
Bill	Porter
Monte	Purcelli,	Md
Clarence	Redman
Ray	Satchell
Bob	Savage
Joan	B.	Schoolmaster
Mary	Richards	Schraeger
Marvin	E.	Schulman
Leonard	Shapiro
Nancy	Hutchinson	Shepard
Gary	Shiffman
Larry	Shuler
Marilyn	Reed	Simmel
Carleen	Helman	Slicton
Joan	Harris	Small
Truett	Sparkman
Irene	Briggs	Speight
Wilma	(Billie)	Nappier	

Sullivan
Diana	Tisdell	Sutter
Loye	Peppie	Swan
David	M.	Temple
Webster	(Wimpy)	Terwilliger
William	Voge
Nancy	Lawler	Voyer
Edith	Velasco	Walker
Walter	Whitman
Elaine	Berk	Whittington
Charlene	Hultsch	Wilson
Ronald	Wilson
Don	Yokaitis
Virginia	Anderson	

Zimmerman

1951
Bill	Adler
Marsha	Sloan	Adler
William	Bacon
Jack	Bamberg
Rev.	Donald	J.	Barnes
Charles	Bartunek
Ethel	Berger	Blumenthal
Alan	Bobier
Kenneth	Breman
June	Jones	Britton
Richard	Buell
Robert	Burdick
Paul	Burmaster
Priscilla	Thayer	Butler
Bill	Calhoun
David	Carlberg
Gene	Carr
Dick	Church
Don	Clark
Margie	Hopper	Cleary
Jack	Clifford
Ramon	(Ray)	Colome
Esther	Uzel	Crayton
Evelyn	Glaze	Cronin
Shirley	Byers	Curtis
Anna	Marie	Maex	Daffern
Barbara	Earhart	

Daniels-Dier
Donald	Desmond
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Shirley	Cox	Dods
Robert	Donald
Norma	Simons	Dreifuss
Jack	Duggins
Myra	Spencer	Eilerts
Clair	Williams	Ellison
Silvia	Ellmore
Marvin	Entis
Patricia	Whidden	Fleming
Donald	Furness
Lucille	Garber
Pat	Crane	Garside
Lynn	Woo	Gee
Norma	Alfano	Geis
Rheda	Rosenfeld	Gomberg
Pauline	Rindenow	

Greenfield
Ernie	Grossman
Bob	Hartz
Jacqui	Friedman	Heiland
Michael	Hoey
Barbara	Helfman	Jacques
Don	Johnson
Glenn	O.	Johnson
Dolores	Lonetti	Johnson
Louise	Ann	Cramer	Jones
Richard	Jordan
Margaret	Hajeian	

Kamashian
Waldemar	(Wally)	Kammer	
Walter	Keen
Kay	Kemp
Denise	Wolfe	Kenney
Betty	Arnason	Koritzke
Ken	Koury
Cal	Kurtzman,	D.D.S.
Ed	Lafferty
Carol	Schoff	Lautermilch
Ellen	Greenberger	Levine
Lionel	Lewis
Mark	Linnes
Marcia	Silverman	Lippett
Sue	Silverberg	Lyon
Rhoda	Waldstein	Mandel
Barry	Marlin
Jean	Hastain	Marsh
Donald	Mayhew
Donna	Jones	Mc	Bride
Leonard	Mc	Kinlay
Terry	Meade
Chris	Brown	Mendenhall
Harold	&	Barbara	Austin	

Mishkin
David	Morales
Betty	Birkinshaw	Nealis
Gerald	Neiter
Shirley	Mayhall	Newberger
Alice	Curtis	Pohlen
George	Poole
Miran	Prudian
Lowell	Rainwater
Howard	Raskin
Evelyn	Berger	Reuben
Sally	Hughes	Rothfus
Don	Sanelli
Gary	Schechter
Robert	Shapiro

Melvyn	Sheets
Richard	Shewfelt
Bob	Shields
Gloria	Barsimanto	Simon
Carol	Phelps	Snyder
Judith	Adkins	Specht
Gloria	Beck	Spencer
Howard	Spilberg
Burt	Sterman
Diana	Boone	Stulpin
Vin	A.R.	Taylor
Doug	Teulie
Ann	Shingleton	Thor
Carleen	Finney	Topham
Robert	Trano
Maxine	Mortons	Van	

Voorst-Potter
Richard	Wagenseller
Bob	Warburton
Ruth	Cooke	Wessels
Ivan	Wetterhahn
William	Wilson
Joyce	Hackett	Wilson
John	Wright
Charles	Yacoobian
Lorelle	Crounse	Young
Frank	Zila
Marvin	Zigman

1952
Betty	Scarantino	Abarta
Erwin	Ackerman
Cecelia	Hartry	Albi
Dolores	Smyres	Apgar
James	M.	Archibald
Lucienne	Kahan	Aroesty
Carol	Ann	Bergh	Bakeman
Harlan	Barbanell
Don	Bott
Patricia	Minton	Brenner
Joanie	Holter	Briscoe
Jack	Bruker
Chase	(Sandy)	Burns
Jo	Salmon	Campbell
Paulinda	Wilson	

Chamberlain
Ron	Chandler
Jan	March	Chiabaudo
Jean	Ewing	Chinnici
Marian	Schlesinger	Chudner
Nancy	Anderson	Cochran
Marvel	Martin	Conger
Michael	Cornwell
James	&	Joann	Reeves	

Crawley
Patricia	Mcgaffey	Currie
Sheldon	Deane
Patricia	Desmond
Patricia	White	Driscoll
Reynold	Eicke
Ray	Elmore
Trudy	Fitterman	Exler
Jacqueline	Winder	Fowler
Ruth	Kushner	Friedman
Fred	Gardner
Ron	Geller

Shirley	Weinstein	Glickman
Arline	Wibe	Granberg
Lawrence	Grossman
Bud	Guthrie
Bonnie	Joyce	Linsley	Haack
Patricia	Lawrence	Hartung
Ray	Haskin
Walter	&	Betty	Jones	Huhn
Frances	Flake	Johnson
Roy	Kaplan
Fred	Kingsdale
Valerie	Wright	Klaus
Ernie	(Bill)	Larson
Patricia	creath	lepard
Marijane	Bodum	Litton
Steve	Lotterman
Marcia	Margulies	Lufkin
Joanne	Ferrucci	Marion
Audrey	Johnson	Maynes
Wilma	Watrous	Mewes
Myrna	Stauber	Meyer
Carol	Winkler	Miller
Paul	Moshay
Betty	Nelson
Louis	(Skip)	Nevell
George	Olsen,	Jr.
Sara-Faye	Gross	Palter
Phil	Parish
Jim	Parsons
Bert	Peters
James	A.	Plane,	Jr
Ronald	E	Principe
Ann	Leahy	Reed
Robert	Rinke
Don	Robbins
Susan	Cohen	Rosellini
Phyllis	Marks	Rothman
Nick	&	Claire	Blix	Sanford
Tom	Satchell
Bernie	Schwartz
Claudia	Senit
Art	Serote
Robert	Shapiro
Marcia	Goldberg	Sherwin	
Harvey	Shore
Ron	Simon
Greta	Teter	Smith
Jerry	Solender
Leo	&	Susan	Krevoy	Spiwak
Richard	Stones
Lyle	Swanson
Charlene	Harrison	Voge
Joan	Weisman
Richard	West
Don	White
Joan	Balian	Woods
Jerry	Zimring
Mel	Zindler
Maryce	Blymyer	Zuckerman

1953
Marilyn	Miller	Albertson
Lou	Alfano
Lee	Ambers
Dorothy	Fiss	Arce
Joan	Fickerson	Bearden

Don	Behrstock
Stanley	Bierman,	M.D.
Paul	Bird
Gerald	(Jerry)	Block
Marjorie	Darling	Bloom
Irwin	Blumenberg
Ronald	Bopp
Nita	Baldridge	Bowen
Gerard	Bower
Albert	Boyajian
Benton	Bradshaw
Rev.Mary	Karen	Simmons	

Brown
Joanne	Zagalia	Butterworth
Barbara	Nizibian	Chalekian
Rosslyn	Rubin	Chernack
Tom	Clark
Bruce	Collier
George	Comes
Marta	Jeffery	Cota
Bud	Creath
Jo	Ann	Daruty	Dafesh
Marie	Dardarian
Hugh	Darling
Carol	Kragh	Davis
Carol	Donaldson	Desmond
Jeanette	Torkington	Devine
Sheila	Davis	Dietrich
Ann	Douglas
Lou	Ann	Buckner	Evans
Jack	Fadem
Robert	Fairman
David	Faulkner
Joyce	Marks	Fienberg
Myrna	Beck	Fletcher
Joyce	Halligan	Flint
Bernie	Friedman
Margo	Berg	Friedman
Elna	Gothberg	Gericke
Richard	Glassman
Allan	Goldberg
Margaret	(Peggy)	Ashton	

Goodyear
Hershel	&	Linda	Gordon
Norma	Koransky	Gossard
Ann	Boucher	Gress
John	Gross
Jean	Tietjen	Hackmann
Willaura	Haglund
Sherry	Haifley	Haley
George	Hall
Ann	Sidebotham	Harrington
Michael	Harris
Adrienne	Getz	Hastings
Diana	Razzaia	Hawthorne
Kay	Full	Henley
Edgar	Hoefer
(Harry)	Don	Howell
Marjorie	Ginsberg	Huber
Leonard	(Len)	Hunt
Gary	Jacobs
Irwin	Jacobs
Carl	Joers
Donald	Johnson
Jack	Jolley
Barbara	Levinson	Kahn
Nolan	Katz

Gwen	Scott	Kaub
Mary	Beck	Keniston
Gail	Graham	Keen
Margaret	Woter	King
Bonnie	Davee	Koch
Sandy	Kopelow
Karen	Mucha	Labinger
Tiiu	Rebane	Leetmaa
Ted	Leventhal
Stephen	Levi
Laurence	Lewin	
Morton	Light
David	Loupe
Maria	Mangold
Leo	S.	Marquez
Virginia	Masters
Jean	Slankard	Mattingly
Louise	Gallinger	Mc	Dole
Sonia	Wakefield	Mc	Lellan
Judy	Althouse	Mcmanus
Barbara	Jurin	Mc	Minn
Clara	Dalton	Mcdermott
James	Mertzel,	D.D.S.
Sharon	Hoyt	Mesker
Sally	Starnes	Miersch
Ann	Schaffnit	Millard
Doug	Miltenberger
Janet	Estess	Mogill
Juanita	(Nita)	Witte	Monce
Barbara	Levin	Moritz
David	Moss
Stuart	Needleman
Thelma	Olsson	Nelson
Delia	Logo	Nevarez
Ken	Newton
Henry	(Hank)	Noorda
Jay	Olins
James	Painter
Annette	Parker
Dennis	Parrish
Barbara	Purchase	Parsons
Judith	Link	Peak
Patsy	Lebs	Peters
Ruth	Persky
Charlene	Lacey	Piercey
Bill	Pines
Bernie	Polsky
Barbara	Larsen	Ransford
Curtis	Raphael
Anne	Alpine	Rindge
Barbara	Bloom	Robbins
Shirley	Menkus	Rosenberg
Herb	Rosenthal
Donald	Rostagno
Leonard	J.	Roth
David	(Art)	Ruesch
Kenneth	Russell
Rosalie	Miller	Saiger
Josephine	Gerwat	Salisbury
Helen	Saltzberg	Saltman
Glenn	Satterthwaite
Fred	Sattes
Mary	Haines	Schreiber
Robert	Schultz
Marie	Gratto	Shaughnessy
Carol	Rodin	Silbar
Iris	Feldman	Simon
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Gerard	Singer
Kenneth	Slater
David	Small
Morton	Smith
Loretta	Rainwater	Snelson
Joyce	Woolfenden	Spence
Faith	Feldman	Stagg
Rosalind	Cohen	Stark
Sheila	Currie	Stark
Howard	Stein
Kenny	Stein
Myron	Stein
Bob	Steiner
William	Stephenson
Lois	Parriott	Sternberg
Kay	Martin	Stoever
Catherine	Clarke	Stoll
Marvin	Sugarman
Mitzie	Trottier	Swick
Paul	Thayer
Marshall	“Daniel”	Thomason
Bill	&	Glenna	Greene	Trano
Ben	Truesdale
Morton	Weber
Harry	Weisbart
Audrey	Williams	Weitzman
Pat	Lynn	Williams
Harold	Yeoman
Barbara	Kramer	Zane
Chris	&	Mary	Lou	Campos	

Zukle

1954
Elaine	Schwartz	Adler
Michael	Allen
Loretta	Faber	Appel
Lilio	Chomette	Aragones
Ilene	Slater	Arshonsky
Wesley	Ashby
Dolly	Crimi	Balin
Richard	Banneck
Sharon	Kornbluth	Barr
Isaac	Bass
Judy	Davidian	Bedrosian
William	Bell
Sandi	Gordon	Benjamin
Harold	Binder,	Dds
Howard	Black
Harriet	Yaffee	Bond
Barbara	Brotherton	Boyd
Christopher	Breiseth
Joel	Breman
Barbara	Stroud	Brown
Marian	Dodson	Canon
Margaret	Sturner	Carol
Adele	Silverman	Chambers
Phyllis	Perlman	Chassman
Jean	Ferrucci	Church
Robert	(Bob)	Coennen
Stanley	Cohen
Robert	Collins
Dick	Colvin
David	Cox
Georgia	(Gerri)	Crane
Mary	Lynne	Tewmey	Creath
Gloria	Berberian	Darian

Jan	Dods
Steve	Dollinger
Mac	Gregor	Douglas
Roberta	Welch	Drake
Darryl	Dufay
Art	Edelman
Herbert	Eder
David	Ericsson
Jacquelin	Jenner	Fenton
Joan	Forman
Helen	Haberman	Frank
Phyllis	Parriott	Franklin
Sam	Franklin
Maury	Freidson
Alex	&	Nancy	Kath	Friehauf
Marsha	Gerst	Fuerst
Dorothy	(Dede)	Richardson	

Gansel
Flora	Lee	Wilson	Ganzler
Kathleen	Currie	Gardner
Beverly	Casman	Gelfand
Richard	Glass
Jay	Goldberg
Marcia	Shahon	Goldfarb
William	(Bill)	Graham
Betty	Jorgensen	Graves
Barbara	Katz	Gross
Joanne	Hamel	Guenther
Morris	Gurvin
Richard	Hancey
Laveta	Hensley	Hanson
Dorothy	Kaplan	

Harper-Hochberg
Herbert	Harris
Bob	&	Faye	Wohlers	Hart
Judy	Kapler	Holliday
Tom	Horn
Peter	Horn
William	Jacobs
Sue	Ewing	Johnson
Eleanor	Brunner	Kagan
Shirley	Spinner	Katz
Emily	Curtis	Kelly
Carol	Howlett	Kingsberg
Michael	Korney
Leon	Kosdon,	Dds
Gersa	Zarlow	Laufer
Richard	Leman
Ken	Lewis
Judy	Ellison	Logan
Allen	Lowe
Bob	Lubash
Ron	Markowitz
Clare	Ross	Martin
Mike	Malone
Phil	Miller
Jean	Lail	Miltenberger
Jerry	Mook
Mary	Desmond	Negrete
Robert(Al)	&	Camille	Bader	

Nesbitt
Edward	&	Kay	Saunders	Niles
Albert	(Al)	Norris
Rita	Sincher	Oliphant
Dick	Oliver
Robert	Olsen
Dorothea	Brown	Orman

Carol	Ortman	Parish
Dennis	&	Sally	Stubbs	Payne
Nora	Kellogg	Peterson
Camille	Pollock
Richard	Ratkovic
Miriam	Berman	Rawitch
Nona	Winjum	

Reyes-Covarrubias
Doris	Gilbert	Richardson
Doris	Reed	Riggs
Irwin	Robinson
Renee	Feinberg	Rose
Jay	Rosenberg
Bob	Rosenthal
Marie	Worrall	Rouse
Loretto	Olsen	Russell
Charlotte	Arentzoff	Rutta
Alvin	H.	Sacks
Robert	Salka
Susan	Slattery	Satchell
Joan	Dullman	Scarborough
Sandra	Fineman	Schwartz
Nancy	Shaw
Abe	Silver
Anne	Grosberg	Sklar
Sheldon	Slaten
Anne	Schactsiek	Smith
Hylton	Socher
Joel	Solomon
Philip	(Jim)	Soto
Monroe	Spiesman
Harry	Stutzel
Ken	&	Donna	Smith	Swift
Lawrence	Teplin
Robert	Thomas
Marylou	Magette	Thompson
Mimi	Swan	Van	Auben
Howard	Van	Elgort
Ron	Vogel
Sandra	Freeman	Wager
David	Walter
Diane	Carpenter	Ward
Barbara	Stone	Watkins
Gilbert	(Gibby)	Weiss	
Robert	Welbourn
Patricia	Sullivan	White
Dan	Wulfing
George	York
Serge	Zimberoff
Jerry	&	Millie	Meyerson	

Zimring
Sandra	Gaber	Zwirn

1955
Helen	Goldberg	Apodaca
Robert	Auguste
Edward	(Ed)	Babcock
Anita	Briles	Badostain
Bruce	Baum
Sander	Bergman
Marilyn	Lasarow	Bernacchi
Donna	Seiger	Bernstein
Stuart	&	Marlene	Bloom	

Bernstein
Gail	Rapoport	Bertrand
Mirja	Laurila	Bishop

Jody	Braden	Blanton
Sara	Stephenson	Blecker
Judith	Westengard	

Boyajian
Clairette	Labovitch	Brand
Verrill	Emery	Brannon
Arnold	Bryman
Beverlee	Smith	Buys
Nancy	Katz	Caton
Alan	Chapin
Inga	Fleess	Cherman-Lurie
Michael	Chumo,	Jr.	.
Beverly	Amphlett	Coleman
Howard	Conant
Sandra	Coopersmith
Juliana	(Julie)	Frischman	

Cordiak
June	Ralston	Cornelison
Barney	Crane
Marlene	Jiminez	Crockett
Robert	J.	Cunningham
Dick	Dardarian
Nan	Gould	De	Meyer
Nancy	Meyer	Deforrest
Bunny	Rosmarin	Dell
Judith	Selson	Demenno
Marilynn	Adams	Dever
Dorothy	Eisenberg	

Dewhurst
Marian	Bornstein	Diller
Joan	Lofchie	Donen
Marilyn	Gross	Green
Margaret		Gross	Eder
Rickey	Cook	Effron
Jerome	(Jerry)	Eisenberg	
William	Engstrom
Morton	Fields
Janice	Angell	Fisher
Jerry	Fisher
Darrell	Hultsch	Florence
Noreen	Cohn	Flynn
Abraham	Folman
Richard	(Dick)	Foster
Ivan	Frankel
Roberta	Dalquist	Freidson
Sandy	Klein	Friedman
Raymond	Gallie
Marylou	Joers	Garvey
Earl	Goldberg
Stan	Goldstein
Kay	Klein	Gordon
Stephen	Gorman
Marcia	Lertzman	Gould
Marlene	(Mickie)	Weisbart	

Gould
Kailee	Volk	Graham	
Marilyn	Gross	Green
Phyllis	Small	Grossman
Richard	(Dick)	Hanna
Godfrey	(Jeff)	Harris
Barbara	Hughes	Harris
Ruth	Feland	Herbert
Claire	Cole	Heron
Sharon	Heyler
Cleo	Fanchin	Holmes
Darla	Stephenson	Howley
Elna	Cole	Hubbell

Gordon	Hughes
Suzanne	Mcglauflin	

Humenuik
Joe	Jares
Jim	Johnson
Karla	Krauch	Jordon
Linda	Wioff	Josephson
Marc	Kamens
Ronald	Kasparian
David	Kinder
Phyllis	Sorensen	King
Stephen	Scott	King
Joyce	Finberg	Klein	
Linda	Sidebotham	Kodis
Carolbeth	Goldman	Korn
Sandra	Pattiz	Kreiswirth	
Neil	Kuluva
Rhea	Kroeger	Laird
Veloris	Brown	Lang
Peggy	Maxwell	Lariviere
Sharron	Downing	Larsen
Don	Lee
Adele	Leibson
Sydne	Harms	Leman
Sharon	Schulman	Levenstein
Phyllis	Getz	Leventhal
Bob	Levin
Martin	Levine
Marlene	Isacson	Leviton
Kent	Lewis
Anthony	Linick
June	Segal	Linkon
Gary	Logan
Janet	Rivers	Losnick
Virginia	Overcash	Loupe
Chrissie	Cormack	Macleod
Sandi	Yoffe	Mainwarring
Julie	Baker	Mallozzi
Phyllis	Liebman	Massing,	

Ph.D
Burton	Mayers
Richard	(Duke)	Mayfarth
Charles	Mc	Dowell,	II
Darlene	Kazarian	Mickaels
Lindsey	Paul	Miller
Sally	Dodson	Miller
Ronald	Millman
Donald	Moyer
Richard	Neiter
David	Newman
Roger	Nims
Tom	&	Lois	Nesmith	O’brien
Richard	Olsen
Rosalie	Francine	Olson
Rosalie	Ostrander
Stanley	Paperny
Richard	Parsych
Arlene	Moss	Pater
Elaine	Berkus	Patullo
Leigh	Davis	Peffer
Richard	K.	Pierce
Roberta	Wells	Pinner
Sandra	Borun	Powell
Irma	Powell
Michael	Preece
Sheila	Steinberg	Price
Robert	Ralls
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Ronald	Resnick
Shirley	Inbody	Resnik
Katherine	Snipper	Rieder
Fred	Rose
David	Rosner
Barbara	Lee	Rosoff	
Neila	Hyman	Ross
Gilda	Alfano	Rowlands
Joan	Falbaum	Royal
Thomas	Rudder
Estelle	Sharpe	Sandhu
Pat	Sax	
Tom	Scandlyn
Patricia	Jarvis	Scandlyn
Janet	Wadler	Schulman
Barbara	Novak	Schultz
Scott	R.	Schurmer
Lois	Pitkin	Scrima
Albert	Segal
David	Serber
Diana	Golladay	Shaw
Frank	J.	(Pancho)	Shiell
Julie	Morgenroth	Shillito
Charles	L.	Silveira	
Harold	Slavkin
Al	Slayton
Richard	Somers
Diana	Dotseth	Sornborger
Gail	Campbell	Sosner
Philip	Spellman
Martin	Sprints
Ron	Stewart
Lee	Stillman
Florence	(Frankie)	Wulwik	

Sugarman
Jay	Tanenbaum
Mikel	Taxer
Darryl	Tisherman,	Md
Carolee	Rosser	Townsend
Carol	Dickson	Truman
Harriet	Wagman	Trunk
Ross	Urquhart
Sandra	Mende	Vogel
Janet	Hammeras	Walsh
Toby	Schwiner	Wank
Irv	Warsaw
Grace	Baden	Warth
Ronald	Watson
Jan	Cornman	Weinberg
Richard	(Dick)	Weiss
Carol	Lynn	Weiss
Nessa	Lerner	Wilk
Malcolm	Winer
Larry	E.	Winters
Patricia	Kent	Youngman
Gloria	Tanner	Zindler

1956
Charles	(Chuck)	Adams
Harold	Adler
Marsha	Silverman	

Alexander
Sharley	Griffith	Allen
Linda	Tarsky	Bail
Doris	Frey	Bass
Marcia	Bauchman

Marian	Balian	Baxter
Harriet	Greitzer	Belasco
Donald	&	Lisa	Misraje	

Bentley
Richard	Benveniste
Ricki	Waxman	Bergman
Steven	Berk
Arthur	Berlin
Ronald	Berman
Donna	Lindenbaum	

Billmeyer
Marilyn	Brier	Birdman
Carol	Monaco	Blackman
Caryn	Diamond	Brand
Shelly	Silver	Bregman
Linda	Hochman	Brown
Jeannie	Helm	Brown
Allan	Browne
Richard	Brush
Allan	Buskirk
Philip	Caper
Mitchell	Chadnow
Cheryl	Blake	Clark
Bert	Coffman
Stan	Cohen
James	&	Nancy	Cawley	Como
Don	Coordt
Lynn	Hubbard	Crutchley
Lucille	Fraggi	Dash
Robert	Davis
Lynn	Stapp	Dawson
Kathryn	Miller	De	Anda
Ken	Dennington
Harry	Dodson,	Jr
William	Dragin
Joan	Higginson	Eckert
Richard	(Reuven)	Epstein
Sandy	Bedwell	Ernest
Carolyn	Bahme	Espinosa
Janet	Nemer	Factor
Stephen	Fenster
Frank	Fenton
Lorraine	Turnbull	Foster
Martha	Stromberg	Frankel
Robert	(Bob)	Freis
Gail	Leight	Galanter
Victor	(Vic)	Gerendasy
Judy	Schwartz	Glantz
Marlene	Ginsburg	Glaser
Arleen	Kohen	Glikbarg
Martin	&	Johanna	

Berniker	Goldberg
Sandra	Brody	Goldberg
Larry	Goodman
Martin	Goodman
Richard	Goodman
Judy	Kerr	Graven
Joelle	Sherwood	Green
Judy	Winters	Hanauer
Evelyn	Keber	Harb
Linda	Berkowitz	Harris
Ken	Harrison
Darrell	Harvey
Lee	Hersh
Elaine	Schwartz	Herzog
Marilyn	Heyler	Hettick	
Don	&	Lois	Hoffman

Christina	Ahlm	Holloway
Judy	Partnow	Hyman
John	Hynd
Maxine	Doll	Ingels
David	Israel
Phyllis	Snipper	Jacobs
Edward	Jaffe
Bonnie	Richardson	Johnson
Sally	Appleman	Jonsson
Myron	Kamisher
Pearl	Vogel	Kaperl
Eunice	Mertzel	Kaplan	
John	Katch
Gerald	(Jerry)	Katler
Barbara	Noack	Kaveney
Lori	Brenner	Keir
Joyce	Stephens	Kilby
James	Kirkpatrick
Marlene	Nemcher	Kopelow
Lawrence	Krasnow
Paul	Krasnow
Peter	Krauss
Catherine	Benedict	Lalicker
Edward	Landesman
Howard	Landesman,	D.D.S.
Harvey	Laner
Nancy	Erikson	Langley
Robert	Lanphear
Myrna	Shapiro	Lee
Dave	Legge
Irwin	Levin
Jerry	&	Marlene	Stark	

Lew
Howard	Lewin
Dale	Lewis
Marsha	Cowitt	Lifter
Rochelle	Grossman	Liss
Mike	Livingston	
Sonja	Greenhill	Lough
George	(Lanny)	Lucas
Edward	Lustig
Janet	Ohmstede	Mace
Paul	Madwin
Russ	Mancini
Selma	Gutwirth	Mann
Norine	Dotseth	Martin
Susan	Scharz	Martin
Frank	Mayhew
Darlyne	Kelley	Mcdowell
Penny	Williams	Mcknight
Diane	Robertson	Mc	

Laughlin
Madlon	Lowe	Meade
Arlene	Hancey	Merrill
Gae	Wood	Merrill
Marie	Wolf	Milin
Stephen	Miller
Tino	Mingori
Carol	Truncellito	Monaco
Connie	Saunders	Mora
Ray	Moscowitz
Earlene	Bortz	Murphy
Robert	Neil
Sandra	Hoffman	Novicoff
Myrna	Henningsen	Olsen
Myrna	Brotsky	Osterbach
Barbara	Feldman	Patman

Lois	Cohen	Paul
Kenneth	Pauley
John	Payne
Gloria	Artinian	Pennington
Joyce	Englestad	Petersons
Barbara	Sigal	Pine
John		Previdi
Lee	Evans	Prier
Ronald	Provera
William	Purcelli
Lee	Ann	Goodman	Raff
Robert	(Bob)	Ragan
Sherry	Goehner	Rager
Carole	Fromsky	Revere
Sallie	Gilmore	Reynolds
Carol	Link	Richardson
Rita	Silbert	Robbins
Hilda	Martin	Roberts
Harlan	(Robby)	Robinson
Robert	Rojo
Linda	Blourock	Rosenblum
Karen	Grundman	Rosson
Jay	Roth
Harriet	Leibowitz	Rubin
Nancy	Balous	Salka
Donald	Schneiderman
Warren	Sefton
Irene	Pollack	Shuirman
Ronald	Silverman
Frances	Traiger	Sirota
Lois	Shultz	Slavkin
Jack	Sodikoff
Martin	Solig
Marcy	Chark	Sparer
Sandy	Stoller
Leonard	Strelzin	
Wayne	Sugarman
Nancy	Didham	Swanson
Frank	O’neill	Taylor
Meredith	Erickson	Taylor
Barbara	King	Terry
Bretta	Dietrich	Terzian
Myron	Tessler
Gerald	(Jerry)	Thomas
Nancy	Gillis	Treichelt
Mark	Umann
Kay	Ferber	Van	Horn
Esther	Tutunjian	Van	

Wingen
Marlene	Nelson	Varnen
Linda	Altfeld	Voorsanger
Darwin	Walker
Judy	Cramer	Wallace
Gerald	(Jerry)	Weber
Larry	Weide	
Lloyd	Weinstein
Howard	Weisberg
Jerry	Weiss
Larry	Westerman
Myrna	Smith	Wharton
Marjorie	Berman	Winick	
Joyce	Adkins	Winters
Sharon	Cohen	Wiviott
Alan	Wolin
Tatiana	Gail	Ladinsky	

Wrenfeather
Norman	Youtan

Fortune	Zuckerman

1957
Kathleen	Hannan	Abraham
Judy	Smith	Alexander
Richard	Amling
Joan	Needleman	Andrews
Anne	Scheyer	Angermeir
Richard	Apt
Linda	Ewing	Arvizo
Barbara	Friedman	

Baker-Ayares
Deanna	Cooper	Berrin
Judy	(Rochelle)	Brown
Michael	Brundage
Charles	(Chuck)	Butler
Beatrice	Hanfling	Celler
Donna	Struman	Cooper
Robert	Cornwell,	Dds
James	(Jim)	Creber
Mike	Dana
Rosalie	Feldner	Davidson
Ann	K.	Dawson
Gail	Barnett	De	Long
Greg	Des	Baillets
Richard	Deweese,	Jr.
Adrienne	Nadel-Noruck	Di	

Giacomo
Cheryl	Jaye	Dinow
Katheryn	Golladay	Dizon
Sandra	Draman
Margery	Bromberg	Duvall
Michael	Evans
Myrna	Taylor	Fabrick
Phyllis	Kaufman	

Feldman-Schroeder
Bert	Fickerson
Dore	Nathan	Fine
Robert	(Bob)	Fine
William	Finn
Jeanie	Bjerk	Fisk
Linda	Frazee
Stuart	Freeman
Marty	Friedman
Barbara	Levy	Fromer
Darlene	Wood	Frost
David	&	Evelyn	Heldman	

Garfinkle
George	Garrett
Marshall	Geller
Jerry	Gladue
Hal	Goldstein
Kenneth	Goodman
Michael	M	Gordon
Nancy	Davis	Gray
Barbara	Wiley	Grundhoffer
Harvey	Haberman
Helen	Haines
Fred	(Fritz)	Healy
Barry	Helman
Ed	Helmer
Howard	Hersh
Philip	Hoefer
Marilyn	Giesser	Horn
William	Horton
Freddie	Klein	Jacobs
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Robert	Jacobs
Eber	Jaques
Norman	Jaye
Clara	Maclaughlin	Allen	

Jett
Clyde	Johnson
Bob	Johnston
Gary	Jonke
Larry	Josephson
Stan	Kamin
Peter	Kaplan
Sydney	Zendell	Kaplan
Laraine	Cantor	Karelitz
Harvey	Katz
Bruce	Kaufman
Stanley	Kay
Barbara	Sears	Kerr
Jeff	King
Marilyn	Baggin	Klein
Renee	Rosner	Klein
Judith	Ornstein	Kollman
Charles	Korr
Judith	Ferman	Koslov
Irwin	Lamell
Charlene	Rand	Lane
Harvey	Laner
Kathy	Creath	Larkin
Susan	Friedman	Lawrence
Arlene	Markson	Leibowitz
Larry	&	Marilyn	Leinow	

Levenson
Peggy	Starr	Levin
Joan	Werner	Levine
Norm	Levine
Sandra	Lew
Sylvia	(Shashi)	Lipson
Judy	Kohlen	Lipton
Fred	Lobel
Marjorie	Bernstein	Marantz
Harold	Margolis
Marcia	Cooper	Markowitz
Jerome	Marks
Gil	Masters
Sue	Champion	Mc	Daniels
Carl	Mc	Larand
Jeffrey	Mednick
Leon	Miller
Marilyn	Giventer	Miller
Elaine	Gritz	Monarch
Paula	Maginnis	Mueda
Susan	Prior	Murray
Sharon	Tulp	Neal
Sid	Nellis
Michael	Noyes
Charles	Payne
Joan	Sires	Peltin
Robert	Penman
Toby	Sanders	Pollock
Gerald	(Jerry)	Purer
Lorna	Bonnell	Ray
Frank	Ready
Marian	Kalin	Reinitz
Rod	&	Annie	Bovard	Resnik
Andrea	Goldstein	Robinson
Cheryl	Tabor	Rollf
Robert	Rosenbaum
Howard	Michael	Rosenberg

Lynne	Wallen	Rosenberg
Joyce	Sanders	Rosenblum
Seymour	Rosenblum
Stuart	Ross
Kenneth	Rothschild
Eugene	Rowe
Judith	Wolfe	Rubin
Daisy	Lindley	Salazar
Morton	Saltzman
Richard	Schissel
Sharon	Wood	Schurmer
Bruce	Schwartz
Fanya	Forman	Segal
Henry	Seligsohn
Allan	Sheridan	Shapiro	
Samuel	Sheldon
Jerry	&	Darlene	Pezzner	

Sherman
Roberta	Schwartz	Sherwood
Caroline	schulman	

simpson
Joel	&	Judy	Snyder	Sklar
Marilyn	Innes	Smith
Barbara	Whidden	Smith
Sally	Wideen	Smither
Robert	Somers
Richard	(Terri)	Somers
Sandy	Johnson	Soto
Barbara	Weis	Spilberg
Morris	(Morrie)	Stalk
Paul	Starjack
Nadine	Bierman	Steinberg
Arnold	&	Frances	Yuster	

Stengel
Adele	Serber	Stern
Jerry	Stern
James	Blumberg	Stuart
Karl	Sussman
Sheila	Fox	Teplin
Patricia	Samuelson	Thomas
Dixie	Rice	Towers
Thomas	Truax
Barry	Ullman
Gloria	Montero	Vaughn
David	Vogel
Michael	Waldner
Harriet	Rubenstein	Warner
Norman	Weinstock

1958
Linda	Kudler	Absler
Dave	Aikins	
Brian	Almquist
Howard	Altman
Fred	Alexander	Altschuler
Joni	Gitlin	Arnold
Kay	Kulberg	Audette
Sherry	Janis	Banks
Karen	Hjorth	Barnes
Joseph	Barrett
Loveta	Battoe
Joan	Merrick	Bayer
Barry	Becker
Estelle	Levin	Becker
Phyllis	Beim
Herb	Belinky

Carol	Lee	Ford	Bell
Richard	(Dick)	Berg
Ruthella	Pemberton	

Bergholtz
Jack	Berkus
Bruce	Berton
Lorraine	Betkijian
John	&	Georganna	

Beuerman
Borden	Bizzelle
Sandra	(Sandy)	Feiger	

Bleifer
Mel	Blumenthal
Audrey	Meisenberg	Bragg
Jeffrey	(Jeff)	Breiseth
Gary	Brower
Arlene	Koves	Brown
Jack	Brown
Rochelle	Eder	Brown
Susan	Burke
Karen	(Dixie)	Mayhew	Burns
Lynn	Butterworth
Linda	Henig	Camras
Jerry	Candler
Mike	Checansky
Jeanie	Vance	Chestnutt
Michael	Chorna
Bob	Chotiner
Melanie	Aminoff	Clampitt
Shannon	Carr	Clark
John	Clubb
Robert	Colman
Jeff	Cook
Joyce	Cramer	Cooper
Sandy	Silberberg	Cooper
Stephen	Cooper
Charles	Gordon	Cudney
Larry	Diamond
Sig	&	Doritt	Levine	Diamond
Mike	Duffy
Cheryl	(Cherie)	Cunningham	

Dunwoodie
Gary	Dye
Harvey	J.	Elmes
Roy	Engoron
Hallie	West	Evans
Melvyn	Jay	Farber
Don	Feldman
Bobbi	Gerome	Feldman
Murray	(Skip)	Ferderber
Barbara	Cohn	Fineman
Dennis	Fischer
Brenda	Penfil	Franklin
Stephanie	Keller	Franklin
Ed	Fuerst
Carolyn	Atherton	Gericke
Sandy	Weinberger	Giffis
Bert	Ginsberg
Lynette	(Lynne)	Diamond	

Glasman
Nina	Tisherman	Kirby		

Goldstein
Donald	Goldberg
Stephanie	Gordon
Linda	Epply	Graham
Michael	Greene
Marshall	D.	Gross

Noreen	Baker	Guler
Judy	Oishan	Haga
Beverly	Mook	Harrell
Fred	Hathaway
Jerry	Haselfeld
Jim	Haydel
Diane	Currie	Healey
Arthur	Hirsh
Verlyn	Tarne	Hobbs
Marcia	Segal	Hollander
Donald	Horton
Donald	Jacobs
Jeff	&	Roberta	Shain	Jacobs
Gary	Jacobson
Janice	Jacobson
Bob	Kadas
Harriett	Zeman	Kahan
Steven	Kahanic
Arlene	Tarsky	Kaplan
Eileene	Peters	Kaplan
Annetta	Johns	Kinnicutt
Barbara	Williams	Kling
Danelle	Cole	Knudson
Harriet	Berk	Kohn
Ronald	Konowitz
Robert	Koppel
Joyce	Harris	Krasnow
John	Kusmiersky
Enid	Rudelson	Lambert
Lynne	Fay	Landesman
Lonnie	Leeds
Barbara	Mednick	Levitt
Marlene	Stark	Lew
Rosanne	Perry	Lieban
Lynnette	Ruby	Lipp
Karen	Lips
Stephen	Loeb
Gail	Adelman	Lowenstein
Joyce	Cook	Malone
Linda	Gehrman	Mancini
Deanna	Hornick	Marenstein
Mary	Marsh
Phyllis	Stuewe	Mattson
Vicky	King	Mcbride
Mike	Mesnick
Bonnie	(Bonelle)	Newman	

Miller
Priscilla	Barragan	Moss
Brian	Newnam
Louise	Freidin	Novros
Tina	Freeman	Nupuf
Carol	Eisenshtat	Oken
Kenneth	Osgood
R.	Dave	Paley
Nancy	Ranf	Palme
Judy	Glicksberg	Parnes
Michael	Pasarow
Lester	(Les)	Pasco
Dixie	Lasater	Patterson
Jane	Mcmillan	Peniston
Jerry	Pfefferman
Barbara	Levitt	Poll
Stanley	Price
Tracy	Pulvers
Robert	Raskin
Robert	Reifel
Joel	Reims

Barry	Robbins
Nelson	(Nick)	Roberts
Norman	Roberts
Anita	Erickson	Rodgers
Tamra	Barrett	Rollins
Stanley	Romain
Howard	&	Brenda	

Wagner	Rosin
Louise	Broude	Ross
Gail	Teplin	Rothman
Richard	Roth
Phyllis	Wershow	Rothman
Howard	Rubenstein
Ted	Sackett
Michael	Sacks
Susan	Fenster	Sands
Linda	Ferren	Schenck
Charles	Scott
Margie	Reuter	Seevinck
Ed	Segal
Ellen	Weissler	Segal
Adele	Glickman	Shapiro
Jerry	Shapiro
Marshall	Shapiro
Martin	Sherman
David	Sherwood
Joy	Fine	Siegel
Shelly	Epstein	Silberberg
Bonnie	Sturner	Silton
Dee	Ann	Davis	Simon
Harvey	Simovitch
Jerome	(Jerry	)	Snyder
Carla	Peace	Spencer
Joel	Standard
David	Stanton
Arleen	Goldfein	Steiner
Letitia(Letty)	Herron	Stobie
Martin	Taradash
Jeanette	Mc	Master	Taylor
David	Tearle
Sheila	Dobkin	Tishler
George	Vanek
Bud	Weisbart
Lynne	Bellet	Werdesheim
Martin	Widiss
Richard	Wiedhopf
Brenda	neworth	winter
Arthur	Winston
Karen	Frimkess	Wolff
Ted	Woolery
Marcy	Wurtzel
Andy	Wurtzel
Judith	Liefke	York
Diane	Kaplan	Zander
Sandy	Bay	Zeitel

1959
Carol	Cetron	Ager
Judy	Stuewe	Aikins
Elaine	Carl	Asa
Donna	Salley	Auguste
Stanley	Bassin
Stephen	&	Rita	Baker	Berens
Sheila	Nowinson	Berman
Steve	Berman
Howard	Bernstein

Spring 2021
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Sue	Lebby	Best
Roger	Boddaert
Marilyn	(Merrily)	Kirkham	

Bishop
Nancy	Freedman	Block
Larry	Bloomer
Robert	E.	Blum
Joel	Blumenthal
Howard	Bramen
Jan	Lewis	Brown
Richard	Cohen
Robert	Coordt
Barbara	Danzinger	

Davenport
Dr.	Bernard	Davis
Joann	Leeson	Davis
Richard	Day
Joyce	Osinov	Dinnes
Jerry	Dobkin
Terry	Dolan
Penny	Seiger	Dreyfus
Lee	Elowe
Marion	Bress	Feingold
Edward	Feldman
Pamela	Kneifel	Finn
Richard	Fox
Terry	Frazee
Steven	Freedberg
Nadine	Gittleman	

Glauberman
Bobbie	Persky	Geller-Fields
Hugo	Gerstl
Charlene	Swanson	Gibson
Jerry	Gittelman
Iris	Markman	Glickman
Tanis	Steiman	Harris
Scott	Hartman
Robert	Heiwan	Class	

Reunion	Greenfield
Robert	(Bob)	Hersh
Joanne	Tarkington	Hines
Laurie	Rosenmayer	Horn
Edward	Horowitz
Bonnie	Graff	Hyra
Paul	&	Joy	Ducat	Jacobs
Robert	(Bob)	Jacobs
Barbara	Birnbaum	Jacobs
Lynn	Jacobson
Malcolm	Jordan
Sandy	Eisner	Kaplan-Ribons
Melna	(Arlene)	Westerman	

Katzman
Ronald	Koretz
Lois	First	Kinzelberg
Lance	Kluger
Patti	Goodman	Krause
Vickie	Ziegler	Kushan
Marianne	Guinney	Larsen
Jerry	Lazar
Ellen	Lapin	Levine
Sheldon	Levinson
Albert	Litewka
Michael	P.	Lucas
Timothy	Maas
Stephen	Marks
Dennis	&	Marilyn	Requa	 

Mc	Quilliams

Tony	Mellos
Richard	Metzner
Beverly	Wautelet	Metza
Jeffrey	Hilton	Miles
Cookie	Rowe	Miller
Lawrence	(Lon)	Morse
Charles	Murachanian
Christine	Wilson	Murray
Rozann	Zetzer	Newman
Eugene	Novagratsky
Avi	Okin
Norm	Oleesky
Larry	Packer
Maureen	Sousa	Paperny
Richard	Parness
Kirk	Peters
Barry	Pollock
Marlene	Colburn	Reifel
Robert	Rifkin
Robert	Ringler
Philip	Rosenblatt
Jerry	Rosin
David	Ross
Bob	Rothstein
Madeline	Carlo	Royal
Burt	Sacks
Joyce	Deutch	Saitman
Patricia	Zakian	Samarge
Sandie	Weisman	Sampson
Sheila	Gorelick	Sauber
Larry	Schumacher
Melvin	Segal
Dennis	Seider
Nelson	Shrager
Marilyn	Shulman
Judy	Mannison	Shuman
Sherwin	Silver
Jack	Smith
Marsha	Bogdanoff	Spector
Mike	Spivack
Barry	Steiner
Marsha	Joseph	Tanenbaum
Janice	Carlat	Tarr
Maxine	Talbot
Gary	&	Harriett	Tolin
Sandy	Hart	Trefethen
Donald	Urfrig
Suzanne	Chelnek	Urfrig
Sandra	Klein	Urlik
Marty	Wagman
Gerald	Washington
Myrna	Chickman	Wasserman
Dorothy	Newman	Weide
Sondra	Joseph	Weinstock
Sanford	Wilk
Andi	Windman	Wilner
Barbara	Wilson
Judy	Summer	Winick	
Diana	Winters

1960
Marcie	Bilkiss	Aboulafia
Sharon	Mills	Adkins
Myra	Esterowitz	Aronson
Stuart	Barnett
Marilee	Stephens	Barrett

Geri	Mandell	Barton
Cynthia	Manuso	Bass
Nancy	Mandell	Beacham
Ken	Bernstein
Diana	Stamaton	Berz	
Steve	Bloch
Elaine	Aron	Blonder
Karol	Gerson	Blumenthal
Paulette	Wizan	Blumenthal
Stuart	Bogartz
Martin	(Marty)	Bolkin
Diane	Zawolkow	Box	
Sharon	Katz	Braude
Ron	Brenner
Marsha	Bronstein	Bronson
Judy	Bryer
Linda	Vesco	Burum
Noreen	Rosensweig	Canfield
Ralph	Cantos
Robert	Caper
Fern	Cooper	Chorna
Arthur	Cohen
Aline	Shahon	Cohen
Gale	Karsch	Cohen
Richard	Cordiak
Richard	(Terry)	Cox
Gail	Greenseid	Crocker	
Jerry	Cutler
Irene	Murachanian	Demattei
Frances	Mason	Denny
Robert	Denny
Donna	Kay	Major	Des	

Baillets
Marlyne	Wasserman	

Diamond
Marlene	Beckerman	Dobkin
Barbara	Palmer	Doolin
Burt	Dragin
Charlene	Cohen	Elgart
Stephen	Elstein
Esther	Schuman	Engelman
Marsha	Zicherman	Epstein
Nancy	Roe	Everett
Anita	Frimkess	Fein
Richard	Feldan
Joel	Feldman
Peter	Fields
Marilyn	Goldfarb	Fineman
Alan	Fishel
Larry	Flax
Steven	Fogel
Arnold	Fogelman
Barry	Forman
Gary	Freeman
Arnold	Friedman
Stanley	Friedman
Steven	Friedman
Nina	Hersch	Gabelko
Robert	Gazzam
Bill	Geller
Steven	Gewirtz
Diane	Chait	Gillen
Joni	Eder	Gitlin
Richard	Glucoft
Lawrence	Goldberg
Lois	Pies	Goldberg
Jan	Stone	Goldberg

Paulette	Silverman	
Goldschmid

Earl	Goldstein
Raymond	Goldstone
Steven	Good
Roberta	Starkopf	Goodfried
Michael	Gordon
Susan	Ferren	Graham
Richard	Graling
Anne	Hynd	Green
Joan	Pierce	Nemer	Green
Tina	Hornick	Gustavson
Charles	Hall
Eileen	Zebrack	Hamos
Myrna	Abelman	Hant
Paul	Harris
Gary	Healy
Steven	Helfend
John	Helm
Helena	Rudolph	

Hershkowitz
Jack	Herson
Eugene	Herson
Robert	Hirschman
Steven	Honeyman
John	Honigsfeld
Roberta	Madden	Hornwood
Michael	Horowitz
Evelyne	Silberstein	Hyams
Linda	Currie	Iacono	
Judi	Eagle	Jacobs
Roberta	Shain	Jacobs
Frank	Jares
Sharon	Benjamin	Johnson
Ethel	Watnick	Kaplan
Roberta	Borovay	Katz
Alan	Katz	
Cheri	Swiller	Kavanaugh
Martin	Kavinoky
Roberta	Youtan	Kay
Diana	H.	Kim
Fred	Kimmel
Gary	Kirner
Ron	Kleit
Barbara	Leichman	Koffman
Pamela	Crogan	Koppel
Mitchell	Lachman
Rochelle	Kaplan	Laner
Michael	Landman,	M.D.
Allen	Latter
Rosalie	Faber	Lazarus
Lynne	Rosen	Leavitt-Esmond	
Michele	Dusick	Lee
Sharon	Buzin	Lerner
Alan	Levine
Richard	Levine
Sharon	Green	Levine
Patricia	Elster	Levine
Sally	Baggin	Levine
Ken	Lezin
Eugene	Light
Carol	Margolin	Liotta
Judith	Cordil	Lohs
Arlene	Cohen	Malmberg
Shelly	Schwartz	Marks
Clancy	(Sue)	Lerner	Martel
Arlene	Geller	Mednick

Jerry	Medway,	D.D.S.
Marlene	Silbert	Mendelsohn
Melody	Wolins	Mendelsohn
Paul	Meshekow
Merridy	Lazare	Mishkin
Dona	Baron	Morris
Helene	Leight	Moskowitz
Ephraim	Moxson
Susan	Blourock	Nelson
Barbara	Rosenfeld	

Nersesian
Carol	Olodort	Ostroff
Michael	Ostrow
Sandy	Pasco
Laurene	Sarto	Paskal
Norman	J.	Pattiz
Sandra	Knispel	Peters
Richard	(Rick)	Phillips
Berta	Fenster	Pitt
Judith	Lipkind	Porter
Gordon	&	Judy	Ostrin	Potik
Sheldon	Praiser
Rabbi	Marc	Lee	Raphael
Karen	Schwartz	Raskin
Celia	Klein	Rego
Stephen	Robbins
Lloyd	Robinson
Marvin	Rolnick
Gerald	Rosen
Barbara	Rosenberg
Evelyn	Rappaport	Ross
Jerry	Sacks
Vic	Sands
Carol	Kimmel	Schary
James	Schreiber
Richard	Schwartz
Sharon	Du	Roff	Segal
Robert	L.	Shapiro
Raymond	Shebairo
Beverly	Grossman	Sheldon
Marcy	Eppstein	Sherman
Howard	&	Stephanie	Young	

Sherwood
Paula	Leibowitz	Shuman
Susan	Bertisch	Shuman
Donald	Sidell
Randy	Silver
Howard	Silverman
Melvyn	Simon
Lawrence	Skinner
Bobbi	Silver	Sloan
Danleigh	Sarnoff	Spievak
Terri	Pacht	Stanton
Alan	&	Phyllis	Connzevoy	

Steinberg
Allan	Stewart
Ellen	&	Marshall	Barach	

Stonehill
Sharon	Rosenblum	Strelzin	
Michael	Swain
Andrea	Surpin	Swerdlow
Linda	Swift
Joanne	Fraley	Tenney
Ann	Wachtin	Terrick
Eunice	Flatow	Van	

Valkenburgh
Leonard	Venger
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Steve	Wallace
Susan	Lippett	Warshaw
Sherrie	Rubin	Waters
Henry	Weber
Richard	(Dick)	Weintraub
Judith	Farber	Weissman
Jon	Wine
Darrel	Wright
Irma	Miller	Yeager
Mary	Lou	Campos	Zukle

1961
Lynda	Shelhamer	Allen
Hellen	Daley	Andrews
Sandra	Steinbach	Baers
Christine	(Chris)	Helm	Bailey
Alex	Balian
Ron	&	Barbara	Schorr	Barak
Rosalind	Talcott	Bassin
Judy	Frimkess	Bauer
Lynda	Sommer	Belinky
Sydney	Levine	Belsito
Georgania	Beuerman
Diane	Nagel	Bloomer
David	Bordon
Steve	Boxer
Barbara	Lincer	Brandes
Don	Briscoe
Rosalyn	Levin	Bronstein
Charlotte	Brown
Susan	May	Brown
Leigh	Brumberg
Dorothy	Friedman	Burstein
Michael	Callie
Mark	Caplan
Allan	Chasin
Connie	Herne	Chadnow
Pat	Taradash	Chavin
Lewis	Chilton
John	Clausen
Larry	Coffman
Carol	Cooper	Cohen
Ed	Cohen
Bill	Cook	
Bill	Corwin
Harold	Davidson
Jerry	Davis
Myrna	Rapoport	Davis
Debra	Bigger	Decray
Arlen	Farthing	Degoes
Roger	&	Fran	Busch	

Diamond
Jerry	Dietch
Phyllis	Cohen	Edwards
Robert	Fairfield
Harry	Farb
Julie	Benveniste	Farb
Kathlin	Kahan	Feuerstein
William	Finestone
Sheila	Cohen	Fleischer
Sandra	Heiserman	Franks
Angela	Wolter	Frazee
Margaret	Alpert	Freidman
Sheila	Singer	Fuerst
Peter	&	Vicki	Jaye	Gallay
Sheila	Buchsbaum	Garb

Jerry	Geller
Joe	Gerez
Roberta	Ducat	Gershon
Karen	Bundy	Gilbert
Fran	Aronowitz	Gindy
Leonard	Ginsberg
Stan	Gitlin
Marilyn	Doner	Glazer
Jean	Millman	Goldberg
Jinny	Friedman	Goodman
Harvey	Gorrin
Beverly	Hazell	Graham
Steven	Grayson
Ethan	Greenspan
William	Harmon,	Jr.
Doug	Haydel
Floyd	W	III	Hayes
David	&	Gilda	Helman
Mark	Herman
Edward	Heyman
Mark	Hime
Gail	Rand	Hodes-Ovca
Marshall	Hyman
Barry	Irwin
Deana	Miller	Kahlenberg
Linda	Sugarman	Katz
Jeff	Katzer
Jack	Kaufman
Cari	Gorolnik	Kavinoky
Clayton	Kim
Janet	Wallen	Kleinberg
Michael	Kleinbrodt
Michael	Klonsky
Rochelle	(Shelli)	Koretz
Jerry	Kossack
Tom	Kun
Judy	Brenner	Kutchai	
Martin	Kvitky
Sylvia	Bird	Lambert
Michael	Landis
Elaine	Lazarus
Joseph	Lee
Donna	Schraier	Lesk
Gayle	Entwistle	Lestelle
Pamela	Cronan	Levin
Richard	Levin
Ellen	Davidson	Levine
Eve	Prochazka	Linton
Mark	Mallinger
Pamela	Altfeld	Malone
Marianne	Moss	Mandel
David	Marder
Ron	May
Bob	Mazelow
Jim	(Randy)	Mc	Knight
Karen	(Ricki)	Snyder	Mead
Marc	Medoff
Linda	Miller
Noel	Nosseck
Wendy	Belgard	Nyre
Janis	Counts	Ocean
Howard	Okin
Sherry	Alberkrack	Packer
Louis	Palet
Brenda	Hoffman	Palmer
Chuck	Pick
Janet	Sires	Popkoff

Janice	Antis	Poulnott
Deborah	(Debby)	Valesco	

Prohias
Linda	Parker	Puzio
Arlette	(Toni)	Joseph	Pyatt
Judy	Kirkham	Raleigh
Mike	Ramirez
Joan	Yettra	Raskin
Linda	Sibitt	Raskin
Millie	Levin	Raymond
Randi	Riffkind
Abby	Eisenshtat	Robyn
Gail	Horwitz	Rosenbaum
Barry	Rosenblatt
Henry	Rosenthal
Donna	Small	Roth
Vivian	Cutler	Roth
Dale	Rozzen
Gene	Rubin
Gary	Rumack
Rita	Goodlas	Russell
Betty	Salzberg
Betty	Schnaar
Jo-Ann	Kahn	Schulman
Harvey	Schwartz
Ken	Schwartz
Lynne	Rissman	Seidman
Barbara	Sachs	Senn
Sandy	Jackson	Slan
Bruce	Smith
Iris	Socher	Smotrich
Joyce	Wilk	Snyder
Linda	Gould	Sorensen
Alta	(Jodi)	Opdyke	Spafford
Alan	Stahl
Stanley	Stefan
Rochelle	(Shelly)	Taylor	

Stelzer
Judith	(Judi)	Goldfarb	

Stevens
Byron	Stock
Ruth	Silas	Sugerman
William	Tanner
Bruce	Tunell
Andrea	Himes	Di	Marco
Marilyn	Sandra	Wallerstein
Carol	Haber	Waters
Kathy	Gazin	Weide
Arnold	Weiner
Marc	&	Sharon	Binen	Weisel
Barry	Weiss	
Sandra	Owett	Weissman	
Ron	White
Stephen	White	
Rosalie	Gouterman	

Wieselman
Dick	Wiley
Ray	Winston
Joel	Wolf
Beverly	Goldstein	Wolvek
Jim	Zimring
Jerry	Zwick

1962
Phyllis	Friedman	Agran
Steven	Axelrod

Robert	Bassett
Glenn	Andrew	Billingsley
Alan	Brody
Bonnie	Monkarsh	Brown
Susan	Sills	Casamassima
Dan	Coombs,	D.V.M.
Sharlene	Stern	Dane
Art	Doehla
Alan	Dukar
Lenore	Sedacca	Dvoran
Susan	Eberstein
William	(Bill)	Engel
Barbara	Segal	Evans
Dan	Fine
Ellen	Kern	Francisco
Ira	Goldberg
Ken	Greenbaum
Stefan	Highsmith
Sharon	Stern	Hollander
Naomi	Siegel	Jacobs
Bill	Jacobson
Rosalie	Jacobs	Kinney
Nancy	Shanbaum	Knupfer
Shirley	Koodlach
Dianne	Wolf	Landis
Jeffrey	Light
Sid	Marantz
Richard	A	Medoff
Eileen	Leader	Meshekow
Toni	Hollander	Morse
Marc	Moser
Andi	Rothstein	Nierenberg
Alice	Ullnick	Oberman
Francine	Berger	Ostrow
Robin	Winston	Pelter
Michael	Pines
Bob	Pollack
Abe	Porter
Janice	Margolin	Price
Steven	Robman
Linda	Poster	Rose
Philip	Sacks,	D.D.S.
Steven	Saltzberg
Lynn	Schenk
Richard	Shaw
Gerald	(Jerry)	Sherman
Gil	Siegel
Gail	Braun	Silver
Valerie	Schwartz	Singh
Edward	(Ted)	Steele
Nadine	Gewirtz	Strauss
Marlin	Wallace
Anders	Warga
Robert	Waxman
Marsha	Weintraub
Reine	Deege	Wiley
James	(Jimmy)	Witkower

1963
Harlean	Weiss	Anthony
Norm	Beegun
Bruce	Blake
Diane	Blum	Blank
Norman	Bookstein
Chris	Higginson	Briscoe
Mary	Lou	Marsoun	Cancio

Ester	Cantos
Robert	Charboneau
Lee	Chikafsky
Judith	Finer	Cohen
Judith	Sanders	Corwin
Juliana	(Julie)	Craig
Terry	Cricksman
Stuart	Cutler
Barbara	De	La	Selva-Ross
Edward	Diamond
Richard	Dulkin
Elaine	Duruff
Lorna	Beaord	Farrant
Randy	Fischer
Ed	Getz
Diane	Walker	Goldberg
Toni	Feldmar	Goldstein
Roberta	Green
Roger	Gross
Greg	Gurewitz
Steven	Harris
Stephen	Harvey
Richard	G.	Heller
Roberta	Terrence	Herson
Lois	Meshekow	Kalinsky
Ellen	Susan	Freis	Kane
Harley	Kaufman
Ellyn	Kaye
Mark	Kraveitz
Susan	Fagatt	Landsman
Nancy	Burns	Landy
Joe	Levine
Robert	Levitt
Merle	Levin	Levy
Jane	Spitzer	Lief
Francine	Yellon	Light
Jane	Bilson	Light
Steve	Lyons
Paulette	Phillips	Mahurin
Howard	Miller
Bill	(Nash)	Nachenberg
Richard	Neidorf
Judy	Daley	Osborn
Stephen	Ostrin
Judi	Pofsky-Cohen
Terry	Reiter
Judith	Katz	Resnick
Steven	Rheuban
Barbara	Sobin	Rosen
Linda	Ross
Gary	M.	Ruttenberg
Rhonda	Rhoads	Sack
Sandra	Sadikoff
Saul	Saladow
Errol	Segal
Joel	Shorr
Ester	(Shelly)	Cantos	Stone
Melanie	Logan	Wellner
Jeffrey	Wilson
Charles	Wolin
Paul	&	Judith	Willen	Zalle
Linda	Levin	Zelden

1964
Howard	(Howie)	Adams
Marsha	Alperin
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Jeri	Bannk
Carole	Quint	Barnett
Dennis	S.	Bennorth
Andrea	Berrin
Bernard	&	Beverly	Gray	

Bienstock
Steven	&	Nancy	Lee	Janis	

Bortz
Dolly	Colton	Bretter
Susan	Roller	Bursk
Michele	(Harriet)	Byer
Andrea	Brejensky	Carr
Harry	Charm
Bernay	Scott	Cohen
Linda	Perry	Cohen
Victor	B.	D’agostino
Margaret	King	Debbane
John	Exline
James	Finn
Suzanne	Zamel	Fleischacker
Robert	(Bob)	Fraley
Bruce	Galanter
Rochelle	Makler	Garrison
Bunny	Tepper	Getz
Joanne	Mabee	Giovannelli
Alan	Gluskin,	D.D.S.
Neil	Goldberg
Barry	Goldfarb
Bruce	Gross
Marvin	Grossman
James	(Marty)	Grynbaum
Wendy	Musicer	Hadley
Dennis	Hall
Felice	Karchmer	Harrison
Rena	Rosen	Herman
Dena	Gelman	Horwitz
Nancy	Platt	Jacoby
James	(Jim)	Jasper
James	Keane
Keneze	Kim
Helene	Monkarsh	Kimmel
Sharon	Flitterman	King
Donald	Kipper
Randall	Kirner
Tina	Milligan	Klaber
Dr.	Sandra	Flitterman-Lewis
Jana	Kleinbard	Freedman
Don	Light
Mitchell	Kawasaki
Michael	Koss	
Sharon	Stein	Krakoff
Kenneth	Kukuk
Lewis	Lasher
Charles	(Chip)	Lawler
Carol	Drapkin	Leavitt	
David	Lertzman
Edie	Levenson
Dr.	Barry	Levine
Elaine	Levitt
Rochelle	Lieb
Randall	Lloyd
Stephanie	Tolchin	Marant
Elliott	Megdal
Marshall	Mintz
Adene	Lightner	Mosh
Sid	Packer
Alan	D.	Patterson

Dennis	Peters
Lillian	Picchione
Judy	Zimring	Pomerantz
Jack	Porter
Janet	Whitney	Raffalow
Mel	Randall	
Rita	Garber	Resnick,	Ph.D.
Zelda	Korr	Rice
Fern	Avidon	Safier
Dennis	S.	Sands
Lois	Berman	Schenker
Linda	Schneider
Barbara	Surfas	Schwartz
Rise	Arnson	Sedillo
Paul	Shane
Robert	Shipp
Iris	Levine	Shuey
Phyllis	Siegel
Roberta	(Robbi)	Weiner	Stein
Mary	Beth	Strauss
Maxine	Talbot
Steven	Talsky
David	Tann
Hope	Factor	Thompson
Lesleigh	Tolin
Susan	Slosburg	Tova
Barbara	Block	Ungar
Jo	Ann	Cox	Vollmar
Lois	Rosenberg	Von	Halle
Harold	&	Ann	Schwartz	

Wakcher
Steven	M.	Walch,	Ph.D
Marlene	Walder
Patricia	Appleton	Walker
Martin	Wasser
Timmi	Platt	Williams
Brenda	Jacobs	Winston
Jon	Wolfson
Susan	Rudman	Wolf
Joyce	Penfil	Wright
Rhoda	Gerberg	Wright

1965
Ron	Ades
Allan	Arfa
Barbara	Eisenberg	Balik
Susan	Himel	Bassett
Richard,	Ph.D	Beaver
Janice	Schwimer	Beer	
Ira	Bland
Jerolyn	Bleak
Phyllis	Bloom
Susan	Weinstein	Brand
Ben	Browdy
Dr.	Gary	Brown
Susan	Bartmasser	Bryman
Lynn	Organ	Bynes
Beatrice	Markowitz	Carlo	
Judy	Silberman	Charm
Cindy	Wayne	Chernow
Les	Christie
Cathye	Metz	Clark
Susan	Cooper
Sherry	Ullman	Crakow
Lee	Crystal
Helaine	Brody	Cummins

Phil	&	Sherry	Fingarette	
Dapeer

Eileen	Weintraub	Dardick
Dan	Deutsch
Harvey	Eberstein
Howard	Einberg
Elayne	Leichman	Elsky
Arline	Zeitz	Erickson
Sherrie	Faber
Darlene	Knispel	Fogel
Mark	Freed
Fred	Friedman
Lawrence	Friedman
Steven	Frimkess
Steven	Garber
Barry	Geier
Jay	Gerber
Howard	Gershuny
Robert	Goldman
Royce	Horodas	Goldman
Melvin	Goldsman
Susan	Greenspan
Estelle	Lyon	Hartman
Jim	Hoeft
Stuart	Horwitz
Janet	Stronach	Hunter
Paul	Jablon
Linda	Kaminsky	Johnson
Irwin	Joseph
Jeanne	Kahn
Frank	Kallman
Jerry	Kaye
Bruce	Kimmel
Peggy	Lien	Kirner
Civia	Shultz	Kohl
Charles	Kronick
Neil	Krupnick
Rita	Kamins	Kun
Caren	Labovitch
Gary	Ladinsky
Clifford	Loeb
Sherry	Langer	Lucks
Rev.	Louie	Lyon
Lynda	Byrnes	Mabry
John	Maddox
Susan	Davis	Mantee
Louise	Spector	Martin
Alan	&	April	Block	Meadow
Wendy	Mednick
Barbara	Lench	Merino
Linda	Bruml	Milgrom
Jeffrey	Miller
Peggy	Miller
Gary	Moore
Lee	Moss
Susan	Muller
Debbie	Leonard	Myman
David	Norman
Andrea	Mclean	Oddo
David	Olmsted
Adrienne	Goldberg	Peterson
Albert	Praw
Riv-Ellen	Prell
Barbara	(Bobbi)	Presser
Monty	&	Polly	Colton	

Preston
Victor	Pulver	

Bonnie	Ellison	Reinhardsen
Marjorie	Levi	Rheuban
Mark	Robman
Barbara	Bertz	Romey
Sheila	Leventhal	Rose
Ellen	Unell	Rosen
Howard	Rosen
Marilyn	Gordon	Rothman
Arne	Rubenstein
Denise	Orensztein	Rusiecki
Brenda	Harvey	Ruttenberg
Alan	Samuels
Tom	&	Bobbi	Levin	Sandborn
Sandra	Berman	Sandler
Marsha	Cain	Schwartz
Brenda	Gray	Seeman
Carl	Sheriff
Joan	Shultz
Lawrence	Silver
Hylan	Slobodkin
Ruth	Bucky	Sokol
Ronna	Neiman	Somers
Paul	Sommer
James	Spievak
Fred	&	Candi	Codman	Stern
Susan	Freda	Suter
Stuart	&	Anita	Oishian	

Tanenberg
Susan	Ullnick	Taubman
Cheryl	Spellman	Taylor
Nancy	Finkel	Terrebonne
Penny	Keller	Traskos
Schifra	Evans	Walder
Celeste	Warner	Wiles
William	Winston
James	Wolfe

1966
Gary	&	Elaine	Cohen	Ableser
Caroline	Shallon	Abraham
Mike	Allen
Cary	Alpert
Robert	Alvarenga
Stephen	Angel
Joy	Goldstein	Barr
Karen	Tolchin	Bayless
Barry	Behrstock
Mark	Benjamin
Gary	Benson
Karen	Bienstock	Bergen
Marsha	Suzanne	Berman
Gail	Beller	Bornstein
Judith	(Judee)	Rand	

Chidester
Charles	(Chuck)	

Christianson
Judith	Sherman	Cierler
Steven	Cohan
Marvin	Cohen
Diane	Kleinberg	Connoy
Carolyn	Barth	Davis
Grant	Day
Marla	Meisel	Diamond
Joanne	Malis	Dobrowolski
Ilene	Kushner	Dulkin
Kathleen	Gordon	Dunn

Bunni	Ruben	Dybnis
Ellen	Markus	Entner
Sharyn	Michael	Faltin
Lauren	Pelter	Fischer
Judith	Robert	Franco
Freddi	Serber	Gelfand
Gregg	Gittler
Karen	Glancz
Michael	Glassman
Diane	Rosenberg	Glickman
Ted	Greenberg
Howard	Greitzer
Julie	Krinberg	Hanks
Ellen	Sattler	Harpin
Janice	Spellman	Hoople
Gregg	Howard
Reva	Rothenberg	Hyman
Marci	Rubin	Iglow
Nina	D’agostino	Ingham
Rhonda	Kamin	Johnson
Susan	Karp
Marilyn	Winston	Katzman
Mary	Keller
Robert	Kipper
Tamara	(Tammy)	Rotkin	Klein
Cheryl	Lebeau	Kornbloom
Douglas	Krantz
Blanche	Borenstein	Kraveitz
Steven	Kushner
Mark	Levin
Jeffrey	Levine
Rochelle	Gleicke	Levy
Mark	Linsky
Ron	Losch
Jackie	Britvan	Lowenberg
Penny	Marcus	Lucero
Sheila	Kaye	Maddox
Gary	Mandell
Barbara	Kaufman	Mc	Kee
Richard	Meyers
Susan	Aaronson	Michel
Sharon	Stone	Miller
Steven	Miller
Ruth	Ellen	Moss
Barbara	Manheimer	Motz
Karen	Groper	Myer
Cliff	Nehamen
Sheri	Garelick	Newland
Shelley	Gray	Nichols
Jesse	Noonan
Nancy	Shapiro	Perren
Alexis	Goldberg	Rabenn
Maureen	Rosen	Raynes
Howard	Resnick
John	Reynolds
Brigitte	Heinrich	Rolfe
Tedford	(Ted)	Rose
Alice	Friss	Rosen
Michele	Menzies	Rosen
Andrea	Leibovitz	Rosenblatt
Marilyn	Sucherdaler	Rudin
David	Sacks
Tobi	Schechner	Sands
Ellise	Gorelick	Seelig
Henry	Selinger
Ava	Chatterton	Sentchuk
June	Weiman	Shabsis
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Barbara	Klaskin	Silberg
Susan	Rosenfeld	Singer
Vygintas	(Vyg)	Slutos
Terri	Roberts	Smooke
Arnold	Snitser
Annette	Springer
Kenneth	Stern
Nancy	Trego	Stewart
Wendy	Urfrig	Temple
Eileen	Matthews	Venger
Faye	Cohen	Waldman
Lorraine	H.	Warshaw
Michael	Wayne
Allan	Weiner
Kenneth	Winett
Carol	Lew	Winikoff
Germaine(Gerri)	Loew	

Wissot
Howard	Zager
Bruce	Ziskin

1967
Iris	Kravetz	Abrams
Cheryl	Trunk	Abrams
Matthew	Altshule
Bruce	Altshuler	
Beryl	Arbit	
June	Bahr
Richard	Baum
Paul	Bergman
Karen	Mehlman	Berrenson
Robin	Berrin
Lawrence	Borys
Ronna	Brand
Robert	Bryer
Karen	Belsky	Bull
Don	Burman
Carole	Sokolow	Casten
Sydney	Ilene	Cetner
Richard	Ciolek-Torello
Dennis	Cobin
Diane	Nicolette	Collins
Trudi	Blackman	Conaway
Stephanie	Crane
Sharon	Chazen	Dancygier
Alan	Davidner
Stephanie	Sarnoff	Davis-Don	
Glen	Dresser
Alan	Drucker
Matthew	Epstein
Edward	Estrin
Jonathan	Evans
Peter	Feller
Sherry	Fingarette
Janet	Finkelstein
Leo	Fishman
Steven	Fishman
Linda	Goldman	Foley
Margie	Hoeft	Foster
Laurie	Fox
Barbara	Weiner	Freedman
Dinah	Baumring	Frieden
Edward	Friedman
Jane	Friedman
Susan	Kurland	Gabler

Kenneth	&	Betty	Rostagno	
Gibbs

David	Gische	
Gary	&	Pamela	Gilbert	Glick
Heidi	Budnick	Goldberg
Ellen	Goodman
Larry	Gould
Andrea	(Andie)	Rheuban	

Greene
Diana	Sage	Guth
Sheri	Goldstein	Hallis
Marilyn	Hechter	Harrington
Robert	Heller	
Mitchell	Holder
Paula	Goldfeld	Johnson
Bruce	Kahn
Harley	Karz-Wagman
Marty	Kiel
Evan	Kligman	
Joann	Turkel	Kramar
Keith	&	Jane	Wagner	Lassner
Nancy	Goodman	Lawrence
Elynn	Levine
Jill	Rosenberg	Levine
Janet	Corwin	Libuser
Susan	Doherty	Long
Dolores	Martins	Manena
Ann	Yolles	Marion
Steven	Menkus
Norman	Miller
Richard	Nussbaum
Eric	Oberhand
Sharon	Kessler	Page
Norm	Pine
Joyce	Crowell	Pollack
Lance	Posen
Roberta	Fields	Poster
Belinda	Presser
Armin	Rapaport
David	&	Judi	Robbins	

Robman
Peter	Roese
Rita	Silverberg	Rosenbaum
Mark	Rosenthal
Terry	Rubin
Ilene	Jackman	Sanders
Howard	Schultz
Neil	Schwartz
Marlene	Norin	Scott
Alan	Segal
Albert	Shumate
Barry	Siegel
Neal	Siegel
Dale	Miller	Siegel
Esther	Friedman	Sinclair
Dennis	Slone
David	Smith
Linda	Johnson	Smith
Richard	Soll
Edmond	Solvet
David	Spindel
Lorin	Stack
Lorne	Steiner
Frank	Steinschriber
Michael	Steres
Barry	Tavlin
Michael	Taylor

Cindy	Taylor
Marlene	Norin	Tayrien
Stephen	Thompson
Virginia	(Ginger)	Tritle
Carol	Tuch
Mark	Urban
Marsha	Sellz	Vargas
Pamela	Rumack	Warren
Richard	Wasserman
Edward	Wolkowitz
Milton	Yee
Denis	Zegar
Walter	Zeisl

1968
Gail	Epstein	Adler
Marilyn	Weiss	Alper
Janine	Baer
Allen	Bloom
Caren	Shapiro	Blumfield
Gene	Bramson
Ellen	Abrahams	Brosbe
Hali	(Gail)	Slobodkin	Burton
Jon	Chait
Roger	Coodley
Carol	Goren	Corn
Reba	Pogorel	Demeter
Dayle	Howard	Dolginer
Harvey	Englander
Dr.	Spencer	Eth
Barbara	Koppel	Finn
Lewis	Fleishman	
Wendy	Fleishman	
Debbie	Klarin	Freed	
Judy	Gray	Fridkis
Marci	Garret
Marilyn	Lewis	Glassman
Louis	Goldich
Tobi	Cohen	Gould
Betsy	Miller	Golden
Bob	Greenberg
Paul	Hoffman
Joel	Karchmer
Kenneth	Kessler
Deborah	Taylor	Kilmartin
Mark	Klein
Dorine	Mitchell	Kramer
Irene	Lazarus
Randee	Karno	Leffler
Howard	Levenson
Linda	Levinson
Andrew	(Andy)	Linsky
Richard	Markell
Ron	Marks
Walter	Meyer
Karen	Silverstein	Molloy
Margot	Pines	Moore
Lee	&	Marlene	Berger	

Morris
Hedy	Friedman	Nulman
Faye	Low	Ong
Marilyn	Weiss	Parlen
Elaine	Eberstein	Phillips
Cindy	Burg	Portigal
Sheryl	Weiner	Rabinovich
Elaine	Rosen

Stan	Rubin
Martin	Safir
Loretta	Hersh	Selinger
Janet	Uzane	Schneiderman
Gary	Schur
Debbi	Eisenstat	Schuver
Harold	Schwartz
Jeffrey	Shafer
Lauren	Sherman
Caren	Shapiro	Silver
George	Slotnick
Nan	Erlich	Smith
Reba	Kravitz	Soroky
Bruce	Stein
Marilyn	Harvey	Stein
Susan	Stern
Joy	Kittay	Sternberg
Judy	Swartz
Arthur	Swislocki
Donald	Uslan
Gillian	Marks	Wesenberg
Rochelle	Sosniak	

Wesolowski
Thomas	Whiting
Barbara	Candiotti	Yuda

1969
Judy	Bratter	Adams
Ronald	Berger
Bernie	Berkowitz
Marie	Hubenthal	Blasco
Jay	Bloom
Marilyn	Siegel	Boettiger
Susan	Oppliger	Breternitz
Bruce	Brown
Judith	Branman	Caldwell
Jeff	Carlson
Henry	Cherner
Wendy	(Gwen)	Perlman	

Crystal
Linda	Davis
Suzie	Sigmond	Dotan
Myra	Einberg
Larry	&	Melody	Miller	Feige
Jack	Felmann
Gary	Fields
Robert	Genzer
Barbara	Sookman	Gerber
Linda	Gilbert
Aubrey	Ginsberg
Rachelle	Surlin	Gobbi
Stanley	Goldstein
Adam	(Rick)	Green
Beverly	Colton	Gruber
Les	Guliasi
Verne	Herz
Linda	Globerman	Jackson
David	Holender
Margie	Lynn	Kahn
Howard	Kaplan
Denise	Goldstein	Keeping
Alyse	Sherman	Kirschen
Jeffrey	Lee
Frani	Terrell	Lippman
Naomi	Lomsky
Dianne	Daley	Lounsbury

Benson	Low
Mel	Maddox
Ann	Manheimer
Karen	Johnson	Martin
Marlene	Berger	Morris
Diane	Edwards	Medved
Howard	Millings
Karyn	Rolnick	Nussbaum
Thomas	Polinger
Gary	Pravorne
Sue	Harris	Revitz
Janice	Kay	Robertson
Peter	Rofe
Steve	Rubin
Janet	Friedman	Saretsky
Steve	Schwimer
Elaine	Greenberg	Segal
Sharon	Shilkoff
Bonnie	Siegal
David	Spellman
Curtis	Steele
Joann	Williams	Stockwell
Marilyn	Kaplan	Tucker
Nancy	Marx	Wagner
Dana	Walker
Howard	Wien
Gail	Berrin	Woskow
Benita	Tarsky	Young

1970
Judith	Carol	Angel
Debra	Ashe
Howard	Aster
Gary	Barr
Vickie	Zomar	Beckwith
John	Binder	
Stephen	Bulka
Bonnie	Zabren	

Chandler-Ascencio
Irving	Chase
Idell	Troyan	Cowen
Elizabeth	Cowan	Dailey
Nellie	Lynn	Dale
Lorraine	Scholz	Dale
Harriet	Stern	Davis
Laurie	Gilson	Deel
Barbara	Einberg
Natalie	Gilbert
Greg	Gleicke
Aileen	Miller	Gold
Jackie	Eberstein	Graham
Michael	Hays
Diane	Heininger
John	Holodnak
Glen	&	Leonie	Fisher	Janken
Deborah	Hartzke	Jenkins
Melvina	Jones
Harold	E.	Kammermeyer,	Jr.
William	Ketchum
Gail	Riceberg	King
Janis	Deutsch	Martynec
Hilary	Lax	Matthew
Larry	Moss
Bud	Pell
Myra	Brenner	Rothenberg
Marc	Sosniak
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Lorrin	Sunada
Sherry	Fleiner	Tischler
Eddie	Tyler
Gracie	Hollombe	Vandiver
Jackie	Cole	Weiser
Larry	Wilkinson

1971
Steven	Aaronson,	Dds
Janice	Baran
Judy	Schwartz	Black
Karen	S.	Corwin
Daniel	Henrickson
Nita	Davidson
Sandra	Schenirer	Einberg
Marcia	Sherman	Fellner
Shermeta	Forte
Hope	Friedman
Aviva	(Susan)	Garrett
Suzanne	Sheina	Gilbert
Jacqueline	Smith	Gomberg
Edward	Handler
Benita	Nelson	Hennessay
Andrew	Jacobs
Patricia	Jacobs
Susan	Ucinski	Jordan
Gila	Fields	Katz
Lily	(Linda)	Kohn
Bob	Koppany
John	Kornfeld
Robert	Kruger
Linda	Vogel	Lane
Karen	Bass	Lechuga
Rudy	Lerner
Steven	Levin	
Sandee	Yoselle	Libby
Richie	Maize
Harriet	Behman	Markell
Joanne	Russo	Muhlfriedel
Edith	Robert	Reuveni
Laurie	Weinberg	Rice
Fred	Schenk
Francis	Schwartz
Steven	&	Susi	Rodriguez	

Shapiro
Heidi	Berrin	Shonkoff
Rodney	Shumate
Robert	Torres	
Michael	Urban
Marcia	Dreyer	Wessberg
Helen	Zimmon
Donald	Ziskin

1972
Cheryl	Leon	Baker
Marlene	Baran
Dennis	&	Ronya	Bernard	Bell
Sharon	Kurland	Berlin
Stacey	Kruger	Birndorf
Carol	Newland	Bloom
Brian	Blumfield
Bruce	Blumfield
Richard	Colman
Deborah	Davis
Edwina	Crosby	Dedlow

Marcy	Ellenbogen
Ken	Feder
Kevin	Fetterman
John	Fuchs
Jackie	Relph	Gilbert
Gloria	Winston	Glaser
Joan	Leventhal	Goldblatt
Debbie	Shapiro	Gravitte
Maxine	Luskin	Hertzberg
Daniel	Horowitz
Ronald	Hurwitz
William	Jernigan
Rochelle	Randolph	Johnson
David	Kalmick
Victoria	Warner	Kaplan
Barbara	Kobryner	Levy
Denise	Mand	Livker
Evelyn	Looser
Sharon	David	Lowenstein
Rita	Gerbs	Macias
Mark	Magged
Maryetta	Marks
Pamela	Pine	Martin
Sydnee	Kamm	Mc	Donald
Thomas	Mclurkin
Adele	Sharfstein	Mingail
Jennifer	Muir
Joanne	Nagano
Angela	Wutkee	Nishimura
Michael	Poret
Linda	Gach	Ray
Jerome	Roberts
Randy	Moskowitz	Ross
Raymond	(Bruce)	Schweiger	
Beverly	Turkel	Silldorf
Shera	Stein	Sinell
Joel	Strom
Cathy	Rosenstein	Strull
Monica	Teitelbaum
Elise	Ungerleider
Laurie	Kelly	Weber
Stephanie	Wagner	West
Gary	&	Susan	Mann	Yates
Jana	Winters	Young
Melissa	Cohen	Zimmer	

1973
Jan	Abrams
Helene	Schweiger	Apper
Miriam	Scharf	Cherner
Shelley	Davidson	Davis
Joey	Eberstein
Roxie	Shapiro	Hallock
Tina	Lippman	Kahn
Michael	Hilton
Melissa	Hilton
Chris	Hines
Paul	Koretz
Joel	Landson
Robin	Siegal
Karen	Pyenson
Kathy	Schiff	Rappaport
Lauren	Sinz
Felicia	Chase	Zeff

1974
Barry	Bloom
Loren	Blumberg
Aaron	Bowers
Shane	Broomfield
Candie	Mcclendon	Childress
Ellen	Weiman	Collin
Laurie	E.	Crasnick
Gary	Ellis
Ruth	Esbin	Greer
Vincent	Haydel
Jeff	Howard
Larry	Hubbard
Joyce	Boehm	Hughes
Andrea	Kaye
Stuart	Macofsky
Staci	Frank	Magged
Mike	Maize
Robert	Mandel
Dennis	M	Orfirer
Debbie	Guberman	Reback
Lorie	Dash	Robinson
Jon	Bermuda	Schwartz
Rosalind	Chase	Shapiro
Steve	Sitkoff
Noelle	Flynn	Smith
Susan	Sherman	Warfield
Rhanna	Williams	Wells
Judi	Wizelman
Ken	Yates
Ron	Yukelson

1975
Sharon	Bleviss
Judith	Butcher	Bowers
Kathy	Boyajian
Eugene	Dula
Paula	Edwards
Alan	Feldman
Mark	Fishman
Janine	Benson	Fromm
Rhoda	Gabbai
Vickie	Raquepo	Gleed
Stacy	Ivan	Globerman
Randy	Goldstein
Robert	Goldstein
Debbie	Hammer	Himel
Tawana	Edwards	Jones
Michael	Kahn
Robert	Kassel
Barbara	Hoffman	Killeen
Jan	Branson	Lane
Renita	Lorden
Karen	Mack
Ilona	Kahn	Mainster
Kathleen	Wogomon	Perez
Stuart	Popkin
Barbara	Jacobs-StebbinS
Cathy	Goren	Sedacca
Temmie	Novak	Silver
Suzanne	Rittenhouse
Larry	Sharfstein
Marion	Masuda	Smith
Susan	Gomach	Sommer
Paul	Tuvman

Pamela	Thomas	Vandergriff
Larry	Walsh
Sylvester	Wilson

1976
Elaine	Strom	Behnken
Ron	Bornstein
Eva	Lew	Chang
Michael	Crasnick
Kenneth	Creber
Rose	Cohen	Ellen
Kevin	Fatherree
Jill	Holtz	Feldman
Arthur	Fruchtenbaum
Deanna	Gomby
Judith	Gottesfeld
Rodney	Gottlieb
Melanie	Fitleberg	Halpern
Novel	Lockett	Harris
Vance	Heron
Marcia	Hinton
William	Jones
Marion	Weintraub	Katz
Donna	Weintraub	Klein
Rukaiya	Madha	Lang
Nancy	Finney	Mc	Kown
Sheridan	Sitkoff	Pidcock
Ilene	Stern	Procida
Andrew	(Drew)	Robbins
Lee	Ruttenberg	
Jessica	Shankman	Sackman
Ronald	Spiegel
Ilene	Wizelman	Sugarman
Charles	Sztanski
Vicki	Fields	Wolf

1977
Ellen	Bass	Armijo
Sam	Avlas
Harriet	Rotter	Bell
Lynn	Bright
Nina	Mc	Gowan	Cohen
Anita	Coleman
William	Dickey
Lisa	Jaffe	Garcia
Patrice	Mc	Lurkin	Grant
Loren	Hoffman
John	Hopkins
Harry	Johnson
Barbara	Fry	Keys
Lynn	Wizig	Kilroy
Sharon	Gootkin	Landau
Katherine	Laskowsky
Alan	Lieban	
Robert	Mc	Rae
Kim	Meyer
Farhad	Novian
Robert	Reback
Eugenia	(Genie)	Brown	

Rosenthal
Julio	Schtein
Nora	Mc	Carty	Schweizer
Freya	Turchen

1978
Dana	Schulhof	Abel
Garvey	Fulton,	Jr.
Georges	Geller
Charles	Horwitz
Stacia	Richmond	Kopeikin
Glenn	Laird
Vicki	Graham	Magee
Jim	Myers
Michele	Norkon
Julie	Sands
Clayton	Serbin
Elissa	Wurf

1979
Leslie	Bass
Teri	Buccola
Luis	Calvo
Cecelia	Strange	Gebroe
Sheri	Penn	Hager
Jeffrey	Katz
Marc	Legget
Craig	Mc	Gowan
Valarie	Phillips
Veta	Dematris	Quattlebaum
Mark	Slavkin

1980
Annette	Dash
Laura	Ullman	Epstein
Brian	Gage
Rick	&	Andrea	Penn	Kraus
Troy	F	Tanner
Robert	Weinberg

1981
Adam	Adler
Bradleigh	Horton
Jill	Samuels	Kalbrosky
Michael	Kort	

1982
James	Comisar
Amy	Krell
Shelly	Roth	Seltzer

1983
Raquel	Fuertes
Devon	Heron
Daniel	May

1984
Brenda	Hyman	Goldstein

1985
Chevonne	Noflin	Colon
Allison	Block	Frederick
Carla	Hammonds

Bugle Design and Production:	Wiredhat	Interactive



Alumni Shown in GREEN have contributed more than $25 63

Membership Directory

DiDn’t finD your name in the membership Directory? that means we haven’t receiveD a Dues payment 
from you in the past two years. (or we DiD anD haD a glitch in the Database — it happens.) in any case, 
a check or a gentle correction will make everything all better. be sure to incluDe your class year on 

all corresponDence.
visit our website at www.HamiHigHalumni.org to make a payment online or

senD an e-mail to membership@hamihighalumni.org or
mail in your check or correction to

po box 64340, los angeles, ca 90064

Tracy	Tucker	Svoboda
Jill	Turner
Rhonda	Witherspoon

1986
Courtney	Heron
Christina	(Chris)	Mouton	

Kenemuth

1987
Tracie	Moxson

1988
Daniel	Blank
Iman	Brivanlou
Rabbi	Joseph	Krakoff
Darien	Heron	Ware
Jaycia	Wills-Smith

1989
Dana	Goldstein
Shahab	Khavarani
Luis	Rios
Matt	Strong

1990
Tanya	Bowers
Ariella	DeCastro	Fiore
Ridvana	(Rina)	Shaikh	Lesko
Sabrina	Heron	Strong

1991
Alora	Skilton	Herbst
Melanie	Lucero
Lori	Nakama
Marc	Weiss

1992
Margaurite	Mathis
Karen	Mitchell
Kenya	Runyan

1993
Joshua	Krakoff	Selo
Andy	Snavley

1994
Martha	Porter
Leslie	Thomas	Serebryakova
Larry	Shoham
Michael	J	Steins
Deanah	Zak

1995
Ben	Alkaly
Niccolasa	Ardin
Susannah	Burns
Charlotte	Cole
Tapau	Holmes
Anthony	Faulkner	II
Abdullah	 	Jamil
Nicole	Johnson
Stuart	Lebowitz
Amanda	Ross	Levy
Stephanie	Molchen	

Mallahan
Khalid	Morris
Kelly	Peden
Pamela	Pernin
David	Rosen
Andrew	Sacks
James	schipper
Melissa	Schwartz
Ludvig	Simonsen
Joseph	Siordia
Batya	Smith
Nicolas	Toledo

1996
Hassan	Christian
Leia	De	Leon	
Kunhee	Cho	Jewell
Mary	Sramek
Lindsey	Rangel
Kimra	Wasserman

1997
Rachael	Krakoff	Narcisi

Jason	Yates

1998
Vivien	Andrade
Victor	D’agostino	II

1999
Janelle	Benson
Stefan	Delvoye
Felix	Starks

2000
Erin	Yates

2001
Reeve	Carney
Mario	Dominguez
Rebecca	Levin

2006
Jenny	D’agostino	Borok

2007
Le’ana	Hill
Zach	Meyerowitz

2008
Rubi	Perales

2010
Jimmy	Biblarz	
Ashhad	Khan

2017
Christina	Sims

2018
Jack		Weiss

2020
Megan	Mingo

Faculty
Don	Korth
Norman	Bergman
Milton	&	Sandy	Goldman
Jerry	Solender
Teri	Warner
Martha	Kipp	Barber
Marjory	G.	Eddy
Jack	Epstein
Richard	(Wayne)	Johnson
Alan	Kaplan
Dawn	Sillesen	Klemm
Ken	Mac	Lean
Rena	Mc	Kinzie
Lorraine	Oshins
Gregory	Robinson
Gene	Rohr
Martin	Solig
Hilda	Swartz
Barbara	Tamraz
Isaac	Weingart
David	Yerkes

Friends
Andrew	Acampora
Steve	Andruszkewicz
Carl	Armando
Dick	Bank
Peterson	Bernice
Jan	Beumer
Mark	Bradford
Pat	Bumpas
Alma	Carmichael
Linda	Coburn
Cathy	Jo	Cozen
Stephen	W.	Davis
Christine	Denny
Raymond	Diller
Bob	Evans
Elizabeth	Fenner
Virginia	Field
Ivan	Finkle
Robert	Franssen
Lawrence	S.	Ganzer,	Cpa
Krystin	George

Marilyn	Bobier	Granados
Chuck	Harter
Bob	Heyman
Marvin	Hoffenberg
Annette	Earle	Johnson
Lynwood	&	Joan	Jones
Barbara	Kalajian
S.	Anthony	Khavarani
Leslie	Klinger
Carole	Kovnick
Debra	Layne
Matt	Lilley
June	Lockhart
Sandy	Luboviski
Rebecca	Luck
Ken	Marsh
Brian	Mcnabb	
Sidney	Stern	Memorial	Trust
David	&	Sarah	Monkarsh
Debi	Nolan
Deborah	Oliver
Richard	(Rick)	Obrand
Robert	&	Yvonne	Perlberg
Arthur	&	Arlene	Radon
Richard	Raines
Jerry	Rosen
Barry	Rosen
Dorothy	Roudebush
Lottie	Royce
Cherri	Nash	Shiffman
Nick	Sanelli
Tony	Sanelli
Frances	Spivek
Wallis	Stegall
Ruth	Anderson	Stevens
Barry	Sugarman
Sandra	Rodin	Sugarman
Myrtle	Talbot
Madelyn	Vanderhoogt
Herb	&	Polly	Marks	

Weinberg
E.T.	Whitaker
Shauna	Colton	Woods
Ronald	Zacky
Fred	Zaidman
Michael	Zeff
Brandon	&	Becca	Zeff
Jerry	Cohn
James	Berk
Brenda	Pensamiento
Daniel	Blank

Spring 2021



2020-2021
BUGLE ADVERTISING RATES

Two Issues – One Full Year

 Full Page ...................................................................$250

 Half Page ...................................................................$175

 Quarter Page ............................................................$125

 Business Card .............................................................$75

A 10% discount will be given for multi-year advertising when paid in full at time of order.

Mail black-and-white artwork or your business card to:
Hamilton High Alumni Association

P.O. Box 64340 Los Angeles, CA  90064

Contact BUGLE ADVERTISING Development and Advertising Manager, 
to inquire about advertising by calling (310) 664-1019 or email info@hamihialumni.org.

Basic ad layout is offered at no additional charge.
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11846 Sherman Way
North Hollywood, CA 91605
pandruszkewicz@gmail.com
www.ecprops.com

Paul Andruszkewicz
Mobile: 818-389-9149
Fax: 818-764-2374

Best Source for Industrial, Lighting, Locker 
Room, Warehouse, & Street Props



ANDREW SACKS
COLDWELL BANKER RESIDENTIAL BROKERAGE

Serving West Los Angeles Area
Andrew followed his father, David Sacks (class of 1966), and uncle, Dr. Phillip Sacks,(Class of ’62) to Hamilton High School.  
He believes that his early years in the Cheviot Hills community instilled a sense of the importance of home, and he has life-
long friends from his years in school, from Castle Heights through Hami.

It was a natural progression for him to follow his coaching/teaching career with a successful career in real estate. Andrew 
knows that any decision about purchasing or selling a home can be a very personal experience, and is much easier with the 
assistance of professional expertise. Because the home is the place where families experience the milestones of their lives, 
Andrew works hard to meet their stated needs, address all concerns and guide them to an optimum result.  As one of An-
drew’s clients stated, “I can’t begin to explain what a relief it is to have someone representing you that you can trust and be 
comfortable with.”

Andrew specializes in representing buyers and sellers 
of residential real estate in the Los Angeles Westside neighborhoods

www.Andrewsacks.com   310-926-9844  info@andrewsacks.com

OF 1995
CLASS 

©2017 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Owned by a subsidiary of NRT 
LLC. Coldwell Banker, the Coldwell Banker Logo, Coldwell Banker Global Luxury and the Coldwell Banker Global Luxury logo service marks are registered or pending registrations owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.
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Westside Stories Too 
focuses on the influence of Hollywood film pro-
ductions, worldclass cultural additions, the 
variety of economic changes, and the shock 
of celebrity crimes to capture the essence of a 
unique area from La Brea to the Pacific Ocean, 
from LAX to the Sepulveda Pass.

$20
TAXES, SHIPPING, HANDLING 

INCLUDED FOR A 172-PAGE, FULL 
COLOR, HARD COVER, COFFEE 

TABLE BOOK CONTAINING
171 ILLUSTRATIONS

A 37% SAVING FROM 
THE BOOK’S ACTUAL 
MARKETPLACE COST

Special Price for
Yankee Bugle 

Readers

At      
   long  
       last
Michael Harris follows 
his highly acclaimed   
first book about life in 
Cheviot Hills and sur-
roundings (Westside 
Stories) with vignettes 
about the  people, plac-
es and events of the 
1960s and beyond that 
made WLA one of the 
world’s best known 
neighborhoods. 

TO PLACE AN ORDER 
Call  310 476 6374
Email hrmg@mac.com 
Text  213 500 8037 
FAX  310 471 3276
PAYPAL hrmg@mac.com

note
While Amazon will accept and deliver your order 
for Westside Stories Too, they must charge applicable 
sales taxes and are not authorized to provide the spe-
cial Bugle readers’ discount. As a result the final Am-
azon charge, with shipping, is likely to be well more 
than $25.00.

Treat 
yourself, relatives, old friends and 

neighbors to a memorable gift for an upcom-
ing birthday, anniversary, special celebration 

and/or the Holiday Season.
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Mar 31, 21 Mar 31, 20 $ Change % Change

ASSETS
Current Assets

Checking/Savings
10100 · Wells Fargo Unrestricted/Restr.

10103 · Wells Fargo Unrestricted Acc 28,888.24 36,057.47 -7,169.23 -19.9%
10105 · Wells Fargo Donor Restricted 36,829.37 34,604.37 2,225.00 6.4%
10106 · Landesman Endowment Donor Restr 0.00 500.00 -500.00 -100.0%
10110 · Wells Fargo Simple Business Acc 700.00 2,602.95 -1,902.95 -73.1%

Total 10100 · Wells Fargo Unrestricted/Restr. 66,417.61 73,764.79 -7,347.18 -10.0%

10300 · PayPal Account 195.50 732.10 -536.60 -73.3%
10500 · Morgan Stanley M$ Endowment 500,250.92 339,600.05 160,650.87 47.3%
10505 · Landesman Endowment Restricted 52,462.25 29,097.55 23,364.70 80.3%
10510 · HAA Scholarship Fund 146,246.68 83,349.77 62,896.91 75.5%

Total Checking/Savings 765,572.96 526,544.26 239,028.70 45.4%

Accounts Receivable
11200 · Pledges Receivable - Restricted 1,941.00 5,654.00 -3,713.00 -65.7%
11300 · Allowance for Doubtful Pledges -59.00 -170.00 111.00 65.3%

Total Accounts Receivable 1,882.00 5,484.00 -3,602.00 -65.7%

Other Current Assets
12000 · Undeposited Funds 0.00 900.00 -900.00 -100.0%

Total Other Current Assets 0.00 900.00 -900.00 -100.0%

Total Current Assets 767,454.96 532,928.26 234,526.70 44.0%

TOTAL ASSETS 767,454.96 532,928.26 234,526.70 44.0%

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

20100 · Grants Payable/Scholarships
20115 · HAA Scholarships - 2019 0.00 5,100.00 -5,100.00 -100.0%
20116 · HAA Scholarships - 2020 8,000.00 0.00 8,000.00 100.0%
20120 · 2019 HAA Scholarships  Deferred 0.00 5,000.00 -5,000.00 -100.0%
20121 · HAA Scholarships - 2021 5,000.00 0.00 5,000.00 100.0%

Total 20100 · Grants Payable/Scholarships 13,000.00 10,100.00 2,900.00 28.7%

Total Accounts Payable 13,000.00 10,100.00 2,900.00 28.7%

Total Current Liabilities 13,000.00 10,100.00 2,900.00 28.7%

Total Liabilities 13,000.00 10,100.00 2,900.00 28.7%

Equity
31500 · Temp. Restricted Net Assets

31600 · Pledge Receivable Est. Revenue 1,882.00 5,484.00 -3,602.00 -65.7%
31500 · Temp. Restricted Net Assets - Other 735,789.22 488,051.74 247,737.48 50.8%

Total 31500 · Temp. Restricted Net Assets 737,671.22 493,535.74 244,135.48 49.5%

32000 · Unrestricted Net Assets -48,195.46 -4,117.07 -44,078.39 -1,070.6%
Net Income 64,979.20 33,409.59 31,569.61 94.5%

Total Equity 754,454.96 522,828.26 231,626.70 44.3%

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 767,454.96 532,928.26 234,526.70 44.0%

Hamilton High School Alumni Association
Statement of Financial Position

Accrual Basis As of March 31, 2021

Page 1

1. Net income for March was a gain of $12,503.22 with $5.8k from gains to HAA’s portfolio and 
$16.7k from dues.

2. Net income thru March 2021 is $64,979.20 or 94% more than the same period in 2020.
3. HAA contributed $7,500 to Hamilton’s web designer to maintain their social media platforms. 

HAA also contributed $180 for Hamilton’s perfect attendance program. The “Hamilton Gift 
Basket Program” received another $1,000 donation.

4. Through March, the M$M Endowment Fund received pledges totally $346,406 (corrected total) with a 
balance remaining of $1,882 adjusted for present value and an estimate of pledges not being fulfilled. The 
level of pledges has remained relatively unchanged. Those who have made their pledges are fulfilling their 
commitment and we are very grateful to them.

5. One hundred of our members have made pledges of which 80 have completed their commitment; three have 
yet to make their second installment, resulting in a participation rate of 97%. To date only 35% of the M$M 
fund has been pledged and 40% has been paid.

6. I have separated HAA’s portfolio into three accounts:  M$M Endowment, Landesman Endowment, 
and a new portfolio called HAA Scholarship Fund. Each account is listed separately as to its 
respective performance. 

7. The M$M Endowment increased in value by $3,087 or .62% in March. 
8. The Landesman Endowment gained $549 or 1.49% in March, but its principal increased by 

$15k with $7.5k from the Landesman’s and $7.5k from HAA as a matching contribution. This 
Endowment can only use its earnings and not the principal to fund scholarships. We have 
structured the Landesman portfolio to ensure that it earns at least this amount annually.

9. The HAA Scholarship Fund was created in February 2020. In September, the fund received an 

additional $25,000 from HAA’s Wells Fargo Operating Account. For March, this fund gained 
$1,512.86 or 1.05%. This new fund was established from the proceeds from a $100,000 
anonymous donation. 

10. Current Ratio now stands at 2.29 or a reserve of $2.29 for every dollar of liability. 
11. The Scholarship Committee selected 36 deserving Hamilton seniors for HAA Scholarships. The 

scholarships awarded totaled $58,900 with some recipients receiving multiple year stipends. 
To date (3/31/2021), HAA has paid out $51,400 to those who have claimed their scholarships 
from the Class of 2020.

12. Five recipients have yet to claim their award.
13. I have broken out Investment Income into three categories: Dividends & Interest, and Unreal-

ized and Realized Gains (Loss). I have also adjusted the Equity portion of the Statement of 
Financial Position to properly reflect the Restricted Net Assets from the Unrestricted. This 
complies with GAAP for nonprofits.

14. We depend on a continuing revenue stream from our members in order to sustain the Associa-
tion’s mission.  

15. The Alumni Association is a true example of an organization managed exclusively by volun-
teers for the purpose of awarding scholarships and connecting alumni back to their school.     

16. Our new website www.hamihighalumni.org is up and running and I invite all to register and get famil-
iar with it especially the uploaded Federalist Newsletter from 1932 onward. We owe a deep sense 
of gratitude to Jonathan Weiss who very methodically digitized the Federalist Newsletters, 
held in storage at Hamilton, and had our webmaster upload them to our website. They are a 
treasure to behold.

Hamilton High School Alumni Association — Notes to Accompany Financial Statements
For Period Ending — March 31, 2021 and YTD 2021
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WE LOVE HEARING FROM YOU! We love hearing about your anniver-
saries, big birthdays, and life celebrations. Please send us that informa-
tion so we can include it in the next bugle.
WE LOVE HEARING ABOUT OUR ALUMNI’S ACHIEVEMENTS.  
Did you write a book, did you get a PhD, did you get an award in your 
profession, do you volunteer, did you travel somewhere amazing, did 
you retire? We love hearing about it.
IF YOU GET TOGETHER WITH OTHER CLASSMATES, please take a 
picture, tell us the story behind the picture and how long you’ve been 
getting together.
DO YOU HAVE A SPECIAL STORY from your high school days that you 
would like to share? Well, we’d love to hear about it!
DO YOU HAVE A PICTURE that reminds you of your days at Hami? 
Please send it in and give us a backstory.

HEY, HAMI ALUMNI
we need your help!

The bugle is looking for editors. We are 
looking for a main editor as well as co-ed-
itors who can help put this award-winning 
publication together. If you’re interested 
in finding out more please send an email 
to Hamibugle@gmail.com You can email us at hamibugle@gmail.com.

Or send in snail mail to: attn Hami Bugle editor,  
PO box 64340 Los Angeles, CA 90064

Board of Directors
Steve Angel ‘66
Marvin Sugarman ‘53
Felicia Chase Zeff ‘73
Bob Raskin ‘58
Ed Horowitz ‘59
David Sacks ‘66
Andrew Sacks ‘95
Lynnette Ruby Lipp ‘58
Daniel Blank ‘88
Melissa Hilton ‘73
Jimmy Biblarz ‘2010
Doritt Diamond ‘58

Bugle Editors
Andrew Sacks ‘95
Doritt Diamond ‘58

Scholarship  
Committee
Steve Angel ‘66
Felicia Chase Zeff ‘73
Ed Horowitz ‘59
Lynnette Ruby Lipp ‘58

Finance Committee
Steve Angel ‘66
David Sacks ‘66
Bob Raskin ‘58

Membership  
Committee
Melissa Hilton ‘73
Andrew Sacks ‘95
Daniel Blank ‘88

Social Media  
Committee
Andrew Sacks ‘95
Ben Alkaly ‘95

President
Steve Angel ‘66 

President Emeritus
Marvin Sugarman ‘53

Bugle Editor In-Chief 
Emeritus
Don X. Sanelli ‘51

Treasurer Emeritus
Jean Kleopfer Barker ‘42

Treasurer
Bob Raskin ‘58

Corporate Secretary
Felicia Chase Zeff ‘73

Please make all donations payable to

HAMI-HI ALUMNI ASSOC. OR HAA
Our [501(c)3] tax-exempt status may allow your donation  

to be tax-deductible. 

The above donations levels are also printed for your convenience in 
the enclosed envelope — just check off the level desired and use it 

to mail your check and/or any correspondence to us.
* HAMI-HI Alumni AssociAtion * 

P.O. Box 64340
Los Angeles, CA  90064

HAA MEMBERSHIP LEVELS
BASIC DONATION LEVELS

(Annual Renewal)

Senior Class of 2021 ................................................................ $1.00
Regular Membership...............................................................$25.00
Supporting ................................................................................ $50.00
Sustaining ................................................................................$100.00

GIFTING LEVELS
(Select a designation from below)

___  HAMI BRONZE ..............................................................$250

___  HAMI SILVER ..................................................................$500

___  HAMI GOLD ................................................................$1,000

______________ any amount!

In Honor of ____________________ donation amount $ _____

In Memory of ___________________ donation amount $ _____

In Celebration of ________________ donation amount $ _____

HAMI-HI  ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS
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The HAMI-HI SPIRIT — we care about you!

A Publication of the

Alexander Hamilton High School Alumni Association 

summer 2017

The TooTh Fairyof hamilton high 
– pg 24

Watching Birds – pg 28

The Los Angeles
General Election of 2017

– pg 20

hamilTon opens iTs gaTes 
Wider

The Answer My Friend is Blowin’ in the Wind

—Bob Dylan 1962

“How LAUSD  
successfully  

tackled the racial divide  
in 1969” – pg 38

We welcome and encourage submissions 
from our members, about:

• MEMORIES of your days at Hami, including about  
classmates and teachers;

• YOUR LIFE since Hami (including about your career  
and how having attended Hami influenced your life since), 
contacts with friends from Hami;

• YOUR TRAVELS

• OTHER FACTS related to the purposes of our  
Association that would be of interest to our members.

Submissions should be emailed to our editor
hamibugle@gmail.com

A Publication of the
Alexander Hamilton High School Alumni Association 

Spring 2021 issue 54

PHILIP TOPPING & ALL THAT JAZZ Pg12
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